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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The Revenue Laws Amendment Act, 59 of 2000 fundamentally altered the 
South African income tax residence-based income taxation 
was introduced whereby natural who are considered tax of 
South Africa became liable to comprehensive income tax chargeable on their worldwide 
earnings. 

For non-residents the old of income taxation remains intact whereby 
income tax is only charged on income rec;el\,ea or deemed to be received from a source 
located in South Africa. 

..""""M.:,"",,,,, basis of taxation a in 
international tax law that has unexplored locally is the income tax 
and capital gains tax (CGT) treatment of crc.ss·b()lrdE~r dealings between various 
a single corporate legal person. when a African resident company 

merchandise through an or a non-resident company sells goods 
through a South African may require a reallocation of 
inventory or the provision property or capital funds from one part 

the company located in one country to part of it located in the other country. 

It is unclear whether the general provisions of the Income Tax Act, 58 of 1962 
amended) ('the Act') hailing from the basis era are applicable or 

flexible enough to accommodate within a corporate person. For 
is the Act's trading stock provision to a determination of a South 

African branch's income in circumstances inventory is reallocated internally? 

Historically, where a South African company had a office in a foreign 
country, South African source tax rules were not directly concerned with the legal form 
of a company when a determination of tax liability was made. The tax determinant 
was whether the income forthcoming from, for was received 

a source located in South or not - which by 
not _primarily have regard to 

focus shifts to the ,..."",-'<:!.nl"l ,..n""'':''-I"I.:o.n 

,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,1 overhaul of South 

crCtss··I:)OlrclE:lr scenarios. 

1994 has 
double taxation 
All of South Africa's 

During this process of reform the cross-border or 'dealings' between 
of a single corporate entity have not been comprehensively addressed by 
in the municipal tax system except on a nu::.,r-""n,,,,,,,,, 

Consequently the provisions of the Act speCifically aimed to deal with these 
kinds of dealings are few and far between. In addition, it is not certain whether the 

provisions of the Act (eg the general deduction foreign currency 
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provisions, recoupments, capital allowances, CGT, etc) can be applied in the context of 
these kinds 

a large Economic (;OOOE~ratlon 
Model Convention on Income and Capital (OECD MTC). and to a lesser 
United Nation's Model Double Convention the Developed and 
Developing Countries (UN MTC), dealings between various parts of a single corporate 
entity are as if the various located in different countries where distinct and 
separate legal entities of profits in 
respective This a legal form on the 
international 

In of rather indiscriminate municipal income tax and CGT 
stage is for confusion; for does the to dealings Delrwe~en 
general (GE) and (PE) 
law reflect or differ from that on 

Moreover, since 2001 
approach the attribution of 

has published reports detailing a reformed 
in terms of a DTC various parts of a 

l'Iiff""r"" ... + countries. methodologies developed in these 
become authorised to this will 
approach MTC. 

This study will show that municipal to intra-company 
dealings is not very clear and whilst the approach of the OECD on the DTC level 
is clearly in a status of flux. since 1994 shown that South has 
followed approach to international tax matters in a number of If 

rcotr'FTn on the income CGT treatment cross-border 
a~~~ ~ 00 

"" .... "\r ... '"'''''' may likely have a 

study will also that in certain cases, adjustments to municipal 
i ncom.eJax...alJd_GG:L[ules~ar.e~indeed ,desirable. 

1 Objectives 

South 
ac(~eS:SIDle and 

study will conclude with an analysis international law aspects of 
corporate tax system as Qv." ....... nllr''''',., by the network of DTCs. In 
OECD's to the level 

(ie a is applicable) will be restated with a 
interrelationship between domestic and international systems. 
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Key objectives of this study include the following questions that will be answered 
on the various levels of the analysis in chapters 2 to 5: 

• Do the general tax principles of South Africa's corporate tax system, on the 
municipal level, deal systematically with the income tax and CGT treatment of 
cross-border dealings between various parts of the same corporate entity? 

• If dealt with systematically, can any principles be extrapolated from the 
municipal tax legislation? 

• If not dealt with systematically, how is the tax treatment to be understood, and 
are there any areas resulting in beneficial or detrimental tax results? 

• How is profit attribution to permanent establishments dealt with historically and 
presently in terms of the DECO's MTC? 

• How does the DECO propose to deal with PE profit attribution on the DTC level 
in future? 

• Does the proposed future position of the DECO differ from the present and 
historical position? 

• Would adoption of the DECO's new approach to PE profit attribution on the DTC 
level contract, restrict or prohibit the tax results accomplished under South 
Africa's municipal income tax and CGT rules? 

• What are the implications of the DECO's reform work in general for South 
Africa? 

The methodology used to meet the objectives outlined above mainly involves 
the consultation of local and international tax law literature and case law on the subject. 

This study will be confined to cross-border dealings between various parts of a 
single corporate body, that is, an entity with a separate legal personality distinct from its 
members. For this purpose, a company will be used as an example of such an entity 
throughout the study. Issues involving, for example, hybrid entities such as partnerships 
clothed by one country=with"cor:porate=personalit-y~and~not-by-another-whereo it operates 
consequently fall outside the scope of this study. 

This study is further confined to exclude special considerations that arise for 
particular trades such as, for example, the financial services industry (eg banks, 
insurers, dealers in financial instruments, etc). 

The benefit of the research and analysis attempted in this study is mainly two
fold. It is the first comprehensive attempt to restate the municipal income tax and CGT 
rules on the topic after the general overhaul of South Africa's corporate tax system 
since 1994. In addition, it is also the first attempt to compare an analysis of the 
municipal situation with international tax developments in this area, mainly those 
occasioned by the DECO's reform work performed in respect of profit attribution to PEs 
since 2001. 
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1.3 Terminology 

In this terminology will as far as possible be uniform without deviating too 
much from the technical accuracy of terms. 

In general, parts of the same 
corporate entity located in referred as (as 
opposed transactions), or PE dealings', or 'intra-company dealings', 
since legally occur in the "'"'''''''.-......... of identifiable causae such as contractual 
obligations or 

The corporate body to be analysed in paper will 
general which resides in country' or country', 
being the where on 1 

- colloquially but 
misleadingly of the GE in another 
country (the 'host' or country) with which it referred to as a 
permanent establishment (PE) of that It is obvious that concept of a a 
particular meaning for mainly DTe purposes. between a and parts of it 
that fail to the threshold requirements for a are not analysed in this study.2 

The above-mentioned terminology will be throughout this 

reader with South municipal 
TfU''''WJ:lf"f"I",n that this is a deliberate terminology aimed correspond to 
concepts that will be encountered in chapter 4 and which will hopefully support the 
analysis and conclusion sought by this study. In 2, after having the 
general features of the South corporate income system with on 
intra-company dealings, the delineation of the concept will be briefly 
analysed from a municipal context. Based on this, chapter 3 examines specific 
cat:eaIOrlE~S of dealings a GE and its in the municipal tax and 
environment. 

1 The GE should not be assumed to be automatically located in the corporate entity's country of 
incorporation, although its main activities or head-office indeed be located in the same country where 
it was formed or incorporated. The behaviour of finance or activities carried on companies 
forming part of multinational groups are examples where country of would not 

with the location of its main activities or head-office - an springs to of a group finance 
'"'t"lrrU'I:::lI"lV (ie a company and receiving loans within a group) incorporated and formed in the British 

with no presence whilst most of its staff is located in luxembourg and its 
<:II"'TI\IITI.>I' are carried on in Switzerland. 

2 Where a DTC is these since the source state will in these 
circumstances be prohibited from 
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General features of South African corporate income and CGT 

2.1 Principles for the taxaticm of resloents 

South Africa's corporate rules provide very little guidance on 
of profits to a PE, both on the municipal and OTC level, and hence 
introductory chapter will mainly focus on general income tax and 

In terms of the Income Act, of 1962 (as amended) ('the South 
tax residents are to income and capital gains tax on worldwide 

income and gains as from 1 2001 and 1 October 2001 reSI:>ectlve 

in this 

A person other person is a tax resident of Africa when it 
either has been , ....... ,,,,.-n,nr<:llTOI"'I eS1:aDllsrlea or formed in its place of 

1 ......... ::::at".1'1 in South Africa.3 

For of income 
taxation is applicable that to tax a lower than 
distributed profits. as they are earned are taxed annually at the corporate 
tax rate of 29%. When a company declares a dividend it is liable to pay the 
secondary tax on companies ('STC') at a rate of 12,5% on, speaking, the 
excess of the dividends over dividends received. corporate tax 
rate may thus be as high as 36,89%. 

A company 
forward and set-off the 
on a trade.4 

a loss for income tax is allowed to carry 
of the assessed loss as long as that company carries 

IU5:::i1;;l5 incurred by a company from any 
Africa are cannot set-off against 

on South 6 Th,or.::.,fl"w',," 

3 Paragraph (b) of the definition of a 'resident' in Section 1 of the Act. 

5 The question as to where precisely the territorial coastal borders of South Africa lie for purposes of 
proviso (b) to Section 20(1), and the Income Tax Act in general, is a surprisingly difficult one: it appears to 
be the high or low water mark of each of the approximate 50 coastal magisterial districts as proclaimed 
over a prolonged according to Section 103 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 108 of 
1996 (which refers one to the magisterial districts in terms of the Magistrates Court 
Act, 32 of 1944 via Part 1 of the Schedule to the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 200 of 
1993). The fact that other revenue statutes of South Africa define the country's coastal r",rr,tl"'lf\J 

as inclusive of, for the territorial waters, etc (e9 the VAT Act, 89 of 1991 and 
Customs and Excise of 1964) implicates a contrario that the Republic's territory is not inclusive of 
these spaces. So does the fact that of South Africa's DTCs for specific application in these 
offshore The of the Nations Convention on Law of the Sea (in force since 16 

and 4(2) ofthe Maritime Zones 15 of 1994 on this question to be 
ayt,,,,,,,,,,r.n of South African court's over the territorial waters only, does not 

'orr",,,,,",, of South Africa as such. However, the in its Note No. 16 of 27 
deals with the exemption for income by Section 

10(1)(0)(ii) of the holds the contrary view and Africa's coastal borders include 
for income tax purposes the territorial waters, is belt of sea within 12 nautical miles beyond the 
coastline of the country. No reasons are advanced the SARS for this view. For the reasons mentioned 
above, the SARS view appears to have no legal and must be rejeiCteld. 
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IO:S::iie:s attributable to a foreign PE of a South African tax resident can only 
utilised in respect of taxable attributable to PE (or any 
PEs of but the taxable In .... rll"l"l.::. of that GE 

Tax in respect of are utilised separately and .... ""'r .... "'1"1 

T ..... M'A/~I·I"I separately from revenue Capital losses attributable to a foreign a 
resident do not appear to ring-fenced in same way revenue losses 
such a would be ring-fenced. 

South African tax resident companies are liable to 
of which is amount in 

to or in of such company? L.AI ... IU\A"-;U 

are or accruals of capital nature, which are calculated ",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.1',,,,1\1 
of the Eighth Schedule to the and then only of the net ca~lItal gain is included 
in the 'taxable income' of the company. The 14,5%. A 
net capital loss is not allowed to be deducted from .... "' ...... ,'''' income, but losses 
are allowed against gains.s 

Against the amount of 'gross income', 
deducted remaining amount results in 

Up to 1 June 2004 the of a South GE attributable a PE 
situated in a 'designated country' (a 'white' list of countries) and which was ;:)u ... "'::;'''' 

tax a rate of 27% (or 13,5% in the case capital gains) which was not 1"1"".:'1"1"1 •• 1"'1 

to be from a source located within South Africa was exempt from tax.9 With the 
demise of the so-called designated country exemption for years of assessment 
commencing on or after 1 June high-tax offshore income to a PE is 
included in the income of a African .. ""C!lrt""' .... t 

From the 'income' so determined the expenditure is deducted generally 
incurred in the production of the company's income in 'taxable income' 

(as mentioned earlier, at of the computation the amount of any net capital 
gainsjsjnciudedjn~taxable income') .. When.considering.taxdeductions.for general. 

-btlsiness-expenses-in"ttiecontext-of - PE-dealings, especially in-terms the 
.... ""''\'''' .. ~I deduction formula,10 it is important to note that South African courts have 
remarked that the Act is not concerned with notional expenditure,11 but only with 
expenditure and losses 'actually incurred'. 

6 Proviso (b) to Section of the Act See Income Tax Case No. 1779 66 SATe 353 for the of 
the 'trade carried on outside South Africa', 

7 The definition of 'gross income' in Section 1 of the Act. 

a Section 26A of the Act and paragraph 8 of the Eighth Schedule to the Act. 

9 The repealed Sections 1 O( 1 )(kA) and of the Act, 

10 Section 11(a) read with of the Act. 

11 Afrikaanse VertJond Ondememings v CIR 1950 (3) SA 209 (A) at 216 and Anglo American 
Corp of SA Ltd v COT (1) SA 973 (RAD). See also Meyerowitz, D. 2004, Meyerowitz on Income Tax. 
The Taxpayer: Cape Town at § 11.41. 
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International double taxation companies liable foreign taxes in 
res,pelct of income received from a source is relieved by t'I"~2ntjnt'l a unilateral tax 
r~h~t!:ll for the foreign tax paid on such income. The unilateral is limited up to 

amount of South African on the foreign on the 
tax relief from international taxation is applied on an as opposed 
a per-country or basket limitation 13 

... A' ... "' .... unilateral foreign 
for purposes of set-off 

credits may be carried forward for up to seven 
South African normal tax payable in respect of 

No unilateral relief is granted in addition to Tn ... '", .. "," source income in 
provided in to which South Africa is but may, however, 

....... ':ont.::.rt in substitution Tn.::: .... .::.'.,? 14 

analysis of South network of that the credit 
m!:ll.thf1.rf for providing relief from international double taxation is normally used. There 
are exceptions, and it is to consider each 15 

The enabling provision of the transfer pricing ;:se'Cllcm of the Act, which allows 
adjustment according to arm's-length principle of ",,,,,, .. ~i/io ... ~tir'n in respect 

connected-party transactions for income tax purposes, applies in 
C;:)I,-,C, ... L of an 'international ~f'llr!:llt::lmj:.nt 

<:I .... r·.::..::.' ...... olrlt is defined as meaning 'a transaction, operation or 
.",.., ... "",.. ... ",,' entered into OellWE!en inter alia: 16 

(i) 

(ii) 

a person who is not a and any who is not a 
resident, for ",,'-'LILlIV of goods or "'gr"' ..... """ to or by a PE of either of 
such f"I!:Ilr<1:f'lrl<1: in South Africa, or 

a person who is a resident and any other ng,no:nn who is a resident, 
the supply of goods or services to or by a of either of such ... 0,..'."..., ..... " 

outside South Africa. 

12 Section 6quat of the Act. 

S. 2001. 4th ·edition. -Amsterdam: 55-descrrbes-these 
c"",t",".", on tax credits (termed 'rebates' for South African purposes) as follows: 

to the amount of domestic tax that would be on the foreign-source 
tax were or, if lower, the amount of the tax on that income 

I"Ir,.."":,, .. \I credit may be contrasted with a full where on foreign income may 
on income of any kind. it may be to a 
limitation where the credit may not exceed income 

foreign country. or one source. as the case may be, A 
credit is limited to the domestic tax in of a particular of 
tax, eg by way of foreign tax credit baskets. The credit may be to 

an overall limitation where the foreign tax credit may not exceed the domestic tax on the total 
income. As a result of the latter, foreign tax is from used to reduce 

domestic tax on income from domestic sources.' 

14 Section 6quat(2) of the Act - the choice to opt for unilateral or bilateral relief is that of the taxpayer. 

15 For example, the DTCs with Switzerland (1967) and 
certain circumstances whilst the old 1971 treaty with the M",tht::>rll"",ri., 

between the credit and method. 

16 The definition of 'intemational agreement' in Section of the Act. 

the exemption method in 
allows for a choice 
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Both 'goods' 'services' are 1'1",,1', .. ,,:,.1'1 for the purposes.17 

It is clear from enabling definition of an 'international agreement' that 
transfer pricing provisions of 31 of the presupposes a legally recognisable 
transaction between two separate persons. transfer pricing provisions of Section 31 
are therefore not applicable to 'dealings' between a its PE in so as a dealing 

to the provision of goods and 

Although the African (SARS) concurs with 
this statement, view is that where South Africa has a DTC 
(presumably one incorporating 7(2) and 9 the OECD MTC), it is sanctioned to 
follow an whereby the profits that must attributed to a will based on 

general transfer pricing practice outlined in Practice Note 7 (PN 7), which deals with 
the application of of the Act: 18 

Although the provisions of section 31 of the Act are to persons, which 
are separate entities, the contents of this Practice Note will also apply to 
determine the arm's length consideration for income tax purposes of cross
border transactions conducted by - ... a person's [GE] with a branch of such 
person; or a person's branch with another branch of such person, in the 
application of the tax treaties entered into by South Africa. 

legal status of the SARS's practice notes is that they do not form part of 
substantive law and hence taxpayers cannot generally derive rights it nor is the 

bound to follow its own pronouncements in these 19 

It is doubtful above quoted from 7 is an accurate 
reflection rules that profit attribution to PEs in South African 
municipal or treaty law, as 31 simply not apply to intra-company dealings. 

It is submitted that the work has been out by the since 2001 
on subject of profit attribution (the subject of 4) further the 
flawed nature of the view that the local transfer pricing practice outlined in PN 7 
should govern PE profit attribution under South Africa's DTCs. OECD recognises 
thatJts_-presenUransfer-pricing methodologies related:partytFal1sactions; 
upon which PN 7 is to a great extent based, are ill-designed at a fundamental level to 
apply without modification to intra-company dealings. transactional of related 

17 Section 31 (1) of the Act defines 'goods' as fixed property and 
any real right in any such thing or fixed 'anything done or to 
be done' including '(a) the granting, cession or surrender of any benefit or privilege; 
the making available of any facility or (c) the granting of financial assistance, including a loan, 
advance or debt, and the provision of any or (d) the of any work; (e) an 
"'rm~"'rr,"'nt of or (f) the conferring of to incorporeal nrI"'lJr'I<>rtv' 

18 Paragraph 6.4 of Practice Note 7, 6 August 1999. (Available: http://www.sars.gov.za)_ This view was 
confirmed a SARS official who spoke at an unpublished seminar organised by the South African Branch 
of the Fiscal Cape Town, 21 2003. 

19 ITC 167562 SATC 219_ Meyerowitz these notes not carrying the 
force of law, to the extent that the SARS not adhere to its practice without due warning of a 
change, taxpayers prejudiced thereby could raise an objection based on the doctrine of legitimate 
expectations. The conclusion reached in Special Board Decision No, 187 9 SASBDR 3 tends to 
M",,,<>r,r'I'AI't'?',, sentiments, 
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party transfer pricing methodologies is plainly nrl".hl.:::.m~~tll·"~1 if applied to 
where no transactions are legally POli:i5HJI6. 

A further problem with the concerns 
predate the publication of PN 7 in reveals that South 

African courts take a rather static approach of DTCs.21 This 
~nr ... rl"\:~r'h suggests that our courts may more likely than not follow recent decisions in 

15 

United Kingdom22 that adopted negotiators had the text 
\...FI.-'LIIJ and/or UN MTC on it in front of them at the 

of the treaty If PN 7 did not at the time of the 
and moreover if its are in conflict with the commentary on 

it is highly improbable that our would sanction the 
PN 7 to a case of PE profit attribution under sucha DTC. 

In respect of DTCs negotiated after 1992 
.uTr·Ir'~,n courts could, were they to be satisfied that a sound foundation exists, 

ambulatory post-1992 nnl"l"I:::It"n to DTC interpretation 
23 In this way there may be a theoretical 

August 1 to apply PN 7 under such a DTC should 
new authorised approach to PE profit attribution. 

position lata and the problems regarding the 
remain. application of PN 7 in such circumstances 
technically flawed. 

It will shown and 4.6 
UN MTC, an irreconcilable "'''~.''''''''' 

negotiated after 
not reject the 

would reflect the 
PN 7 would 

PE profit attribution, which is on related-party 

20 StRv DOIl'flnilJG 

It follows that were SARS to apply PN 7 under a DTC 
of the UN MTC, the same inconsistency would arise. The 
suspect for this reason. 

for Inland Revenue of 27 October case number 6737, Natal Income Tax 
obtainable from the IBFD's on-line Tax Treaty Case Law Database 

21 It was said by Miller, J in the L.J. Downing case supra that 'In principle no special "'l"Inu .. ",,~h 
interpretation of tax treaties is required and the norm applicable to international treaties in 
be followed; the principle rule of interpretation is "to get to the real intention" which is I"Irin,,,,rilv 

ascertained from the words used. It may be necessary to have regard to the and 
uniformity when the of the words used in a treaty. Thus, the circumstances of any 
given case involving a tax be such as to require some modification of canons of 
construction or some of approach in recognition of the of the 
treaty.' 

22 uas AG v Revenue and Customs UKSPC SPC00480 at § 10: 'Our view is that the on 
both sides could be to have the in front of them and can be to 
intended that the in the Commentary applied in interpreting the when it contains 
the identical neither had made an observation disagreeing with the ' See 
also IRC v at 297 to 298; Memec v IRC [1998] STC 754 at 766 
Fothergill v Monarch Airlines AC 251. 

23 See paragraph 9 and further of the Introduction to the OECD MTC Commentary. 
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Ata PN 7 is ill-designed to connect income with a jurisdiction, 
which is the of profit attribution rule under article 7(2} of 
the and UN MTCs, as for intent and purposes PN 7 is designed to connect, in 
effect, income with a T~'II'I"\~'\'Qr 

It nevertheless, striking that propagated approach in PN 7 broadly 
reflects aspects of the nl"f'lIIQM that dictates, generally speaking, the 
application with 1 Pricing Guidelines for 
PE profit attribution purposes under OECD MTC (discussed in 
Chapter 4). 

A further subset of South 
31 (3) of the Act, which ",ff" ... rI., 

for interest charges n~nl::::lhllQ 
capitalisation' 

transfer pricing rules is to be found in Section 
1~t"r'Qtlr\n to tax deductions 

.... ..-.... <:11' ....... 'thin 

From the enabling wording of (3)24 it is apparent that discretion to 
disallow excessive finance only nn'::'I"::::IT.:::oc:. payments from 
one person to another, and hence not in res,pelct notional 'interest flows' 
between various parts of 

It th.::,,,Qf,n,,t:> am:)ealrs South African transfer 
both on the 

2.2 Principles taxation of ....... n_r·.,."""'n 

Act, 'persons 
received from a source locats!d 

of income 
10Cciteo within South Africa. 

Act does not provide guidance on of source of income 
and a body of case law has evolved in African courts have since the 
first decisions on the meaning of the of income' cautioned against, and indeed 
acknowledged the impossibility of defining this in an all-encompassiog 
manner.26 

Nonetheless, in the main the approach 
become the yardstick whereby source 
word 'source' is meant 'the originating 
the activities and work done that 
location of its originating cause. 

Brothers case has 
namely by the 

an analysis of 
nt" ..... 'mQ would point towards the 

24 The relevant provision reads: 'Where any person who is not a resident ... has 
assistance ... to (i) any connected person ... ; or (ii) any other 

financial 

25 The shorthand description 'non-resident' will be used in this 

26 See the cases of Rhodesia Metals Ltd v COT 1940 AD 432 at CIR v Lever Brothers & Unilever Ltd 
1946 AD 441; 14 SATC 1 at 8; CIR v Epstein 1954 SA 689 (A) at 698. 

27 See Danziger, E. 1991. Internationallncoma Tax. Durban: Butterworths. Part Three and M",\,,,,rnWlr.,, 

supra at § 7 et seq. 
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An issue that if it is determined that the originating cause of income is 
potentially located in South Africa is whether, if the and work done resulting in 
the income so received are performed partly in South Africa and partly in one or more 

countries, income may apportioned sources. 

aD~)earS to be some authority in case law notionally 
originating cause of income may be located in more than one jurisdiction. 28 Even so, 
courts have indicated that in lieu of case law or a specific provision in the Act providing 
a basis for such apportionment, the splitting of the source of income is unworkable.29 

To solve this problematic South African courts 
the dominant or substantial) source of n,......, ....... '" 

income country in which the 
income 

The Act 
which includes: 

certain income to be received from a South African source, 

• Amounts received by virtue of the use or right of use of intellectual 
property in Africa;32 

• derived the or application of funds or in 
South Africa.aa 

The general corporate income tax rate applicable to non-residents deriving 
income from a source located or deemed to be located in South Africa is 29%. Where 
such a non-resident carries on a trade in Africa through a branch or agency, the 
applicable is 34%.34 

It is not the Act if the 34% rate are met, 
all the South African source income of a non-resident will be taxed at this rate, or only 
those items of income ascribable to the local branch of trade. these 
purposes roT"'r.:.n .... ·'" is only to a 'branch' or an and not to a 'permanent 

- 2B See::the Lever--BrothelSxsse::supra:at 1 O. 

29 CIR V 1954 (3) 689 (A), 19 SATe 221 at 234. The decision in ITC 77 (1927) 3 SATe 72 at 73 
to 74 appears to be conflicting: here the court allowed an of the source of income derived 
from services - admittedly income from services does not difficulties in this 
time-based apportionment appears to be the international and local standard wI'I<,.<>r", 

are allotted between competing jurisdictions. 

30 CIR v Black 1957 SA 536 (A) at 543; Essential Sterolin Products (Pry) Ltd v CIR 1993 (4) SA 859 at 
870. 

31 De Koker, A. 2002. Sitke on South African Income Tax. Durban: Butterworths, at 5.4. See also the 
cases of Transvaal Associated Hide and Skin Merchants v Colfector of Income Tax, 29 SATe 97 
at 108 et seq and ITC 1103 (1967) 29 SATe 35 at 40. 

designs and other forms of ...,..,i>::t".f<>rl intellectual property as a well as know-how. See 
9(1)(b) and (bA) oftheAct. 

33 Section 9(6) of the Act. Section 9(7) further deem the of utilisation or apCilication 
where the payer of the interest is resident, which for a natural person is where 
for companies where they are effectively managed. 

34 Item 2(g) of Schedule 1 to Taxation laws Amendment 9 of 2005. 
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establishment' . arising as a result of these discrepancies are discussed in 
greater detail in 2.3.4 below. 

a local of a non-resident to to utilise any revenue losses 
against taxable income received from a source located in South Africa. the only 
requirement is that such losses must pursuant to a on by PE 
inside of the territory South Africa.3s 

.;""r''''''''~II\1 a local PE of a non-resident GE is not taxed in the same way as a 
local subsidiary of a 

(i) it is only subject tax on ,nl"nm,,::. r."r.,,,,,.,.,, 

opposed to the worldwide income of 

(ii) it is not subject to STC whereas subsidiary would and 

18 

(iii) the applicable tax rate is higher in certain circumstances than the normal 
corporate tax 

It is whether anti-avoidance provisions of Section 103 
of the would apply to dealings and a PE in tax c!I"~\.,.n'''''C! 

The case of CIR v King 14 SATC 184 196 is authority for the proposition 
Section 103 of the Act cannot be invoked where income is only expected. In this case 
dealing with a predecessor of Section 103, it was held that the expectation of dividends 
that may accrue from shares were not 'income' alienated when those shares were sold 
prior the declaration of dividends. The principle that may be deduced from this decision 
is that Section 103 cannot be invoked in of income that does not yet 

It follows that where a GE and a only eventual 
actual income, which the time of those dealings is a legal impossibility, the n""I'''''!'~1 
anti-avoidance provision of Section 1 cannot be invoked, least in respect 
application of municipal tax Whether Section 1 03 can be invoked in respect of 
the application of a is a thorny DTCs based on the MTC generally 
contain sufficient and exhaustive anti-avoidance provisions.37 

Certain=aspects:highligl::lted: in1he~principles~fortaxation~ofTesidents'and non-
residents specifically relevant to dealings are addressed in more detail in the 
remainder of this chapter, namely: 

• The concept of a and 

• The 34% tax rate for local branch or agency trades of non-residents, 
including an assessment of the influence South African company law. 

35 Section 20(1) of the Act as read with proviso (b) thereto. For a general discussion of the trade and other 
requirements of Section 20, see 'Interpretation Note 33 - Assessed Losses: The Trade and Income 
Requirement' issued by the SARS on 5 July 2005 (http://www.sars.gov.za). See fn 5 in respect of the 
question as to precisely where the territorial coastal borders of South Africa lie for purposes of proviso (b) 
to Section 20( 1) of the Act. 

36 Section of the Act. 

37 See n::lr::lnr.::Inh 22 at seq of the Commentary on article 1 of the OECD MTC. 
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The concept of a 

study mainly deals with the issue of the profits attributable to a in cross-
border situations from a South African It does not primarily consider 
questions of what constitutes a However, some knowledge of the circumstances 
that would to a to provide a full understanding, as the 
constituting factors and do a bearing on the profit attribution 
question. 

The concept of a PE is therefore briefly analysed below. 

2.3.1 The definition a PE in the Act 

For purposes of income 
ambulatory way as meaning: 

CGT, Section 1 of the Act defines a in an 

... a permanent establishment as defined from time to time in article 5 of the 

OECD Model Tax Convention on Income and Capital of the Organisation for 
Economic and DAVAlnnlTlAnt 

It is worthwhile to recall the definition of a PE in article 5 of the 2005 
OECD MTC, which reads: 38 

Article 5 

PERMANENT 

1. For the purposes of this Convention, the term "permanent establishment" 

means a fixed place of business through which the business of an enterprise is 

wholly or partly carried on. 

2. The term ...... ".rm'.::In."'nt establishment" includes es[)eci!al 

a 
b) a branch; 

c) an 

d) a factory; 
e) ,aworkshop;;;.and. 

f) a mine, an oil or gas well, a quarry or any other place of extraction of natural 
resources. 

3. A building site or construction or installation project constitutes a permanent 
establishment only if it lasts more than twelve months. 

4. Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this Article, the term "permanent 
establishment" shall be deemed not to include: 

a) the use of facilities solely for the purpose of storage, display or delivery of 
goods or merchandise belonging to the enterprise; 
b) the maintenance of a stock of goods or merchandise belonging to the 
enterprise for the purpose of storage, or A,.,.I;" ..... ~,. 

38 OEeD. 2005. The OECD Model Tax Convention on Income and Capital. Condensed Version. Paris. 
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c) the maintenance of a stock of goods or merchandise belonging to the 
ont,.,.rn,.",,," solely for the purpose of by another enterprise; 
d) the maintenance of a fixed place of business for the purpose of 

or merchandise or of information, for the 

e) the maintenance of a fixed piece of business solely for the purpose of 
,.",rnllr, ... on, for the any other activity of a or auxiliary 

character; 
f) the maintenance of a fixed place of business solely for any combination of 
activities mentioned in to e), that the overall 
activity of the fixed place of business from this combination is of a 

or auxiliary character. 

nrt"'l'VI!':I,nn!': of 1 and 2, where a person - other 
than an of an 6 applies - is acting 
on behalf of an and in a Contracting 
State an authority to conclude contracts in the name of the that 
enterprise shall be deemed to have a permanent establishment in that in 
respect of any activities which that person undertakes for the enterprise, unless 
the activities of such person are limited to those mentioned in paragraph 4 which, 
if exercised through a fixed of would not make this fixed of 
business a establishment under the of that n:::lI'::Inr:::lr,h 

6. An shall not be deemed to have a permanent establishment in a 
:nnr,.",,.tlr,n State because it carries on business in that State through a 

general commission or any other of an independent status, 
provided that such persons are in the ordinary course of their business. 

7. The fact that a company which is a resident of a Contracting State controls or is 
controlled by a company which is a resident of the other Contracting State, or 
which carries on business in that other State (whether through a permanent 

-establishment or -otber.wise),-.sball-:-not~of-:;dtself-constitute either--company_ a 
permanent establishment of the other. 

is constituted in one of two ways: when business is 
carried on (i) through a place business'; or (ii) by a 'dependent agent'. 

Article 5 of DECO MTC also provides a number of exceptions to the 
definition of most notably when the activities carried on at a fixed place of business 
or through a dependent agent is a preparatory or auxiliary nature, or when an agent 
is independent. 

2.3.2 The definition of a in South Africa's veritable network of DTCs 

The definition of a in Section 1 of the Act applies only in respect of municipal 
law, namely for purposes of the income and provisions of the in so far as 
they rely on the concept of a 
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Although 
OECD MTC, which is same as the definition 
the model definition is valid for these DTCs, 
be examined to meaning on the treaty 

As will be shown later in this study (see 4.6), South Africa frequently 
incorporates elements the UN MTC in its DTCs when it comes to the taxation of 
business profits. In this regard, provisions similar to article 5(3)(b) of the UN MTC is 
recurrently in the definition of a in a significant number of South 
Africa's operative 39 This article extends the for PE taxation (as 
compared MTC) through the definition of a 5(3)(b) of the UN 
MTC nr"''''n~~,", 

3. The term 'permanent establishment' also encompasses: 

(b) the furnishing of services, including 
... nt.l'lmlm::. ... through or other n ... rc::tnrm",1 ",nl"ll:::on,::.rI 

21 

"'nt.~mlric::.", for such purpose, but only if activities of that nature continue 
the same or a connected within a Contracting State for a 

or periods aggregating more than six months within any twelve
month period. 

The international understanding40 of both fixed place of business and 
agency is briefly discussed below. 

2.3.3 Fixed place of business PE 

the definition of a PE (quoted at ) is generally 
understood following a 

• eXlistemc;e of a 'business'; 

• a 'place' of ie as premises or, in 
in~lr!:2n.~o~ machinery and equipment; 

• business must be 'fixed', at 
. adistinct . .place~with a certain .... "", ..... "'''''' 

• business of the enterprise must wholly or partly carried on through 
this place, meaning that, for instance, personnel responsible for 

on the business of the must in one way or the other 
with the alleged place of 

it is important to note that elements of the definition 
in as 'place' or 'business', is int" ... nl·ot.,:,/"I according to the meaning that 
would attach terms in the state which is the DTC (based on 
3(2) of the \JL.VL.f MTC, unless the context otherwise 

39 Eg the 
Republic, 
Thailand, 

DTCs with Algeria, Belarus, Botswana, 
Infirm",,,,,;,,, Iran, Lesotho, Malta, Namibia, 
Ukraine and the UK All these DTCs nnc:r_,,,,rc> 

China, Croatia, Czech 
Pa~:ist"Bn Seychelles, ';:f;W;6ZHlana 

40 Ie the meaning and interpretations of article 5 of the OECD MTC as formulated in its official commentary 
and as explained by international commentators. 
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In many instances involving issues in DTCs both the residence and source 
country would be applying the DTC for example, residence country is to establish 
whether is a PE and hence it should credit for source 

in with 23 of the The source country is to establish 
whether its source tax claim is restricted by either there a PE or not, and if so, 
what profits attributable to the would The point is that in interpreting 
these undefined provisions of MTC, countries generally 
a more international or unified meaning to be attached to these undefined terms on the 
basis that 'the context so requires'. 

Such an approach conflicts of interpretation 
",It,,, .... ..,,;,.,,... a different meaning to than other generally 
accords with the public international law approach to the interpretation of international 
treaties as codified in the Vienna Convention on Law of of 23 May 1969 
('Vienna Convention,).41 approach accords with South African common law.42 

Accordingly, the interpretation of the articles of the OECD as explained in 
the official commentary thereon is normally consulted to the international 
meaning to provisions. A the would 
serve no 

Article of the MTC contains a list, by no means 
examples each which can regarded as prima constituting a (the so·,calleo 
'positive list'). positive list is a catalogue examples giving an impression of the 
kind of premises the term 'place of business' of article 5(1) encompasses.43 As these 
examples of the positive list are seen against the background of the general definition of 
a PE in article 5(1), they will only constitute a PE if of this 
definition are 44 Thus, for 'an or a 'branch' 
requirements of 5(1} regarded a 

2.3.4 Dependent agent PE 

If a place of business not a PE may be deemed to exist 
enterprise car:des~on_businessjb[Qugb~~dependenLagentaccor:dingl0 5(5) 

of-the MTC. 

Mostly a dependent agent to an agent who is bound to follow such 
instructions of the enterprise as relate to its business, has sufficient authority to bind the 
enterprise's participation in the business activity in the host state concerned who is 

41 See articles 31 and 32 of the Vienna Convention. 

42 De Groot, 1625. De Jure Belli ac Pacls Libri Tres liber II, Capita XVI. Paris: [S.i.1 See also the 
unreported in L.J. Downing v Secretary for Inland Revenue of 27 October 1972, case number 
6737, Natal Income Tax Special Court - the text is obtainable from the IBFD's on-line Tax Treaty Case Law 
Database (http://www.ibfd.org). 
43 Arvid. 1991 Permanent Establishment: Erosion of a Tax Principle. Deventer: Kluwer Law 
at 9.2 

44 Ibid at 12. 
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dependent on the latter in a and an economic sense.45 This could of course 
be the case if the agent is an 0101/ee of enterprise clothed with the 
representative powers, but is not restricted to this "'Y'::I1' .... nlo 

The dependent must have authority to conclude contracts in the 
name of the enterprise that is r",,.,.r,,,c,,,,"''''''' 46 

According the Commentary on the OECD MTC at paragraph 1 , the phrase 
'authority to name of the enterprise' not confine the 
application who enters into name 
of the enterprise. according to the 
who concludes on the enterprise even if 

o"itor'"'Ir-ie,.::. or is formally finalised CU\I-nO,lA/h.:::.r", 

A person who is .th''''''c:,,,,rf to negotiate all elements and 
a way binding on onlro""rlC!O can be said to OY,:::.,. .... ,C!'" 

host state even if another .. ,,: .... ''''''' .... in the other state in which the "' .... 1."' ......... ,<:",. 
signs and/or formally contract. 

It must be noted by virtue of article 5(4) that the exceptions to 
the existence of a maintenance of a fixed place of for purposes 
listed in that paragraph is deemed not to constitute a permanent eSt;BOlisr 
dependent are restricted to such similarly 
create a 

2.3.5 

VL..VIJ Model contains a number of ex(:;ep'tIOI'tS 
functions not to a 

,., ..... , .. .,., organisations of a or nature 

a 
not 

.... "' .. '''0'"' on through a fixed place of or dependent agent, 
trol:lt~.t1 as The rational for is that although it is 

a 

recognised that activities performed in a host country may contribute to the 
prodtlctivity-of-a-non"'resident enterprise, those activities performed -are -so-remote-from 
the actual of profits that it is difficult to any profit to the PE in 
question. 

Often it is difficult to distinguish between that are preparatory or 
auxiliary in and those that are not. According to the Commentary on article 
5(3) the MTC (at paragraph 24) the is whether or not the 
activity of fixed of business in itself significant part 

activity of as a whole. 

45 See the U.S. case of Taisei Fire and Marine Ins. Co. Ltd et al v. Commissioner of Internal Revenue 104 
TC 535, U.S. Tax 1995; IBFD on-line Tax Case CL:US:1995-05-02:1:DEC at 11 et 
seq.; 32 of the Commentary on Article 5 Skaar supra at §29. 

46 SIR V DOI/\/nirw 1975 (4) SA 518 (A); 37 SATC 249 
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""",,,,,,,, ... 1,,,, a if an &>n1'&>I"I"\n 
1C:ln,CoC!C! in order to for machinery SUI::mlled 

".t'''I''t''I,CorC! or to maintain such as this goes 
delivery thereof. Since after-sale organisations perform an """,., ... n+i".1 
significant part of the of the enterprise its customers, their activities 
are not merely auxiliary by nature. 

This exception only applies to preparatory or auxiliary activities. would not 
case where, for business not only give <>TT<::U'_"'''' information 

furnishes specifically for the .r ...... "'''''',''' of the 
customer. the case if a 1"&><:,&>:::1,1"('1"1 nlic:nl"t"l&>nt 

concern itself with 

Moreover, the 'for the purpose of the enterprise' in 5(3)(e) makes 
that these preparatory or auxiliary activities must be carried on only for the 

&>n1r&>r'"lrll:t&> A fixed place business rendering not only enterprise but 
directly to other for example other companies of a group to which 

the owning fixed place belongs, would not fall within 

mentioned the 34% tax applicable to nnl"l_r"'C!Jrl&>n'tc! deriving 
n('/"l,m.:> from a source in South Africa not apply in local PEs, but 

trade carried on through a branch or :::an,,,nr'\I 

The rest of this is devoted to an 
h .... ln ..... tax rate of 34% would be applicable 
one might have a local not carry on a 

34% tax branch 

2.4.1 Overview 

of the circumstances when the 
in mind the circumstances where 

through a or agency. 

:::Il'u:.nl"'U trades 

Item 2(a) of Schedule 1 to the Taxation laws Amendment 9 of 2005 
provides that the of normal tax for any company (resident or non-resident) is 29%. 

2(g) to this however, determines the rate of normal tax: 

... on each rand of the taxable income ... derived by a company which is not a 
resident which carries on a trade through within the 
Republic. 34 cents. 

(Underlining emphasis added) 

As explained in above, non-resident companies would only be subject to 
nonmal tax if they derive income received, or deemed to be from a source 
10cat€!Q in South Africa. the above quoted provision that the rates of normal 
tax, non-residents would in principle be to tax thereon of 29% 

income is derived to a 'trade' in form of a or an 'agency' 
10c:atE~CI inside the territory of South Africa, in which case the would be 34%. 

It is not all a a South A'I'rl(,l:II,n 
source would be 
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Africa through either a branch or agency, or only that local source income which is 
derived from the branch or agency. 

example, a may earn to agent """"""""""", 
on South Africa, investment from South in the form of 

Int#:or.:::oc::t that is not effectively to the activities. In case of the 
investment income, no local branch or agency is present, whilst for the activities 
there is a local trade constituted by the agent. it is not clear whether the rate 
would be applicable only to the sales income, or to the interest income as 

discussion below on the circumstances when a 'branch' and an 
may as purposes applying the 

Branch 

was seen in discussion of the definition of a in 2.3, a branch can 
regarded as a but could not, either it does not meet the requirements 
of article 5(1) of definition of the OECD MTC, or is excluded on 
preparatory or local activities, or because a non-resident has organised itself in 
some other form in host country, through a construction site for a shorter 
period required in the PE 

important question is under what presence a 
non-resident could considered to be a 'branch' of that non-resident. In practice it is 

accepted that a local branch is created for a non-resident company if it 
formally organises in terms of South African company law. The company 
law position is therefore below. 

2.4.2.1 The company law"'''''''' ..... ''' of non-South African incorporated companies 
engaged in business in South "Africa 

Section of Companies 61 of 1 amended) Companies 
Act') provides that external companl7 , which is company or as~soc:ratlo of 
persons incorporated South Africa, must register its memorandum with the 
South African Registrar of Companies within 21 after 'establishing a place of 
l;)usiJ"less'ABin~SouthAfrica;An"'external~compaf'lY'is subject to South African'law;-where 
appropriate, of Section 2(2) of the Companies and will to 
comply with a number compliance and company C:Q."r#:.t!:lrl 

47 Defined in Section 1 of the Companies Act. 

1::1 ...... ,,1,,"' .. PEJ. 1986. The status offoreign juristiC persons in South Africa MB, 91 at 92 points out that the 
of business' was first adopted in this context to define a company') in the erstwhile 

Companies Act 31 of 1909, later to be in the Companies Act 46 of 1926. 

49 See Wiseman v Ace Table Soccer (Pty) Ltd 1991 (4) SA 171 ()N) at B. 2005. HeI1Dc,hsb'era 
on the Companies Act, Durban: Butterworths, loose-leaf edition at 543. 

50 but not limited to the following: 

.. It must appoint an auditor for its South African operations; 

.. It must appoint a South African resident to selVice on its behalf; 

.. It must lodge within six months of its financial year end a copy of its audited annual financial 
statements in respect of its financial position, trade and business in South Africa (all that is 
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company's compliance obligations is that it must keep 
fairly of affairs and in South 

to explain concerning African 
financial position in South Africa. 51 requirement is .... "", ... "",.·",11" 

basis for not in the branch accounts any transactions entered into by 
of the enterprise outside South Africa, including the disregarding of notional profits in 
respect of book concerning head-office and branch accounting. 

It is not from the provisions of Section 322 of Companies Act whether 
of Africa is a for as 

an external is interpreted strictly, it only appears 
registration should a place of be present. particular choice of wording 
supports this proposition: 'every company shall vis-a-vis wording that 
could have a different implication such 'provided it establishes a place of business' or 'if 
it establishes'. 

(4) SA 
171 0N} read to case, 
the court was faced with the in up 
procedures over a foreign incorporated company, which was not registered as an 
external company but nevertheless carried on in South Africa. court held 
(at 177) that the fact of non-registration did not detract from the liquidation procedures 
of the Companies Act being applicable to external companies and remarked on the 
nature of 322 as follows 176): 

It seems to me that this particular Section r~ .. ,,...tj(,n 322] is by nature. 
It lays down the mechanism for registering an external company under the 
South African Act. It does not purport to create substantive law by 
giving legal to a body which previously did not have such legal 
personality. In to the contrary, it that an external company is in 
fact 'a company' or 'a body . Prior to its under s 322 it 

to ensure that an external company 
equal:par~with' acSouth·=African 

incorporated company. It is noteworthy that neither XIII (which deals with 

is so-called branch accounts and not the financial statements of the enterprise as a whole - see 
B. Op cit supra at 

.. It must lodge within six months of its financial a certified copy of the whole company's 
latest complete annual financial statements as required in the jurisdiction where it has been 
incorporated this may be waived by the Registrar on of a suitably 
motivated ap~IIiCC:ltiorl); 

• It must conspicuously exhibit outside its place/s of business in South Africa the name of the 
company and the foreign country in which the company is incorporated, eg 'X International GmbH 
IInr",rr'""",t",r1 in Y)'; 

• It must mention the name of the company and of the country in which the company is 
inr.r,rnr.rl'ltF'{j as well as its external company number, in legible characters in all bill-

and letterheads and in aI/ notices, and other official 
.. It will be registered as a in South Africa, subject to DTe provisions, if applicable. 

51 Section of the Act, as read with Section 284(1)(a} to (e) ofthat Act. 
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external nor the Act in general declares an external company which 
has not rt:ar"",tt:ar",1"1 

H"n.ara a foreign not established a of in South 
it is arguable whether it may register voluntarily as an ovt,Qjrn !:I I 

company. As explained above, it does not appear that Section as a 
prerequisite for registration as an external company establishment of a of 
business in South Africa, but only requires registration should a of business be 
established. 

However, the definition of an external company52 in Section 1 the Companies 
Act to the of a of the norl-el:;tal:lll 
of which will definition deny a foreign .... 1', ....... , ....... """ ... /"1 

company or association of 53 In of common law denial 
contradict the recognition of the incorporated as a body corporate in South 
Africa,54 

In practice the Registrar of Companies appears to accept registration of foreign 
incorporated companies or if the 
formal procedures appointment of an for 

information (eg etc) are complied 
require proof of the establishment of a business. 

A 'place of business' is defined in Section 1 of the Companies as meaning 
any where the company or holds out as transacting business, and 

52 An external company means, unless the context otherwise indicates: 'a company or other association of 
persons, incorporated outside the Republic, the memorandum of which was lodged with the 1-/""r",,1',.::>,. 
under the or which, since the commencement of this Act, has established a of business 
in the of this definition establishing of business shall include the acquisition of 

1 of the Companies Act 

53 Brookes supra at 93 describes the existence of a of business as a for external 
but does not address this question detail. 

54 Brookes supra at § 3 and the authorities cited by him at fn 68. This situation is also I"Prnm,j,,~·t1 
Section 2 of the Act 33 of 1957 that defines as inter alia 'any company incorporated 
or as under any law' and 'any body of persons corporate or incorporate'. 'Law' is for these 
purposes defined as law, proclamation, ordinance, Act of Parliament or other enactment having the 
force of law', The of a of business may thus cause the company to be reQi3rdE~d 

nec:es!;itatinQ for example, attachment ad fundandam jurisdiction em or ad 
illri!~rlir.·ti{"jI1,"'m It appears other than the situation for a domestic company that resides at its registered 
office, a foreign company may reside within the jurisdiction of a court if its principal place of business is 
located in the local area of a court's This standard is even further relaxed according to the case 
of ISM Inter Ltd v Maraldo & Another 1983 (4) SA 112 at 1178, which that if a foreign 
company does not have its of business within the area of the court's but some 
business is nevertheless in area, the recognition of the foreign company as an inco/a poses 
the question whether or not the cause of action arose out of those local business activities. This position 
should, however, not be understood to 'attract the inference that the legislature intended to endow the 
,.&>nic:t.::or",ri office of an external with the quality of the place to which the world can look as 

home and administrative of the external company", an external cannot be said to 
be ,,,,,'rlont at its office' - Streicher J. Joseph and Another v Air Tanzania 1997 (3) 
SA 34 f:N) at 38 to See also on this issue C.F. 2003. Private International . Fourth edition. 
Cape Town: Juta, at 195 to 196. 
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includes a share 
property. 55 

or share registration office or the of immovable 

The definition of a 'place of business' is not very ...... "' .... ,",," 
'transacting could widely interpreted and may, 

agreements are concluded locally. or where performance 
concluded elsewhere takes place in South In addition, it is 

\.'n''''Tn'~..- a local presence in the form of supportive functions (eg information 
to the transacting of is sufficient enough to 

transacts business functions in South 

In ,~c~t~,,.. ... .:.e where statutory definitions in ambiguity about the 
intended a particular provision that on guidance may 

, both local and from other ISQilctll:ms with a similar company 
as UK. A brief discussion of relevant African and UK case 

of the phrase 'establishment of a of business' read together 
with its definition as meaning 'a place where the company or holds itself out 
as transacting may thus help in establishing the of the definition of an 
external company and Section 322 of the Companies Act. 

when the word 'established' is used it connotes not only the 
up of a place of business as a but a of 

permanence or recognisability as a location of the company's business ... 
The concept ... is of some more or less location, not necessarily 
owned or even leased by the company, but at least associated with the 

from:which~habitually or with some ohegularity~business 

is conducted. 

In case of Lawclaims (pty) Ltd v 
the court proposition that a ship of a 
temporarily in a South African port to discharge 
business in Africa. 

of 2005 Henochsberg on 
Butterworths, at 642 submits a 

(4) SA 745 (N), 
which was stationed 

a place of 

Act. Loose leaf 
will be 

55 Blackman, Jooste and 2005. G0I1r1D8IrlleS Act. Juta loose-leaf, Volume 2 
at 13 to 14, point out that, since, terms of Section nwr,,,,r.:,hin Imn'nv~~r\l'" property cannot be 

by an external company unless its memorandum has been 'acquisition of immovable 
property' in the context of the definition of an external company refers to a right to obtain r.v./I,orc,hi" 

of immovable nrnnArtv 

56 See Kellaway, EA 1995. Principles of Legallnt~.mrptJ?l~if'ln Durban: Butterworths, at 270. 
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established even if a foreign company only transacts a minor or incidental part of its 
business in South Africa. Galgut relies on the English case of South India Shipping 
Corp Ltd v Export-Import Bank of Korea [1985] 2 All ER 219 (CA) for this proposition. 

29 

What is clear from the above authorities is that a 'place of business' need not be 
the main place of business of a foreign company or its head-office57 but any part of its 
business. 

The concept of operating a 'business' may also assist to characterise the 
activities carried out in South Africa, although it must be realised that it would not bear 
on the question whether a place of business has been 'established'. Generally factors 
such as profit motive, scale of activity, repetition and continuity of activity, commercial 
character, and system and organisation may indicate that a particular activity 
constitutes business. 

In general, it appears that a place of business is established in South Africa if a 
company transacts any part of its business on a more or less permanent basis at a 
specific location in South Africa, even if it is only a minor or incidental part of the 
business. 

It does not appear to be essential that a foreign company must have a legally 
identifiable arrangement such as a lease whereby it has access to, for instance, an 
office, before it may be considered to have established a place of business within the 
meaning of the Companies Act althoL1gh at the very least it appears that it must have 
access to some geographically identifiable space suitable to carry on the alleged 
business activity. 

Questions as to whether movable property alone, such as equipment or 
machinery by itselfS

, or transfer, exchange or registration of securities or maintenance 
of bank accounts59

, or the mere holding or storage of intangible property such as 
patents or software, or the presence of breeding animals, live stock for sale60 or 
competing animals61 could be considered to establish a place of business for a 
peregrinus present particular problems. 

57 See Wiseman v Ace Table Soccer (Pty) Ltd 1991 (4) SA 171 (W)at 175. 

58 Examples may include automated equipment that is able to function without human intervention such as, 
for instance, vending machines or a pumping station on a transnational gas or oil line. 

59 In Canada and the U.S. courts have held that a bank account does not amount to a PE, since it is not a 
place of business - MN. R. v Tara Exploration and Development Company Limited 72 DTC 6288 (1972); 
Consolidated Premium Iron Ores Limited v Comm'r. 28 I.C. 127 (1957). The result of the Iron Ores case is 
reflected in enactments in a number of states in the U.S. (§ 106 of the Model Business Corporation Act). 
The same position apparently applies in Australia (Section 512 of the Companies Act 89 of 1981). 

60 Such animals may serve the business activity as 'inventory'. 

61 Eg racing horses. According to a ruling by the U.S. Internal Revenue Service (Rev. Rul. 58-63 1958-C.B. 
624) the participation of a non-US entity's racing horse entered into for a number of races in the U.S. could 
constitute a PE since the track and stables where it competed would be a fixed place of business. Another 
example may be a troop of polo horses let by a UK company to a South African polo club for a number of 
years. 
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It is apparent that mines, oil or gas wells or rigs or quarries would constitute 
places of business. Exploration activities could also constitute places of business if they 
subsist for a significant period. 

It is noteworthy that phrases such as 'branch', 'representative office' and 'head
office' are mostly absent from the phraseology adopted by the Companies Act and even 
from case law on the subject52 In popular idiom and in practice, the registration of an 
external company is frequently referred to as the registration of a branch. The exact 
meaning of concepts such as branch, head-office and representative office is therefore 
not very 

Distinction between a branch and a ""'P, .. ", .. "" ... ""."n.'", office 

In so as the distinction between a 
concerned, U.S. case law appears to indicate that in the context of 
a branch would be present if the foreign corporate has a to conduct insurance 
business in the U.S. If it does not have a licence and is consequentially barred from 
carrying on insurance business in the U.S. but nevertheless has an office in the U.S., 
this presence can only amount to a representative office and not a branch.53 

The UK decision in South India Shipping Corp Ltd v Export-Import Bank of 
Korea64 adds an interesting caveat to the position mooted by U.s. case law. In this 
case, the argument was presented that the activities carried on at a UK representative 
office of a Korean bank did not constitute a place of business since at no time did those 
activities involve the conclusion of business within the UK. These activities were 
restricted to eg information gathering, consulting with correspondent banks and 
financial institutions, liaison activities, etc. 

court held that it did not matter whether the activities UK 
the actual contracting of banking business, and 

view in that so long as 
""h~~r;::!l~t<=>'rj .. ",1I'i as promoting the object, albeit a supplementary or 

secondary object of the it was of Thus it was 
held. that the activities performed at. the LOr'ldon representative~officeoUhe_Ko.rean 
Bank stoud in'direct relation toihe bank's"function as an expo'rt-import-bank-and-was 
consequently viewed as a place of business.56 

It appears from the above U.S. and UK cases that the activities carried on at a 
in the context of the particular type of will playa decisive 

62 To the author's knowledge only Section of the r",,,n"":"'Ii<>c established in 
the of- a company or other of persons, inr1'rnrm'ltl~r! or (b) 
an association of persons which is not incorporated and has its head in a foreign country, may be 
incorporated under Section 21', (Emphasis added) 

63 Taisei Fire and Marine Ins. Co. Ltd et al v. Commissioner of Internal Revenue, 104 TC 535, Case 
number 14296-92, U,S. Tax Court, 1995; IBFD on-line Tax Treaty Database, Case CL:US:1995-05-
02:1:DEC at 3, 

64 [1985]2 All ER 219. 

65 /VS Dampskib 'Hercules'v Grand Trunk Pacific Rfy Co [1912J 1 KB 222 at 227 to 228. 

66 Ibid at 224. 
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role in deciding whether or not it amounts to a place of business. In other words, the 
presence of a representative office could also registration as an external 

of Section Companies but would not do so 
the office that 

it amounts to a place of business. 

important point is that registration of a representative office as an external 
company not necessarily mean that it is converted into a 'branch' for purposes of 
establishing whether the 34% tax rate should apply. A branch appears to be something 
that concerns itself with significant elements of a business activity in relation 
to it part, only with and 

n"," ... """,,,,,, of course on of the 

2.4.3 Agencies 

agencies, it may be more obvious when 34% normal tax should 
apply. It is submitted that law of agency wili when an agency is nl",:"Cit':>lnr 

not of the 34% should apply, and 
and a PE that a PE is n_~m.:~n by a dependent 
agent. 

In this context the question is whether situations may arise where a person 
could fall short of being recognised as an agent in terms of South African law of agency, 
but can still regarded as a 'dependent agent' for purposes of establishing whether 

:;;orl· .. '''";;''';;' constitute a or vise versa. 

showed that internationally in 
the DTC another, 
may still aspects 
with of an agent with sufficient authority contract, for 
instance, is formally signed by another person in the employ of the entity on whose 
behalf purportedly 

:::OI"'l,::>nl"\1 is not a term of 
Il:Iti, .. nCit 67 Agency 

l:::on'!:Il'rltil" agreement in of which one n':>lrC::l"l,n 

styled performs some task for frequently within 
instructions and that other the mandator, 

67 LAWSA supra at 175. 

66 Initially in Roman law mandatum included only the of single acts re, unius 
negotionis). eg the mandatarius could be directed to provide a guarantee. to money to a third person. 
to act as procedural representative. to buy or sell a slave or a house, or to catch a wild animal in the bush. 
etc. When the office of (originally a freed person that acted as general for his patronus) 
and mandatarius was merged, mandatum acquired a character according to 3155 (Cited in 
De Zalueta. Francis. 1953. The Institutes of Gaius. II). 
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the command. A feature of mandatum was, and still is that the mandatarius to 
the mandator all rights, proceeds and obligations of the mandate upon its termination.59 

In this construction simply to a contract between mandator 
(principal) and mandatarius (agent) with rights and obligations se.70 

Similarly, it is also conceivable that a"";;"""'''''' ""' .... ,.oornon" 

styled principal and as, for an employer 
relationship as locatio conductio operarum or nn&:>r/<i:! 71 

Agency could also to an event whereby one the agent, acts with 
the intention nomine alterius and concludes a juristic act on behalf or in the name of 
another person, namely the principal, with a third person. In these circumstances 
agency is an instance of representation72 with the result that the rights and obligations 
created by the act of the agent enure to the person represented?3 A valid 
representation is described as followS:74 

Authorisation is an expression of will by one person that another will have the 

power to conclude juristic acts on his or her behalf. It is not, as is sometimes 
suggested, a contract between the principal and the representative, but a 

unilateral juristic act whereby the principal creates the legal machinery by 
means of which legal relationships can be created, altered or extinguished 

69 Van der Merwe, CG. 1997. Romeinse Reg. Unpublished University of Stellenbosch Notes, cites Digesta 
17 1 20 Paulus: 'Nothing obtained as a result of a mandate ought to be left in the hands of the person who 
undertook the mandate'. If this result is to be achieved in modern South African law of obligations, it must 
be specifically stipulated. In Roman law a claim for the of the command was achieved through 
the actio mandati directa. If the mandator succeeded his actio mandati directa, the mandatarius could 

him to take over all his and make his expenses with the actio mandati contraria. 

70 In Roman law, mandatum could achieve instancas of indirect representation in circumstances where the 
mandatarius contracted with a third as required by his mandate and the mandator had the right to the 
proceeds arising from the contract so concluded with the third party. See Zimmerman, R 1990. The Law of 
Obligations: Roman Foundations of the Civilian Tradition. Cape Town: Juta, at 51-52. As a result of the 
personal nature of the Roman law of obligations, direct could not be achieved. 

71 In classic Roman law mandatum derived from the Romans' sense of duty and their pmn",.""" 
--rr":.n,rI'''"n-",,,,=,,,· Rnm, ",n rh,,,r,,,.rt,,,r·t,,,,it Hence-it was-innorooE~f'tl::ra,cCE~Dt ';a-1I\raale"OFs~~lar>rirrTe!sol3CtihE!re()t--

and 
tr""",I",t<>rI by Van Der Merwe supra}: There is no it is gratUitous. The reason it 
derives its origins from and friendship (nam ex atque amicitia and the fact is that 
n",vm"",tfor services is incompatible with duty. If money is involved, the matter rather 

to hire.' Later the mandatarius could demand an honorarium that could be enforced by the cognifio 
extraordinaria procedure although it could not operate to reduce a claim in terms of the actio mandati. 

72 Agency by representation should be distinguished from contracts in favour of third parties. Where A, the 
stipufans, do not wish to act as agent for B, the promittens. he contracts with B in his own name so that B 
would become obliged to perform to a third person should this third person the right so conferred. 
See De Wet, J.C. & Van Wyk. AH. 1992. Kontraktereg & Hande/sreg. 5th Edition. Durban: Butterworths, at 
103; LAWSA supra at § 177. 

73 The concept in law of procuratio in rem suam is the histrocial of modern direct 
representation, which originated due to practical to Voet, Johannes. 1827, 1829. 
Commentarius ad Pandectas Parisiis. Book 17, Title 1 (quoted and translated Van Der Merwe 

'It can also be claimed that the shall cede to the any which have 
accrued to himself. Nevertheless by our customs is no need at a/l for them to be ceded when it has 
been expressly stated that the mandatory made the contract not in his own name but in that of procurator.' 

74 LAWSA supra at § 189. 
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between him or herself and a third person via the """1"'1 .. ",,,,,,,,.,"<:>'1\/,,,, 

authorisation the principal not only empowers the to act on his or 
her behalf but also indicates to third persons his or her will to be bound by acts 
performed on his or her behalf by the within the scope of 

The authorisation is by its purpose and function as much an act vis-a
vis the third person as it is an act vis-a-vis the .. "",. ...... """",t<:>tl\/<> 

Agency is also commonly understood to """","' .. < ..... "" 

(eg mandatum) and 
approached with caution as it attempts to rl"l!TlnrAC::C::: 

two concepts distinct and strictly speaking 
Commentary on article 5(5) of the GECD MTC (the of a dependent agent PE) 
is fraught with this approach despite the fact that the wording 5(5) refers 
exclusively to agency by representation?6 

It appears therefore that where the Act refers to a non-resident company 
carrying on a trade through an agency located within South for purposes of 

whether the 34% tax rate should apply, the of agency embraces 
of mandatum, locatio conductio operarum, conductio or 

or a combination thereof. 

A curious situation concerning foreign principals considered. De Villiers 
Macintoshn indicate that a traditional rule in Law that there is a 

presumption in all cases, unless it could be affirmatively shown not to apply, that where 
contracts on behalf of a foreign principal no authority from that 

cases at first diluted the since it was only on and the 
or the contract itself could exclude 78 on it was doubtful 

still survived and the ..,,..,,,..."","" that 

Whetber or not this.presumptiorLexistsJo.South D.tr" .... <:l'n law~is.notclear. De 
\1i IIliJ::.l"C:::··<> nt1 submit·thatit-can-only-exist-by in Holland 

75 Zimmerman supra at 57 to 58. 

nJOlr.JOInr:::mh 32.1 of the commentary on article of the OECD MTC and the discussion at 
"", .. <>nf:""'" this chapter. 

77 De Villiers, JE and MaCintosh, J.C. 1981. The Law in South Africa. 3m edition by JM Silke. 
Cape Town: Juta, at 484 et seq. 

78 Ibid at 484 fn 29. 

79 Ibid at 485. Diplock, L.J. said in Teheran-Europe Co Ltd v S T Belton (Tractors) Ltd [1968]2 All ER 886 
that: The fact that the principal is a foreigner is one of the circumstances to be taken into account in 
determining whether or not the other party to the contract was willing, or led the agent to believe that he 
was willing, to treat as a party to the contract the if he was so willing, whether the 
mutual intention of the other party and the was should be personally entitled to sue 
and liable to be sued on the contract as as his it is only one of the many circumstances, 
and as respects the creation of privity of contract between the other party and the principal, its weight may 
be minimal'. 
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imported into South Africa of which 
usage. so 

is no or by virtue new South African 

A number of earlier South African refer to the presumption, none of 
which can to De Wet and Van WykS2 be viewed as providing convincing 
authority presumption forms our law. 

2.4.4 between the 34% for local branch and "",..,"' ... ,.. ... trades of 
non-residents and the OECD/UN MTC definition of a 

The f"1"'\!TlI"I:!:Iric~l"'\n between of a PE and the In"'IC~t!:ll'"1f"t:.~ when the 
34% tax applies is only relevant in situations where a non-resident is liable for 
South African normal tax and a DTC is in respect income. 

If no applies, the f""'''Tlr"''!:Iric~l""In nCIWE;;!Vf:( in 
knowledge of the for application of 34% rate is 

useful, as non-compliance would mean that the default rate would apply. 

of the circumstances when the 34% normal rate for local 
branch trades of would apply in comparison to the definition 
of a in MTC following scenarios may arise where a local 

may be present, but the not apply: 

.. Where a PE on the is constituted by furnishing of services, 
which is the case if 5(3)(b} of the UN is incorporated, a 
branch will not be However, on legal 
of the service relationship, the 34% could apply if an agency is 

80 De Villiers and Macintosh supra at 485. 

61 Preston & Dixon v Biden's Trustee (1880-1884) 1 Buch AC 322; & CO. VS. Lazard Brothers 
6 HCG 139 at 143; Bothomiey VS. Siew & Co. (1902) 9 HCG 207; FreemantJe v. McKenzie 1915 
at 572 to 573 and Overseas Trost Ltd v Godfrey 1940 CPD 177 at 183. The majority decision 
by the Court of Appeal of the in the Preston case to suggest that the 
presumption is not part of our law: De (at said that: of an agent for a 
principal seems to depend after all the question whether he intended to himself personally, as in 

-othercases;-a~question-of'fact ... The cases of Armstrong v Stokes; Elbinger-Actien 
Gesselschaft v Claye, and Huton v BiJllock ... were cases in which the liabilities of commission 
merchants in England and merchants were discussed and they really have no 
apl)iicaticm to the present case, the decision in each of them turned upon the question what the usage 

was, In the present case no such question arises, for Biden's right to bind Puzey does not 
any usage of trade, but a power of attorney giving Biden fun power to do what he has 

It'n,,,,n~ln J.P. for the said at 327 to 328: 'When the principal was as well as 
undisclosed, the case was and agents for named foreign principals have 
repleatE~dly held liable'. The for the of the presumption in South African 
law may possibly be the case 'It is clear that the plaintiff understood 
that the contract was made on behalf of some person resident elsewhere [the British Bechuanaland 
"'r('lt"'('~nr:"'t'" as it then who was to deliver the wood at the station [at Now, while it 
used to be held that an on behalf of an undisclosed made 
liable, or at all events the other party was entitled to elect to treat him as the rp!':nnr'!':ihl.;. 

seems settled law that such is not the case when he has contracted as agent as was the 
case here. There are some exceptions as to the custom of trades and as to commission 
known to be acting for principals, but it is not that these exceptions assist the in 
the case' 

62 De Wet and van Wyk supra at 123. Cf. also LAWSA supra at § 220 and De Villiers and Macintosh supra 
at 486. 
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constituted in terms of South African law. This would be the case if the 
"";;""\111'""'" relationship between a non-resident and a resident could 
ClaSSl1rlea as mandatum, locatio conductio operarum or locatio conductio 
operis. 

It From the about company law of an 
company it was seen that the concept of a 'branch' is absent from the 
,.cu:n/"",nT provisions of the Companies Act and case law on the 
establishment of a place of business, which would registration 
an external company in terms of the Companies Act. It appears that a 
foreign company may not to establish a place of to 

as an in which case it is unlikely the 
of activity will constitute a local branch. Registration of an external 

company may not automatically be as establishing a 
branch in South Africa. However, in cases where is clearly a 
of business where regular and significant business activities occur, it will 
invariably be regarded as a branch. 

could constituted by reason of a local place of an 
a factory, a workshop, a an oil or well, a quarry or any 

of of natural resources. In cases a local 
branch will not automatically be established, and the 34% tax 
may not applicable. enumeration of prima 
facie PEs alongside and separate from a branch in terms of article 5 of 

OECD MTC tends to indicate that a branch should not equated 
any of these other forms of a presence. 

It Where a person present in South does not 
representation in terms of South African on agency 
resident in name, and none other qualifying 

agency (eg mandatum, conductio, that person 
not qualify as an agent for purposes of 34% tax rate. a 

. persorLcould::stili appropriate 
circumstances (eg an economic ('IOI,\Qni('l<:>lnT 

It Where a present in South Africa an authorisation and 
not act under another qualifying relationship South agency 
(eg mandatum, locatio conductio, etc). the authorisation must comply 
with all the validity requirements South African municipal law. If for 
some reason the authorisation, or concluded in terms thereof are 
not valid in terms of South African common or statutory law,53 the 

83 The person for instance, the terms of his 
contract or may precluded by to so act. of the latter ",,,,t,:.nnru 
M;:;I"rj;:;rlA Act 25 of 1961, which specifically provides that no valid marriage can concluded by means of 
representation; Section 4(1) ofihe Hire-Purchase Act 36 of 1942 required that a hire-purchase :::Inr'''AmIAnt 

as defined must be signed by the buyer in effectively excluding representatives from ",nt",rir.n 

this Section 2(1) of the of Land Act 68 of 1981 requires a 'written 
before an may enter into a contract of sale of land on behalf of another. See LAWSA supra 
and 193. may also arise where the authorisation is invalid since the prinCipal may not have the 
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persen's activities may still censidered give 
applying the DTC, the centracting dees net 
validity requirements fer agency by representatien to. "I.IL.I.,,;;n. 

The analysis ef the circumstances when 34% nermal tax rate fer branches 
OI"'li"'IOe: weuld in cemparisen to. the definitien ef a 

where tax apply, but ceuld no. 
JrCE~-C;aSE~(] tax all: 

., questien whether a representative effice weuld be ron'!:Irl"l..::>rt 

branch if it was as an external cempany in terms ef 
Cempanies Act is net very clear. Hewever, even theugh a representative 
effice ceuld be viewed as a place ef business and as a branch, it 
net always be a PE if the activities carried en are regarded as being 
preparatery er auxiliary in nature. Preparatery and auxiliary activities 

en at a ef are deemed to. give a PE in 
article ef the MTC 

., Where a mandate is but the styled agent an 
autherisatien, the higher nermal tax 34% may to. inceme 
n':>lrl\/".n frem Seuth African activities ef this mandate (previded it is 
censidered a and the is received frem a lecal seurce). In 
these circumstances and provided a fixed place business in terms 
ef article ) ef the MTC is aveided, it is unlikely that the 
presence ef the styled weuld be to. be an in 

ef ef the MTC a valid autherisatien 
O':>lrnO,1"I to. 

., If a an autherisatien frem a to. ...... "nt> .. '.,. ... t> 

business en behalf ef nen-resident in Seuth Africa, the nnll"'l_r.:::'<::I,ri.:::.r,t 

may be net to. a PE in Africa if agent 
fer independent status in terms ef article 5(6) ef MTC. In 
these circumstances, that will be viewed as an fer 
pur.p.oses_ ef the 34% tax rate,-buh"lOt:as7.'8;deemed PE. 

In cenclusien it seems that net all nen-resident that earn Seuth 
African seurce er deemed seurce and eperate threugh a in Seuth Africa will 

subject to. 34% nermal tax rate.8S It may therefere be said the cerperate ' 

capacity to authorise or does not exist McCullogh v Fernwood Estate Ltd 1920 AD 204 at 207 to 208 
and 213 to 214. For purposes of pre-incorporation contracts concluded on behalf of a company not yet in 
existence Section 35 of the Companies Act for derogation from this principle). 

be a authorised (not in by a non-resident to on 
that non-resident in in South Africa. In the country of the non-resident, no written 

authorisation may be required for these kinds of transactions. From that the agency would be 
valid, although in South Africa the various land sale agreements would invalid, because the requirement 
for a written authorisation appears to be absolute. is also a unilateral act and there 
<:In,,,,,,:,,,,,, to be no scope for a choice of law the to be reached between 

non-resident principal and the local 

85 Popular wisdom dictates that the rationale for the higher normal tax rate of 34% for branches and 
agencies derives from the fact that STC is not applicable on the remittance of branch or agency profits to a 
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· income and system in so as the tax is concerned, appears to 
organised in an unsystematic way. 

foreign head-office. Withholding tax on royalties will also not apply to a local branch (it WOUld, however, 
apply to a local see Section 35(2)(a) of the Act). Whereas STC would apply to a dividend declared 
by a South African resident company to a foreign shareholder, remittance of branch profits to a foreign 
head office is not an actual or deemed dividend and so would not fall within the of STC. Remittances 
of would for the same reason not attract STC, in the where the non-

also a shareholder of its South African agent. In such a remittance of 
profits may be considered a deemed dividend in terms of Section 64C(2)(a) of the Act, as it 'cash 
... transferred by that company [ie the agent} to or for the benefit of that shareholder the non-resident)'. 
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Chapter 3: normal tax treatment of intra-company dealings in terms of 
the Income Tax Act, 58 of 1962. 

3.1 Introduction 

3.1.1 Preliminary 

This seeks to the municipal normal 
of intra-company between a and its 

impact Double Tax Conventions (DTC) on these dealings is the subject of 

The general tax principle in respect of intra-company dealings is first explained. 
Thereafter the remainder of the chapter is devoted to explore the normal treatment 
of specific of intra-company dealings. 

3.1 The general principle in respect intra-company dealings 

for derogations such as specifically provided for in law,86 a 
company, whether incorporated in South African or elsewhere. is always treated as one 
juristiC person as having persona standi in iudicio, namely someone having the 
capacity to sue or to be party in any action.s7 

Thus when a incorporated company registers in South Africa as an 
external company under Companies or where a South African incorporated 
company a secondary in another in terms African 

juristic is not by either registration or the for 
example, a South African or foreign branch 88 

In the case of Sackstein NO v Proudfoot SA (Ply) Ltd (4) SA 348 (SCA) 
348 at it was said by Olivier JA 

... it must be acc:epteCl that l!:litr;::itll"ln in the Republic of South Africa of an 
external company does not result in there being two personae, 

respectively in two countries ... There is only one legal persona. 

registered in two countries. 

It notion-0f, 0ur..iaw,that an cobligation-r-efers to: a-legal:..r:elationshi p.-
between at two persons, described by well-known binary Romanist expression 
vinculum iuris.8e may be. however. esoteric circumstances where one 
contracts with him, or itself in different capacities, eo but such instances remain 
highly unusual and contentious. 

(ii) to the definition of 'enterprise' in Section 1 of the VAT Act, 89 of 1991 and 
,",vr'hl>"n", Control Notice No. R1111 of 1 December 1961. For a 
see Section of Kingdom of Lesotho's Income Tax Act (Order 9 of 

87 Joubert The Law of South Africa. Volume First Reissue Volume, Part 1 at § 20. 

88 Wiseman v Ace Table Soccer (Ply) Ltd 1991 SA 171 0NJ at 176. 

89 Institutes 3.12.pr. De Wet, JC.1992. Die Suid-Afrikaanse Kontraktereg & Hande/sreg. 5de uitgawe. 
Durban: Butterworths, at 1. 

90 Van JL. 1993. South African Business Entities. edition. Obiter, at 4.6.2(b) 
cites as an example two partnerships with members in common that contract with each other. also 
Strydom v Protea Eiendomsagente 1979 (2) SA 206 (T) at 210 to 211. 
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It thus be said doubt that registration an external company in 
South Africa not establish a or distinct entity or person. This 
generally also implies that that company is not able to validly contract with 

parts of it elsewhere in world purely as a result of registration as an 
ovt,orn",1 company in South Africa. The same conclusion is valid for a South African 
incorporated company affecting a secondary registration in country. 

F or income tax purposes, case of tltl-tv;r:.'!:In 

Onderneming v CIR 1950 (3) (A) confirms above 
African law the with in this case was not of a crcISS··DairaE~r 

case concerned the taxation of a juristic person carrying on both insurance 
and non-insurance business differently for South African tax purposes) 
through various branch offices throughout Africa. 

The court disallowed for tax purposes various book entries between 
branch offices that reduced the non-insurance taxable on the basis that a 
company cannot incur a liability to itself. Watermeyer CJ held (at 60) that: 

... the I ncome Tax though it the profits of a company carrying on 
both insurance and non-insurance business to be computed does 
not treat those two of the business as separate 
taxpayers who can have debits and credits inter se. It taxes the company and 
not a department of the company. 

A decision by the Appellate Division in the case Anglo American 
Corp of SA Ltd v 1975 (1) (RAD) support for the principle 
explained by Watermeyer in the Afrikaanse Verbond-case. Rhodesian municipal 
income tax purposes, a tax deduction for a in respect of a head-office account 
claimed by a Rhodesian of a South African company was denied. One of the 
reasons provided is in point: 91 

"'n,1.,+~, .. -I .... h"'1"",'\."",hllrn -r.ffi .... ·.,. are in law 

one persona and, in The accounts with which this 
case is concerned are simply the inter-office accounts of one individual 
taxpayer, and how the Salisbury office and the office 
their accounts vis-a-vis each other is nothing more than a matter of the internal 
book-keeping of an individual taxpayer. 

The Anglo 

conclusion can drawn that for 'n .... "' ....... '.,. a 
registered company is generally not a 
external remains one person for tax purposes rlo'"n'1~''' 
activities in South The same conclusion is valid a South lHr .... ""n 

company registered elsewhere in the 

91 At 975 to 976. See also Meyerowitz supra at § 11.41 
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The II .. .::. ....... .::."'t'" of ;:::'SICIICln 66 and 67 Act that 
register as a in South Africa does not n,:.1tr::II"'l' 

provisions merely to the administration of nnl~rn!:l1 
not impact the legal of the persons concerned. 

3.1.3 Conceptual adjustments and introductory observations 

Conceptually South Africa not tax but only 
h.::. ... .::.fii''''' (collectively referred to as 'income') or 'capital 
r.::.t." .. "' ....... '" is made in following profit 
recognition or attribution receipts, benefits or 

As earlier, on the municipal no specific 
guidance for calculating profits attributable to a or foreign for purposes of 
calculating a South African income charge. capital gains tax purposes specific 
rules govern the reallocation of assets between a and in certain circumstances, 
mainly in inbound (ie to or from a local PE of a non-resident 

Income tax and capital gains tax (CGT) are not 
but both form of 'normal in the Act. 

income tax of any profit attribution 
profit attribution rule as regards on the CGT a curious situation is created 
and necessitates a comment about the relationship interaction DeltwE!Sn 
income and CGT. 

may in very general terms be described as representing the widest 
that does not only apply to the disposal of assets held on capital account, but to 

assiets of a resident,92 and only of non-residents (the distinction between 
carlital or revenue is not relevant 93 Only are met the 
disposal an asset is with in with specific 
CGT for profit attribution purposes in inbound seen 
as providing a rule as reallocations of assets a non-resident GE 

a local PE it apply in widest sense. This basic rule will not apply a 
Jr.ansactionJalis within tbe narrower inComeJax.net-and-wberelhere.is.no_specificbasic= 
rule;' but only general -principles governing::PE-=profit-attrlbution. 

above-mentioned basic CGT rule as regards profit attribution applicable 
to reallocations of assets between a GE and a in inbound scenarios basically 
revolves around a deeming provision that treats a reallocation as if it a 
transaction between independent parties.95 Thus, for example, if a non-resident 
reallocates an asset to a local it is deemed, for purposes only, to dispose 
that for consideration equal to the market and to immediately 

92 Paragraph 2(1)(a) ofthe Eighth Schedule to the Act. 

93 Paragraphs 2(1 )(b) and 2(2) of the Schedule to the Act. 

35(3)(a) (complemented 20(3)(a» of the Schedule as read with, for 
definition of 1, the recoupment provisions of Section 8 and the 

trading stock provisions 

95 Paragraphs read with 12(2)(b Hi) to (ii) of the Eighth Schedule to the Act. 
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reacquiring the for that ..... "" .. i ... "'t> value consideration. same rule applies to 
is reallocated from a local PE to the non-resident 

It is evident that if the subject of a dealing betweFm aPE not 
qualify as an the basic would inapplicable. An 

Il"l"It"\Q':;:'Q as: 96 

(a) property of whatever nature, whether movable or immovable, corporeal 
or incorporeal, excluding any currency, but including any coin made 
mainly from gold or platinum; and 

(b) a right or interest of whatever nature to or in such nrnl"lArtv 

provision of services in inbound 
to one category of is 

as the provision of "" ... '">"r· ... '" generally is confined to performance in 
of some right, and does involve in this context disposal, creation, 

extinction, etc of such rights. 97 

It is understood that at least until the introduction of residence-based income 
taxation in Africa, it was SARS practice a determination of income and 
':::'VlrI.:::.rlc:::.j:l,c:::. of a local PE of a non-resident computed on the of co ... "" .. ·",t.,. 

that with South accounting In 
was on the of being an entity 

from its when transacting with third parties. In dealings with the non-resident 
arm's-length independence was not adhered to.98 It is further understood that in terms 

African accounting practice. notional income or will not be included 
in determination of the taxable income.99 practice, on accounting 
principles, to be limited by the statement in its Practice Note 7 
(see ) the practice be GE-
which therefore in appropriate 
of a PE.100 

96 The definition of 'asset' in paragraph 1 of the Eighth Schedule to the Act. 

interaction between personal 
(n'::Ilr:::tt'lr::lnh 11 of the Eighth 

a disl)Osal 
by 
Merc lJ 1 and Williams, Robert. 

9B Passes. A. 1986. Tax at 170; Van Stephan. 1996. Cahiers de droit 
fiscal international rm""''''lItu-,,,,, AS!~OCllatl()n Boston/Deventer: Kluwer. Volume LXXXls (see South 
African ~I-.~.n+".r\ 

99 Everingham, GK and Lomax, AC. 2005. Financial Accounting. 6th ed. Durban: Butterworths at 216 
specifically mentions the principle of eliminating unrealised profits included in a branch's unsold inventory 
which was invoiced with a mark-up by a head-office to that branch. 

100 Senior officials of the SARS head office were not to confirm whether the mentioned is 
presently still followed and were to state the subject of PE profit attribution would be best 
addressed by means of a Practice 
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regards outbound scenarios foreign of a resident 
rule for profit for CGT or income 
would apply unilateral .... ' .. II ... U.'" taxation 

of profit to a in accordance with 
principles.101 

The above preliminary remarks are discussed in more detail below in the 
context of specific intra-company dealings . 

...,"" ............... the Act 
its PE, 

analysis in this is broadly ~rr':ln/"''''''; 

intra-company may occur: 

• The reallocation through a physical transfer assets, both capital assets 
and inventory 

• making available of intangible especially intellectual property 

• provision of services 

• The provision of capital 

of these four categories are examined both as a GE tax 
with a outside South Africa (the 'outbound scenario') 
with a PE inside South Africa (the 'inbound 

Both the outbound and inbound scenarios contain the possibility of a 
reallocation to and from PE of a particular asset or by the GE. 
methodology adopted in of type dealing so identified is 
standardised to enquire the relevant reallocation will to a tax 
deduction/allowance or tax then to the thereof 
under municipal for double taxation relief purposes (if applicable). 

3.2 Reallocation Inventory 

3.2.1 realiocation"of:..jllventory::betweell"a::lloll-resident GE:~nd·a located 
in South Africa: the inbound scenario 

.1 From local PE to the non-resident 

There is no specific rule dealing with the income tax treatment of a non-resident 
where inventory of that non-resident's located in South Africa is reallocated abroad 
to a different part of the same enterprise. It is submitted that, save for the possibility of 
deemed gains tax arising (discussed below), the Act does not on general 
principles for an income charge in of this physical transfer of aSSi91S 

101 Section 6quat(1). 
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a source-based tax charge the definition of income' in Section 
1 requires amount' must be 'received by, or accrued to or in favour of 

reallocation through a physical transfer of inventory does not create a right to claim 
any amount by or to the benefit of the or the GE, therefore no income' 

Source 

As above, a source-based tax charge arise for the non-
resident GE as a this reallocation of inventory. As mentioned earlier, source 
claims involve an inquiry into the originating cause of income and whether that 
originating cause is located in South Africa. In the present scenario, however, there is 
no income, and the source can therefore not 

The may be more complex if income arise 
simultaneously or soon after reallocation to non-resident It is 
understood that the main (real, dominant or substantial) source of such will 
generally in the country in which main activities or work done regarding the 
income may have taken 102 The facts Transvaal Associated Hide and 
Merchants v Botswana103 illustrates how source was located in a similar <::.,.,:on:=lnn 

When, for example, inventory manufactured by a PE located in South Africa is 
10cate~C1 to a GE which is to a third immediately the 

physical it is reasonably apparent 
the income from the sale occurred in South Hence it 
resident liable for tax on that income in South Africa, although not as a 

of the reallocation but pursuant to the accrual of the sales soon 
reallocation. 

amount' must accrue to or be received 
This incongruity may increase likelihood of 

unnoticed from a South African 
example, be nf"rQ~c:Qn if, for the 
stock. immediately reaU_ocat~on,but stores it for 
claim-may even -be altogetherif <::'lnnlTIf":::I1"1Y -:::II"'TI\>IITn::'<::' :::Ilr""-I"-prfnrm-",,rl 

state reallocation inventory the dominant cause of 
income may accordingly shift South to the 

102 Cf. IIn",\,,,,rf'lWlt-,. supra at § 7.33 et seq. 

103 29 SATC 
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It is arguable largely dependent on the facts of case whether a South 
African IrCE:!-Oiase~a tax claim arise held by a local 

jurisdiction, as law on the 
where multiple sources, is not 

settled.104 If a source claim by South is successful, double taxation if 
the home state income tax on a worldwide basis time that the inventory 
is sold. Relief from international double taxation would be a matter for that state's 
municipal law or, if applicable, a OTC with South 

Capital gain 

provisions the 
nnln_r,CllCOII"IQlnT GE are in principle also to 

the of inventory. This is paragraph 2(1 )(b)(ii) of the Eighth 
Schedule to the Act, which lays down the scope of provides that CGT: 

app,lIes to the [of] .,. the assets of a person who is not a 
r"'<e:i/"ll"nt namely,.. which is attributable to a n",,'m>'llnl"lnt 

establishment of that person in Africa]. 

(Emphasis ........... , ....... , 

is generally triggered by a disposal, which is broadened by certain deemed 
disposal. 1

0
5 Paragraph 12(2)(b)(ii) the Eighth creates one such deemed 

ISP()Sal when: 

... an asset of a person who is not a resident .... ceases to be an asset of that 
establishment in the Republic otherwise than by way of a 

I'nn,,<:> .... ,nl':>I''''1'I in 11. 

Paragraph 12(1) of the that where 
deemed disposal place: 

... a person lie the non-resident will be treated for the purposes of this 
Schedule as having disposed of an asset described in that subparagraph 
12(2)] for-an amountreceived:::or the market value of the~asset:~. 
at the time of the event and to have immediately reacquired the asset at an 

equal to that market value, which expenditure must be treated as 
an amount of expenditure actually incurred and paid for the purposes of 
paragraph )(a), 

<:>r<:>," .. "<:>r,h 13(1 )(g)(i) of the Eighth schedule determines the above deemed 
disposal in terms of paragraph 12(1) and (2) occurs on the date immediately before the 
day of the reallocation of the inventory to the non-resident 

104 Commissioner for Inland Revenue v Black 1957 (3) SA 536 (A) and Transvaal Associated Hide and Skin 
Merchants v Botswana 29 SATe 97. For a contrary view see Commissioner for Inland Revenue v 
Epstein 1954 SA 689 (A) at Trevor Emslie and Richard Jooste. 1989. Causation and the 
concomitant issue of apportionment with reference to gross income in South African income tax law. SALJ. 
292 at 304 to 307 and David Clegg. 1996. Source for the goose. Tax vol. 10. no, 41 at 43 to 44_ 

105 See the remarks in 3.2.2 on the legal nature of a paragraph 11 'disposals'. 
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Section 9(2)(b)(ii) deems the above deemed capital gain to be from a source 
located in South Africa if the asset pursuant to which the deeming provision operates is 
attributable local 106 applying these provisions it appears that when the 
inventory is reailocated abroad by the local a capital gain may 

SOClsal takes proceeds the of 
day of 

the acquisition cost of inventory will normally 
of the deduction formula, the tax of the inventory (also 

'base cost') would, for of this deemed disposal, be minimal or zero, as 
such income tax deductions cannot contribute to the cost of the inventory in terms 
of paragraph 20(3)(a) of the Eighth Schedule. Hence deemed gain would be 
equal to the full market value of the inventory when it is reallocated from to the 
non-resident 

It is from provisions the a 
i:>."'....-........ in the of the inventory so reallocated to it, as it is to have 
immediately (on the preceding day of the transfer) reacquired the 
stock for expenditure to market value. The only reason for this step-up in base 
cost is, it is submitted, to avoid double CGT should this in an unlikely event, 
decide to reallocate the selfsame stock back to the local in to sell it locally, or 
even subsequently transfer it abroad for a second time. 

There are, on other hand, 
reclllocat]On of trading from a non-SA 

will trigger 

(A) Trading stock of 
exciuded107 for purposes of paragraph 2(1 )(b)(i) of Eighth _r.,,,,,..., 
provision, subsequent the introduction CGT. This amendment, in caused 
exemption from CGT non-residents in respect of the disposal of local immovable 
property held as inventory through a resident company. 108 

Trading:stock.not~consisting of-immovable.pr:operty-and.held.by.a .non-resident 
,through-a-local"PEwas-not-similarly exciudecHrom'theCGT-scope provisions'. No 
explanation was provided at the time of the above-mentioned legislative amendment. It 
can only surmised whether it was intentionally or unintentionally left unchanged. 

reason why only immovable property held as stock is excluded from 
an matter. Immovable property cannot physically 

....... ",,,"",, or from Africa, thus it affords fiscus the of 
local assets against which recourse be had in 

100 The chargeability of CGT in respect of non-residents is not founded on the source-concept, which is 
employed for of income tax, but rather on the nature of assets 2 of the 
Schedule). this rule is therefore not as far as chargeii'lbm.tyof 
CGT on is concerned. 

107 By Section 66(1) of Act 60 of 2001. 

108 2(2) of the Schedule and see clause 66 of the Memorandum to Act 60 of 
2001. 
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(8) Paragraph 35(3)(a) determines that the proceeds, including deemed 
proceeds from a deemed disposal of an asset, must be reduced by amounts of: 

... the proceeds ... that must be or was taken into account when determining 
the taxable income of that person before the inclusion of any taxable capital 

gain. 

(Emphasis added) 

46 

The inclusion of the closing balance of trading stock is taken into account in 
determining a person's 'taxable income' according to paragraph (a) of the definition of 
'taxable income' in Section 1 of the Act. Section 26A provides that 'taxable capital 
gains' calculated in terms of the Eighth Schedule's provisions are similarly included in a 
person's 'taxable income'. 

Therefore, it is uncertain whether it was intended that the deemed proceeds 
from the sale of the trading stock in the present scenario should be reduced by the 
inclusion of trading stock at the end of the fiscal year, since it must be reduced by all 
amounts that was taken into account when determining the taxable income of the non
resident before the inclusion of a taxable capital gain. 

The fact that the year-end trading stock of the PE will be diminished to a 
negative inclusion - all things being equal - by the reallocation of stock to the non
resident GE during that year further clouds this uncertainty. 

Questions arise as to whether paragraph 35(3)(a) requires causality between 
the 'proceeds', and in this case 'deemed proceeds', and the inclusion in 'taxable 
income' that is to reduce those proceeds. 

Simply stated, because one deals with 'deemed proceeds', which by nature can 
never give rise to any other actual inclusion in taxable income, be it on the receipt or 
accrual basis, or as part of the annual trading stock adjustment, the inclusion of trading 
stock in gross income does not appear to impact on the calculation of such deemed 
proceeds. 

Another question-iswhether~jHhe~rading::stock :inclusionin:taxable-cincome is 
negative (effectively amounting to a deduction). can proceeds still be 'reduced' by this 
amount? 

If the argument is plausible that a reallocation abroad of trading stock from a 
local PE to a non-resident GE leads to no capital gains tax charge, the result thereof 
may lead to situations of less than single taxation (or even double non-taxation) if the 
jurisdiction to where the inventory is reallocated and subsequently sold, treats the 
foreign GE as having acquired the inventory from the South African PE for market value 
consideration on the date of reallocation to it. 
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If the above reallocation trigger a CGT which, is submitted, is the 
more likely scenario, a beneficial or detrimental situation, depending on the 
circumstances, may in the following way: On the income tax side, the value of 

opening stock (assuming it's cost approximates to market value at that time) is tax 
deductible, whilst zero closing inventory is added year-end if the reallocation to 
the non-resident year-end. CGT charge as a result of 
deemed deduction, but only 

n""l'1,rn.::. tax rate the 
the full picture. 

A simplistic example should illustrate the overall effect. are 
manufactured in South Africa by a local a non-resident a cost of 5. When it 
is reallocated to the the market value is 10. The home jurisdiction of the treats it 
as acquiring the widgets for a market value consideration of 10 on the of 
reallocation. widgets are eventually sold in the home jurisdiction for 15, whilst no 
additional cost was incurred in respect thereof by The is that an amount 
of only 5 is subject to tax in GE state, which could than taxation if 
South does charge on the to 
economically a profit/gain of 10 is achieved. If GE sold 
10, double non-taxation will result, as no tax would arise in 
an overall economic profit of 5. 

widgets for an amount of 
home in respect of 

Should South Africa charge CGT on the reallocation in the above example, a tax 
charge the rate of 14,5% would apply in of the difference between the market 
value on reallocation date and a nil tax thus 10. cost of 5 would have 
been deducted by the local PE for income tax purposes at rate of 29%. This could 

disastrous results if revenue as the income tax loss 
(29% 5) cannot offset capital gains as a of the rU:lI£:)IT'I£:)1"I 

revenue loss so in example may be n ......... ,m.::.from 
the eventual sale of inventory is received from a South African source and 
consequently attracts income tax. 

Another~ possihilityis that-an income tax re(;:0.u{3rrlel:lt~a"l-:a[1l;e.~ia~cUA~;r:cw 
the deduction could be to avoid creation of a tax Section-22{8)(b )(iv) 

stock when 'any taxpayer the Act a recoupment for the value of 
applied any trading stock for any other purpose than the disposal in 
ordinary course of his trade'. 

The premise of the above recoupment is trading must 'applied' by 
the PE. It not that physically relocating inventory from a local 
PE to another part the GE located would amount to application of the 
inventory. It is submitted that 'applied' must understood for purposes to refer 
to the utilisation, employment, putting to use or into operation of trading stock. \I\ln~r~ 
nothing in of the trading stock changes except its location being shifted from the 

to the home country, GE does not appear have 'applied' it in way, 
especially if it is to be disposed in the ordinary course of that GE's trade. 
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It is the view of this study that, based on the wording l::>elctlcm 22(8), 
no recoupment arises as a result of mere relocation of trading stock a local PE 
to a non-resident 

The overall tax discussed thus far could 
catastrophic, as the GE may 

arising in 
subject to: 

home 

.. South African income 
10; 

at the rate of in respect an income of 

111 South African CGT at the rate of 14,5% in reSipelct of a deemed ca~lItal 
gain of 10; 

• , ................. ",. tax on a profit of 5 . 

In these ' ..... "t""I" .... "'" it could assumed with reasonable that the 
for the South African 

income tax suffered in the above example, but not for the 

The possibilities illustrated by the above example show the shortcomings of 
provisions regulating the interaction between income tax and CGT. 

Most notably, 35(3)(a) of the Eighth which nFro''''''''''''' 

the links income tax does not provide sufficient 
The mechanism employed by paragraph is paralysed circumstances 
where a disposal of inventory for a local occurs prior to a potential source-

income charge. Some adjustment of either the CGT or the income 
rules is required to for such circumstances, either to eliminate pre-emptive 
CGT when if a source-based income tax arise, or the pre-

suffered into account any source-based income tax. 

problem the interaction between is that 
paragraph 35(3)(a) does not all of tax computation, 
specifically regarding the trading stock provisions. example of inventory raoli'\(':::tt.::oi1 

from a local PE to a non-resident indicates that from a structural and policy point of 
view,an;expansion-of::,paragraph':'35(3){a)is~necessaryto achieve, in 'a-set-'off·· 
between the unusable tax loss arsing in these circumstances against the CGT 
charge brought about by the disposal the inventory . 

. 2 From the non-resident GE to the local PE 

is no rule dealing with the tax treatment of a non-resident GE 
when inventory is relocated to a in South Africa. 

Generally, the amount to be included in terms of the trading 
provision (Section 22 of the Act) is the difference between the (equal to price 
or market value for financial assets) of the trading stock at the end of the fiscal year and 
the at the beginning of the year, or if the relocation occurred during the year, the 

that time. 
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When computing the amount in terms of the general trading stock provision that 
must be into account in determining the non-resident GE's South African ta:x:aDile 
income at the of the year, the trading stock in the local 
accounts must be reflected as having been acquired at price. 

However, Section of the how the cost price of , ... ,,' ..... 1" .... "'1 

must be determined in If, for the 
to carry the stock market value according to municipal 

of its country, it is not clear whether this value should be considered the cost 
which the 'acquired' the stock. 

It is considered that Section which determines that where any person 
acquired stock for no consideration, that person is deemed have acquired 
that trading at a value equal to its current market value, does not impact 
questions of intra-company dealings in inventory. Quite simply, no acquisition takes 

as inventory in effect, merely physically reallocated by its owner, 

at 3.1.1, 
of trading by reason paragraph )(b)(ii) of is 
that according to paragraph 12(1) read with 12(2}(b)(ii) to acquire 
trading stock for expenditure actually equalling market when it 
'becomes an of the permanent establishment in the Republic otherwise than by 
way of acquisition' 

When the trading held by a local is sold (assuming to a third party), the 
non-resident will be to tax on full amount of the sale provided it 
is from a South African source.109 

In the this income is not from a South African source 
(see footnote) but the inventory remains on the other attributable the 
local PE will considered to dispose of these for 
purposes. local could realise a capital gain to the between the 

proceeds and the deemed base ie the value of the inventory on 
date immediately-preced i ng the date o[ r:elo.cati.on_oUbej I'lvegtol)do. theJ~E.. Section. 
·9(2)(b)(ii) of the Act-determines-that-this-gain is deemed-to'be received-from a source' 
located in South Africa if the inventory is attributable to the 

situation conceptually on the question whether the municipal 
source-based income claims have regard to considerations that impact 
analysis as to whether or not an asset (inventory for present is 

attributable to a for municipal purposes. The analysis in chapter 4 will show that 
where a is concerned with circumstances under which an asset is attributable 
to a the approach is dissimilar to that of the source analysis. 

109 See the Transvaal Associated Hide and Skin Merchants v Botswana 29 SATe The 
decision in this case is to a scenario where a non-resident GE transfers finished goods to a South 
African PE for the purpose on-sell those through the PE with little value added by the PE. The 
source of the sale income is Hkely to be outside South Africa in such circumstances. 
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Another question that arises is what happens to the above-mentioned deemed 
cost of the (ie the trading stock) for purposes when the income is 

subject to income tax (included in 'gross income,11o) on the basis that it is received from 
a local source. The apparent answer is that the deemed base would in this way 
give a capital loss. 111 

This possibility of a seemingly ne(~essaIV ...... """ .... loss is by the 
following 

A non-resident cost incurred in the manufacturing of trading stock prior to 
the relocation thereof to its South African PE is 5. The manufactured stock's market 
value is 10 at the time of reallocation to PE. stock is sold in South 
Africa to third 15, with no further cost incurred in South 

The occur in same 

Source State (South Africa) 

Assuming that the income from the sale is received from a source located in 
South Africa, the tax consequences will as follows. 

As the full proceeds of 15 will included in the calculation of the non-
taxable income in South the 'proceeds' for capital gains tax 

res.pe~:t of of will be zero.112 

Against gross of 15 a deduction in terms of Section 11 (a) 23(g) 
of the of 5 should be allowed. This in taxable income of 10: 

Gross income 

Exempt income I deductions 

Inclusion of ca[:lltal gains 

15 

10 

o 
Inclusion::-iro,trading,stock-_ 0 

---
Taxable income 10 

Normal tax: rate 29% 

110 Paragraph 35(3)(a) of the Eighth Schedule determines that for purposes of calculating capital gains or 
losses, proceeds from the disposal of assets (e9 received on the sale of trading stock) must be reduced by 
any amount of those proceeds included in gross income. 

111 This loss will not be reduced by the parallel to namely paragraph 
that determines that the deemed base cost must be by, alia, any expenditure actually 
incurred in respect of the cost of acquisition or creation of the inventory and which has been deducted in 
determining a person's taxable income. The cost of creating or acquiring the inventory will not be claimed 
by the local PE the South African tax base, but the non-resident GE its home tax base. 

112 P;:o.;:o"r::>"h 35(3)(a). 
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inventory to the local from the non-resident 
of paragraph 12(2)(b)(ii). For 

this disposal is outside CGT net 
13(1 )(g) with paragraph 2(2)(b)(ii) of 

provisions occur at a time when the ... ".:. ... ""' .. ,, 
with the GE, and not yet attributable to local 

net, the asset (inventory) must have been 
will also result in a deemed base cost for the inventory. 
will only become relevant upon a subsequent disposal of the 

inventory. 

dlslDos:al of the inventory, subsequent to the relocation 
a event 114 In terms of paragraph 4 of the Eighth :::;Clne(]Ulte. 

a non-resident's) capital loss is equal to the amount by which 
1"10,"'"",0'" base cost) of an asset exceeds the proceeds in 

dlslPos,al of an asset. 

The calculation of the non-resident GE's capital loss on the actual of 
the trading held by its local will thus be: 

15 

la)(;aC!le income inclusions ito paragraph (1 

o 
12(2)(b) 10 

''''I''nm,o tax deductions ito paragraph (5) 

5 

(P-B) (5) 

as calculated in the above table cannot be 
but it may be utilised in respect of any116 future car::mal 

(not only the PE) that falls within the South African CGT 

113 The deemed are also likely not from a South African source for of the 
Act to timing rule (namely the day preceding the day of actual ,n".,nt ... f"V is 
not, at that attributable to the PE. 

114 p""",,.tr,,,,nn 2(b)(ii) read with '"'::>,."' .... ,,::>nn 1 

115 Section 26A of the Income Tax Act. 

116 It is submitted that the rule of 39 of the Eighth Schedule that connected 
losses it determines that losses arising from disposals between connected persons may 

gains between those specific does not to 
rule clearly requires the to be in 
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Home 

For purposes of drawing a pure and balanced comparison, it is assumed that 
the system of wherein the is liable to comprehensive taxation on its 
worldwide earnings) is identical to the South African normal tax system. 

When the trading stock is to the 
as a disposal will take 

on the (10) and or creating 
e::>Vfle::>n'c::te::><:: allowable as income deductions, which would zero in 

of 10 will therefore on the reallocation of the 
in tax of 1,45 (at similar inclusion and corporate tax rates). 

stock is to third parties through South African the will 
be liable to income tax of 2,9 in state GE on worldwide taxable income of 10 (gross 
n .... nirn.::. equals: 1 deductions As this will an actual for CGT 

JrD()ses. a capital in the GE 5 (ie equal: 15 1 
cost 5) . the rise to 

eJlSIPosal took disposal {ie the 
the net being 

Overall 

The overall result for the GE is the prospect of a total income tax liability of 
and a CGT liability of 0,725 in respect of an economic of 10 (2,9 and 0,725 in 

country in South This into international taxation 
and an effective tax rate of 62% in respect of profit of 10. 

international double taxation of the is resolved by 
country either granting or relief in terms of a DTC with South Africa, 
with the result against taxes, credit should be for 2,9 
foreign state (ie taxes. 

state and 
profit of 10. Importantly; an 

value of 0,725 will remain in South 

There will thus remain an element of international double taxation on this 
GE and in so far as CGT is concerned. The principle that can 

'::'VTI"!:It"'Tc.rI from is that in symmetrical tax systems, whenever non-
taxation occurs, such as through the and gratuitous loss nl"!:Iint.::.rI 

to inventory by a African acquired from non-resident 
international double taxation will occur in the converse situation. 

117 It will give rise to a so-called assessed capital loss in terms of paragraph 9 of the Schedule, 
which in terms of 8 of that Schedule must be taken into account when r!""t~'rmilnin{'l a subsequent 

net capital 
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The deeming rule of paragraph 12 should be r-nrl<::.lrll,::>r;:: .... for 
amendment to adjust the CGT treatment of dealings in inventory a non-

its local PE. 

3.2.2 reall04catllon of inventory between a resident GE and a PE located 
outside South u.n·· ....... the outbound scenario 

is no specific rule that caters for 
trading stock reallocated from a South African 

An income tax will only arise when inventory is 
person, as charging of the Act is no liability for .... ,... ..... ,1"'1"1.::> 

when is no receipt or or benefit of an amount by a 116 

It not appear ~elC:UCln 22 of which deals with the tax treatment 
of inventory in general, emllSciOe!S a tax effect on the reallocation inventory from 

trading stock will the tax GE to The principle 
apply to 

and at 
closing 

value of the opening stock 
between the values of closing and opening 
income or deducted according to whether the 

value of the stock. 119 

into account. 
the GE'S taxable income, while the 
put it differently, the difference 

should either be added to the taxable 
of the is greater or 

22(8)(b)(iv) of the 
'any taxpayer 

disposal thereof in 

creates a recoupment for the market value of trading 
applied any trading stock for any other purpose other 
ordinary course his trade'. 

The basis of application for the above recoupment in the present scenario is that 
trading stock must be 'applied' by the local It does not that merely 
reallocating inventory from a local PE another part of the offshore 

to the application inventory. It is submitted that must 

exc:ept it being reallocated 
'applied' it in any way, eSI)e(:lall 

trade. 

to the: utilisationf-employment-and' 
Where nothing in respect of trading stock 1"''''''''''1''." .. ", 
the GE to the GE not appear to have 

ordinary course of that 

In principle it appears general rule governing the 
of inventory should cause no effect when trading stock is reallocated from a 
South African tax to a foreign 

118 Cf. the definition of income' in Section 1 of the Act; De Koker supra at § 2.1 to 2.5. 

119 De K~ker supra at § 8.111 Where a person ceases to hold assets as stock, the I'nn'".",,",,,,iinn 

amount taken into account in terms of Section 22 will be deemed to form the base cost of that asset for 
tax purposes ct. paragraph 12(3) of the Eighth Schedule to the Act. It is submitted that this 

"r.r./"."I .. is also applicable to assets relocated to a foreign PE on trading account but which the South 
GE then holds on capital account through that PE. 
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For purposes, it may be that mere reallocation of the trading stock 
to the foreign PE could viewed as a disposal, disposal is very widely 1"1':>'''"<::,1''1 

as including 'any event ... which results in the ... transfer of an 120 

It is submitted that this definition is not so wide to include every 
transfer an asset, but rather refers to transfer of ownership or some right or 

InTt:or.:>.::<T in property in a legal sense. The reallocation and transfer assets, 
including inventory between a and has no regarding 
ownership. Neither outright ownership nor rights or assets are affected 
vis-a-vis the entity, the 

The through the physical transfer of trading stock from a resident 
to offshore should not be viewed as a disposal for purposes. 

The fact that the legislature specifically created a deemed disposal in the converse 
situation 121 tends to support this view. 

In circumstances inventory is reallocated from a Tt'lr.:>It''lln 

the in which the is situated, tax upon 
inventory to the GE (popularly as an charge'122), 
African will not be to claim, at that time, a unilateral credit for foreign tax 
so paid. reason is that Section 6quat(1 )(a) of which governs unilateral tax 

stipulates that the unilateral tax is only available to a 'in whose 
ta:)(:aolle income there is included any income received by or accrued to such resident 
from any source outside South Africa'. 

nJlr,rt:o.n,,,:or the 
limitation formula,123 to 
taxable income.124 

It is quite that, firstly, foreign suffered by 

in 

(occasioned by the exit charge) is not a tax in respect of 'income' received or accrued, 
but merely a tax on a notional amount125 that was not received and did not accrue 

If we:ignoFeJor the moment this fir:st.problem, the second-problem with~Section 
6quat{1)(a) is that the source-concept is ill-equipped to decide whether notional 
amounts were 'received from a source outside South in circumstances where 
foreign tax is charged in respect of such a notional amount. Admittedly phrase 'from 

120 Paragraph 11(1) of the Schedule to the Act. 
121 of the Schedule to the Act. 

122 A provision similar in effect than n<>rQnrQf"Ih 12(2)(b)(ii) of the 

123 Section 6quat(1B). 

124 Section 

Schedule to the Act. 

125 It should be under consideration may also vastly 
differ from familiar African income tax may be in of notional 
or unrealised profits or other amounts, and not in of 'income' as the Act. This would 

fundamental problems to an argument that maintains that the exit charge was suffered in of 
',nl"r.m,Q· that will only later be received or accrue to the GE at the time when it actually the 
inventory. 
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a source outside South Africa' may be interpreted to the 
source-concept as applied for of the definition it 
generally to the originating cause of the income received. This phrase may, given 
the and history of Section 6quat, merely where the 

the location of originating cause of the income. 
Nonetheless, this alternative of the source-concept in Section 6quat will not 
significantly the scenario under consideration, as no 'income' is n.w· ..... ',.;;'" 

Strictly speaking, for the reasons stated may 
exclude the possibility altogether obtain a 
suffered by a resident GE in the under consideration. This is a very harsh 
result. 

It is conceivable that only in the year of i::IIl::i~'t:l::il::i1 when the inventory is 
actually by the could foreign tax potentially 
claimed foreign exit in the The 

could arise in 
the income will more likely than not from a source located 

Africa, and not from a source outside South Africa as by 
)(a) of the In such circumstances international double taxation will 

arise and remain unresolved in of Section 

deloreclable !:IC:C:jQjtc: constituting inventory problem of international double 
taxation the present should, very n"'lnjQjr!:l1 

of minimal impact based on the assumption the charged by 
be if any, as market value continuously ...... ,"' ...... , .. 
foreign 

3.2.3 The reallocation of capital equipment between a GE and a 

3.2.3.1 tsellWE~en a local a non-resident 

equipment reallocated from a PE to a GE, 
rules apply: 

.. Paragraph 12(2)(b}(ii)-0f-the Eighth~Schedule Act"'specifically 
provides a capital of a non-resident ceases to an 
asset of that South African otherwise than by way of an actual 

rjQj!:l,uc:.:o a capital or loss in respect of 

• Paragraph 13(1)(g)(0 of the Schedule determines that this or 
loss will be on the date immediately before the day that 
disposal the capital reallocation) occurs. 

126 Either because the originating cause of the income is located in South or, on the alternative 
of the source concept in Section 6quat, because it is received from an actual source in South 

Africa. 
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• ) of the Eighth Schedule to the Act provides 
dlSIPosal of the asset is made for equal 

this 
market 

at the of the event 

As explained earlier, paragraph 12(1) further provides for a "'LCU-LIU 

of the non-resident asset in that the is to lI"nnnOJ"l 

the asset at expenditure equal to its value, which 
acquisition of that asset. This step-up in the base cost of the 
for the in that it prevents a double from arising if 
reallocated back to PE and is 

to entity. 

For equipment realloc;atE~d by a non-resident to a local PE, the 
following income tax rules apply: 

• Specific allowances are available for machinery 
manufacturing processes; 127 

plant in 

• If these specific capital allowances are not available, Section 11 (e) of the 
Act allows for capital equipment in general an annual allowance of an 
amount that SARS thinks 'just and reasonable' representing an 
amount by which 'value' of such diminished. For 

""'''''''''''C! the published Practice Note 19 of April 1 with 
certain facie write-off for of 
assets. overall wear tear allowance .. "" .... ~"'ir":' 
discretional in nature. Notwithstanding that :::;elCIICtn 
diminution in 'value' of an asset, it is the nr!:lMlr't:> 

allow a of historical COSt.
129 

• There are additional rules in resoel:t allowance that 
must be considered in the context of dealings for certain 
assets, such as Section 11 (e) (ix) of the Act that provides: 

127 Section 12C and 128. 

where any plant, implement, utensil or article was used by 
the during any pre~~joitls::finl::mc.ial=1~ealr.:Oi(:VE~arls:fclrttle 
purposes of any trade carried on by such the and 
accruals of which were not included in the income of such r",v."",,,,::>" 

such years or years, the Commissioner shall take into account 
of use of such asset during such year of years in 

the amount by which the value of such plant, 
implement, utensil or article has been diminished. 

128 Machinery, plant, utensils and articles. 

129 Evidenced by the provisions of Practice Note 19 and Practice Note 15 dealing with lessors. This 
approach was in general not opposed by the Tax Court in ITC 780 19 SATC 328 (C), mainly because it 
appears that the taxpayer was unable to adduce evidence to arrive at a different value than historical cost. 
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• 

recoupments in circumstances. 
equipment reallocated to a South is sold for prC)Ceed:s, 
eXI:ee!ds the aggregate value of the wear and tear allowances claimed in 
terms of the Act, that difference will not taxable in the of the 

African as a recoupment. 

The following carmal 
income tax for capital a local PE 
listed above: 

411 Paragraph 12(1 )(2)(b)(i) of the Eighth Schedule that where 
capital equipment becomes an asset of a local PE, the non-resident GE 
will be seen to disposed132 of asset for market value 

to immediately it for expenditure equal to 
on the day preceding 133 of the 

reallocation. for purposes of calculating a capital gain 
on the disposal asset held through the PE, a in the base 
cost of that is allowed. will only be for CGT 

difference between the sale oroceE~as 

3.2.3.2 a resident and a foreign 

A GE should not be considered disposing of capital equipment it 
is reallocated to or from a PE. As mentioned earlier, the provisions of 
paragraph 11 (1) of the Eighth Schedule to the that defines a of any 
as 'any refers to transfer and not envisage a mere physical 
movement or reallocation an asset. 

130 Practice Note 19 ibid. 

131 Paragraph (n) of the gross income definition in Section 1 of the Act 

132 This is outside the scope of South African CGT 
see the at footnote 113 for the technical r .. ",,,,nnlinn 

133 This contra-factual timing device contained in paragraph 13(1 )(g) of the Schedule is necessary to 
place the deemed disposal of the non-resident GE outside the scope of the provisions - cf. paragraph 
2( 1)(b )(ii) as read with 13( 1 )(g)(i) of the Eighth Schedule to the Act. 
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The resident may claim for capital equipment reallocated to or 
foreign the tax allowances for wear & tear, scrapping and capital ailowances 134 so 
long as the legaily owns the equipment and holds it on capital account. 

it in the hands of the or the PE, ceases held as a 
and is henceforth held as inventory, a deemed or loss will 
that moment according to paragraph 12(1)(c) the Eighth Schedule to the 

the mere reallocation of capital equipment to or from a 
will in a recoupment in terms Section 8(4) of the Act of, for instance, 

of the Act's capital allowances claimed in respect thereof no actual income 
or receipt or accrues to the in these circumstances. 

In circumstances where a capital asset is reallocated from a foreign to a 
resident and the state in which the PE is situated levies tax upon the reallocation of 

asset to the South African GE (popularly referred to as an 'exit the 
South African GE will be to that or even arguably a 

a tax for the so paid in terms of Section 6quat the 
reasons for this harsh result are discussed above in 

3.3 The reallocation of an intangible asset between a and aPE 

In circumstances where intangible are reallocated between a and a 
the question arises whether that part of the enterprise which so obtained the use of 

the particular asset, for example a trade mark, should be able to claim a deduction 
for a payment in of that use (ie a deemed royalty or licence fee). 

It is trite law that income and DVr\g.."<="",,, 

Moreover, South priCing provisions apply to 
between different parts the same legal entity.136 answer thus seems that no 
deemed royalty will be allowed for municipal income tax purposes in these 
circumstances. 

opinion that if a DTe is in place between South 
""'I:,".,.""":_t.I-I"':::t',,,,,, ... t,,./~'k,h,,,,".,.-th,,,, Pl=:-rC:II=-j., located, it-may apply the statutory related 

party transfer pricing provisions to such 'dealings' and so possibly recognise a notional 
charge or deduction for a deemed royalty.137 

134 Sections 11(e), 11 (0), 128, 120 and 12E of the Act. Note that Section 12F and 12G is not 
available because it only or industrial assets located in South Africa f""!':lnAl'tivAlv 

135 A provision similar in effect than 12(2)(b)(ii) of the Eighth Schedule to the Act. 

136 See 2,1 

137 Cf. paragraph 6 of Interpretation Note 7,6 August 1999, It should also be considered that where one of 
South Africa's DTCs foliow article of the UN Model Tax Convention (see the table at 4,6), this 
argument the SARS becomes untenable since deemed intra-company are not 

under such DTCs. 
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It was shown at paragraph 2.1 that it is doubtful whether recognition of 
deemed royalties in terms of the municipal transfer pricing practice by SARS would be 
legally sound. It is especially questionable whether a corresponding deemed royalty 
would by South Africa's treaty partner in circumstances where the 

n"''''fT1'''n charged/deduction made in of a DTC and the local 

It is the conclusion of this study on general ""I"I"\,rn.:> 

there is no basis in Act enabling the SARS to a South LlTr"I"!:I,n 

to earn a notional royalty from the use of intangibles by an 1"\1'1'''''"11"\'"':> 

In inbound scenarios SARS's practice was apparently to accept a 
determination income and of a local computed on the basis of separate 
accounts that accord with generally accepted South African accounting principles.138 

SARS was not prepared to confirm the validity of this practice at the time of the 
finalisation of this study. 

In terms of SARS practice, which now must be viewed as historic in nature, the 
local PE was treated on the basis of being an entity from the when 
with third In so far as dealings with 
Inn.::>n."'n"'::>r"',F'::> was not to. It is in terms South African 

pracuce, notional royalty income for the use of the intangibles by a non-
or offshore will not included in the determination of the local PE or 

taxable income, as the case may be. 

It is considered that when a local PE ceases to hold an intangible asset when a 
reallocation the same is made to its non-resident depending on the 
circumstances, such a cessation of use may be viewed as a CGT event by virtue of the 
deemed disposal provision of paragraph 12(2)(b)(ii) of the Eighth to the 
Act. 139 

for eX[)lQI'ranOrLII'"l 
realising a capital 
reallocated to the 
the tax of asset. 

The question that 
Schedule of the Act (which Trlnll"'l.::>lret 

required for an to 
[legally based] disposal'. 

It is submitted that 
an outright 

13B Passos supra ibid; Van As supra ibid. 

passea to 

prevailing in 
ripe 

139 For the full operation of this rule see the various relevant extracts from the CGT legislation provided 
above at 3.2.1.1. 

of 
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disposal to apply. For example, the local should relinquish all functional and factual 
control, and interest in the intangible property. 

If on the other hand in the local PE 
I"'nn,tl"nl over the n~lr.::. ... 't.::.rI it continuously 

some functional 
, ... ,,, ..... '" and also 

av~ailable to other local or ,,.... .. ,, ........ branches of the .::.nlr'::'rI"lnc:.::. or to third parties, 
or develops the formula) the circumstances for the deemed ISp()Sal may not be 
triggered. relationship between the and GE as regards the ",,",ih,:,..'\·t.::.rl formula 
may then be more akin to that prevailing in terms of a licence :::Irr:::ln/"!.::.rn'::'lnf 

words, for purposes of paragraph 12(2)(b)(ii) the asset could still 
is some way, and had not to be an asset of the 

the use thereof to the 

that the tax deductions and allowances for intangible 
example, by Sections 11 (f), 11 (gA), 11 (gC) or 11 (8) of the 

Act would apply to a it is available complying with 
requirements. 140 

supply of "''''''''.,. ..... 3<: DI!tw.een a GE and a 

As regards inbound where services are by or provided to the 
benefit of a local South African to or by a non-resident is no specific 
provision in the Act that determines how profits should be attributed to the local in 

aDTC. 

As explained in 1.1 
,."",r'"",.'''''''' from a local source. 

'actually incurred', 
expenditure is only actually 
and no deduction for 

Africa on income 
I ..... ' .. "'..::.'" of trade that has 

1."::::\.Iu ... ~eu against such these purposes 
when a taxpayer an unconditional legal 

expenditure can therefore Thus only a 
any service will be allowed to a or a GE. No tax for direct actual 

deduction in respect of 
management of a local 

rI'::'':'ml'.rI expenses incurred in of, for example. 
by a non-resident GE will in terms of the n'::'ll"I.::.r·:::I 

._deducti.on Jorm uJa. 

As mentioned the practice of the SARS was to accept a determination 
income and expenses a local computed on the of separate accounts that 
accords with generally South African accounting principles. The fiction of 

independence is not followed in so as dealings with other parts 
same enterprise occur. Apparently it was SARS to deny a tax 

deduction for management in respect of by the PE to 
of a foreign 141 It follows that, based on this it is unlikely that a 
for the rendering of any would be allowed to a local save for the direct 
actually incurred by the 

140 See Du TOit, C. 2005. The International Guide to the Transfers of Technology. Loose-leaf edition. 
Amsterdam: IBFD, at 2.1.2 to 2.1.3 of the South African 

141 Passos supra Van As supra ibid. 
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As there is no provision in the requires the 
for the provision of services an offshore 

in respect services rendered to an offshore 
previously, it is that Section 31 of the Act, which the of 

related party transfer pricing adjustments, provides no legal the 
adjust the income of a resident to reflect notional or income in these 
circumstances. 

Provided that normal of Act are met in so as the 
of Ov."IO .... 'rll'I'l actually in the provision of the services at issue is 

the resident 
actually incurred. 

may claim a deduction for the cost in respect of 

3.5 Reallocation of capital funds between a and a PE 

regards inbound scenarios, is no provision in Act allowing 
the ror· ....... " ... itii ........ for of n .... l~ ..... ,..'" or deemed ..... ' ..... 0'",' flows OeltwE!en a local 
PE 

The rule governing the deduction of business expenditure will prohibit 
deduction by a local PE notional or deemed interest payments. While for 

accounting purposes the various of one enterprise may be or debited 
with interest in respect intra company loan accounts, debits and do not 

, ..... " ..... " expenditure actually incurred for income tax 144 

earlier, SARS's apparent practice was of 
deduction as a determination and of a local was on 

basis of accounts that with generally accepted South African 
accounting principles. According to this accounting approach the local is treated on 
the of being an entity separate when with third In so 
far as dealings with the is concerned, arm's-length independence is not adhered to. 
it follows that on the basis of practice, no notional interest expenditure may 
deducted by South African as a result of reallocation of funds to or from 
offsb.oIe. GE_alldjbe~subsequeIlLutilisation thereof. 

that ;:;)el;u!;m 

the 

142 While for accounting purposes the various branches of one <>nt,,,,,, ... ,r;.,<> 

debits and credits do not constitute actually incurred 1\I1o::>"o::>rnlMll7 M&>,,&>rnwll7' on 
Income Tax Cape Town: The Taxpayer at §11.41 

143 Section 11 (a) and 23(g) of the Act. 
144 

o::>v<>rnwllt'7 supra at § 11.41. 
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It is unclear whether a local claim a deduction 
source income of actually by a to a 

, ....... "+"',,,,..,,,,,, where the funds so acquired by is allocable 
to the PE. 

In terms of general tax principles the deductibility of interest is governed by the 
general deductions formula. 145 Therefore, provided inter alia that the interest paid to the 
third creditor was actually incurred purposes of the trade and in 
production of South African source income, a may In 

I ........ >.t""n ... "~c: where the the link actual and 
source income it may be more difficult 

successful with a claim for a 

A further factor, strictly unrelated to question of deductibility in terms of 
Act, may nonetheless the argument for tax deductibility of interest by 
local confusion is by the fact that the non-resident will also deduct 
for tax purposes interest expenditure against its income in home state 

in the computation of worldwide This will also arise for 
of direct in of provision of intra-company services YI;''''Yi;:>;,e,y 

at 3.4. 

From a global perspective apparent double deduction of the charge 
will be neutralised when a determination is made of the attributable to the local 

for purposes of calculating the taxation relief GE may claim against 
its worldwide taxable earnings in its home country. Thus, against the PE income a 
deduction of the finance will be made, which will result in a amount 
income, foreign will be taken account to the GE's tax 
credit in its country. Simply put, if the exemption is adopted by GE 
state for of double taxation a lesser amount foreign will be 
exempt. which would recapture one of the deductions. 

following example will illustrate this observation. 

A.r:lon-resident eamsJotaLwor:ldwideJaxablej[lcome.oUOO,. whilst it 
finance and is' a corporatei:ax rate of30%. In·termsof-a-
concluded between the state and South Africa, which is on the 
VL..V!J MTC and adopts the credit method, the profits finance charges are 
attributable to the South African PE. In terms the Act, the 100 profits are viewed as 
being by the GE from a source located in South Africa. computation of 
the home country and in Africa is as follows: 

145 Section 11 (a) read with of the Act. See also De Koker supra at § 7.34 et seq. 
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Home (GEl: South Africa: 

Worldwide 100 100 

deductions (50) Less: (50) 

income 50 Taxable Income 50 

Corporate at the rate of 15 Normal tax 1 
30% 

Credit relief for (14,5) 

payable in Home 

Net result: total tax liability on economic profit of 50 15 [=30%] 

example shows that if the deduction for the finance charge is not allowed 
against the South African base, double taxation would result as the overall ot1'£ .. · ... tn 

tax in of the economic profit of 50 would 86%. 

As there is no provision in the Act that a 
income pursuant to a with 
that the may have borrowed capital 

funds from a third party is irrelevant. As previously, it is that Section 31 
the Act, which enables the application of municipal related party transfer pricing 
adjustments, provides no legal basis for the SARS to the income of a resident 

reflect notional interest income. stated, a tax deduction for 
nnT'lnn~1 interest will allowed 

In so far as foreign gains in respect capital funds are 
concerned, Act contains complex provisions dealing with the taxable inclusion or 
deduction of such gains or losses, which is largely contained in Section the Act. 
Section 9D(6), 25D or XIII of the Eighth to the 
to persons falling outside the scope of Section 241. 

A comprehensive discussion of all provIsions in of 
-dealings is beyoRd·tlie this study-and only some general-and cursory-remarks 
will be made 146 

The provisions of Section 241 
To delineate the application of Section 

terms Section apply to both: 

to both inbound and outbound scenarios. 147 

for GE-PE it may be that in 

146 For an overview of the prinCiples in this see Olivier. 2003. An overview of 
principles relating to the taxation of income denominated in a foreign currency TSAR 3 391, although the 
legislative provisions upon which this article is based, have been Significantly amended since 2Q03. 

nrl'I'III!!:I,nn!!: of Section 241(2)(a) , which is defined in of 
that in Section 1 of the Act as or formed N"ln'n~l,ip!!: 
proviso to Section restricts the of the to company' to (i) .... nrr'I"I<:>',.':,," 
South African tax resident, (ii) companies and (iii) non-resident ~nlTln~n 
","vr-h"",n", item, as is attributable to a located in South Africa. 
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.. o.v.etl ....... in 

as 
attributed to a local or offshore 

those party to the said transaction. In circumstances the focus 
is not on intra-company dealings and, importantly, foreign exchange 
gains or arising in of those transactions, and not pursuant to 
the intra-company reallocation of capital funds by one party to such 
transaction; and 

.. Foreign exchange items simply held by a person, for example, foreign 
currency held in an offshore bank account to the benefit of an offshore 
In terms of this category issues may in respect of taxable foreign 
exchange gains or losses in respect of intra-company dealings. 

In inbound scenarios, a local will always of 
foreign currency and in of to it 
except where a particular item is denominated in South 
this purpose the definition of an item' not notional loans 
extended to or granted by a non-resident GE to the local PE. The foreign currency gain 
or loss will, for example, be realised in respect of actual loans with third that are 
attributable to the 

For outbound scenarios, the application of Section 241 is somewhat more 
complex. Where, for instance, funds are reallocated from a resident to a foreign 
and those funds are used by the PE to acquire legal tender in the host jurisdiction (eg 
the funds are held in a foreign currency denominated bank account in the host 
jurisdiction), the resident will not be subject to tax in South Africa in respect of the 
foreign currency gains or losses realised on the currency so held if that currency 
denomination is for financial reporting purposes by the pE.149 In circumstances 
where this offshore PE uses a different currency for financial reporting purposes than 
that of legal tender or if the financial reporting currency generally differs from the 

,.,."" ....... " of any allocable to PE, the resident will subject to 
South African items. 

The arbitrary 
following example. 

resulting from this dispensation can be illustrated by the 

A of a South African resident which forms part of a U.S. 
multinational group, effects sales through a Swiss frank denominated bank account. 
The reports financial results (ie branch accounts) in Euro because it forms part of 

148 Paragraph (c) of the definition of 'local currency' in Section 241(1) of the Act as read with the proviso to 
Section 241(2) of the Act. 

149 The resident GE will not have an 'exchange item': Paragraph (a) of the definition of item' in 
Section 241(1) of the Act includes 'an amount in foreign currency which constitutes any unit of currency 
acquired and not disposed of by that person'. 'Foreign currency' for the foregoing purposes is defined as 
'any which is not local currency'. 'Local currency' in tum is defined in of that 
definition in 241(1) as 'in relation to any item to any 
permanent establishment of a outside South Africa, the currency used by that n<>rlm",r,<>nt 

establishment for purposes of reporting.' 
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the Africa-European cluster of this U.S. multinational. It appears that in this instance the 
South African resident company will have an exchange item and would to tax 
on foreign exchange gains or losses realised in of the Swiss franks held in the 
Swiss bank account. 

on any foreign gains 
or simply reporting currency to Swiss frank. 
It is whether an arbitrary result is desirable.150 

At end of taxable during which an 'exchange is attributable 
to a foreign (legally and strictly speaking held by the resident GE) the corresponding 
exchange gain or loss generally reflected by the difference between the spot at the 
beginning the end of that particular year should be included in the taxable income 
of the resident 151 

relating to the inclusion or deduction of foreign exchange 
gains or losses for groups of companies - colloquially to as the 10% pooling 
rule - do not apply in respect of intra-company dealings between a and its 

3.6 Summary 

One of the stated objectives of this study is to ascertain whether the Act treats 
intra-company dealings systematically. The purpose of this chapter was firstly to 
understand how various scenarios arising as a result of intra-company dealings are 
taxed, or not, in terms of the Act. The purpose of this summary is to bring together the 
outcome of each of these scenarios. As will be seen generally a coherent picture 
emerges from a structural and systematic standpoint. The only exceptions concern the 
interaction of the income tax and rules as regards certain specific scenarios. 

The perspective of the summary is mainly twofold, namely that of a resident and 

3.6.1 The Normal Tax Treatment of intra-company dealings from the oelrsOeCt.lve 
of a resident 

The in this chapter focusses on four types of dealings in different asset 
.... 1 ClI;::>;:)<;:;:). For a resident GE in outbound scenarios, two issues are addressed in terms of 
these dealings, namely: 

(i) The determination of worldwide earnings, ie whether a tax charge or 
deduction/allowance would be recognised at the level of the and 

(ii) Determining the amount of income in respect of which double taxation relief has 
to be given by the state in respect of taxes suffered by the 

150 See Olivier supra at 403. 

151 The exemption provided for by Section 241(10) should always be considered, but, due to its convoluted 
nature, is not discussed here. 

152 Section 241(7 A)(a) of the Act. 
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The internal reallocation capital assets does not constitute a taxable event. 
When the PE's is computed for purposes of calculating the double taxation 
relief that has to be provided by South Africa, it that on SARS's Transfer 
Pricing the value capital to it tax will 

taken into to determine the appropriate tax allowance. This is 
limited importance where ordinary credit method is used for the of double 

However, where the exemption method is used under a treaty (eg the DTC for 
Switzerland or Germany), it is of importance because a benefit may arise as the hidden 
reserves, namely the difference between the tax value fair market value the time 
of reallocation in such may remain untaxed in South Africa. 

The same comments above in of assets apply mutatis 
mutandis to reallocation of trading stock. 

\I\I"&:>I'"&:> an intangible asset or developed by the resident is used by 
the Act will not recognise deemed royalty income both of 

addressed under this scenario. Only actual costs and expenses incurred to acquire or 
develop the intangible asset will be allowed according to the governing the tax 
treatment of type either at or PE depending on the 

same made in respect apply 
mutandis in of the provision of by a benefit 
offshore PE, and in respect of making available of capital funds by a resident 
its PE. 

Complex tax governing recognition foreign exchange gains or 
losses, however, govern the making available of funds by a resident to the ",,,,,,,,,,,1-.1-

offshore It was that the of of foreign 
exchange tax is not """AI""""" 

3.6.1 Inbound dealings 

Like the case for a resident in outbound scenarios, issues were 
addressed_in terms of these>dealings for a GEJnjnbound .scenarios,namely: 

(i) The determination of worldwide ie whether a tax charge or 
deduction/allowance would be recognised at the level of the GE; and 

(ii) Determining amount of income in res.eect of which double taxation 
to given by the state in of taxes suffered by 

Similar to the conclusion for outbound scenarios, internal reallocation of 
CI;:).:l,o;:a;:) (both capital assets and trading stock) from an offshore PE to a resident GE 
would not trigger any immediate tax consequences. No income recognition in the 
state (South Africa) in respect of the would place at the time of such a 
reallocation. 

has 

Due to technical reasons, unilateral tax credit relief appears to unavailable for 
at the time of the reallocation, or even at a later time, for any that may be 

ImlJOSieCi by the typically in the form of 'exit charges' in 1t:l::l'1Jt:l1[';1 of 
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assets reallocated to it from an offshore Double taxation may for the in 
this case. 

If the foreign credit are applicable (bar the technical 
difficulties referred to above), a situation of excess foreign credits may still arise for 
the in respect of taxes that be imposed by the state (eg 'exit charges'). 
Where such excess foreign tax credits cannot be within the present statutory 
time limit of double taxation will almost certainly arise for 

Where an intangible asset acquired or developed 
r'::'C::llft'::'I'It GE, will not royalty ,::.vr,,::.n'c::,::.c:: 

~ftf1r,::.,c::c::.:.ft under scenario. Only actual incurred to acquire or 
develop intangible will be allowed according to the governing tax 
treatment of type either at the or level depending on 
ci rcumstances. 

The same comments above in of intangible aS5:ets apply mutatis 
mutandis in respect of the provision of services by an offshore to the of a 
resident in of the making capital by an PE 

The Act will and won't tax foreign exchange or losses attributable to an 
1 ............. PE in hands of the resident GE according to an arbitrary Thus, 

according to the particular currency used by an offshore financial reporting 
purposes, foreign exchange gains or losses could be taxable or not. 

The Normal Tax Treatment of intra-company dealings from the perspective 
ofa 

3.6.2.1 Outbound dealings 

reallocation capital assets from a local PE to a non-resident 
constitutes a trigger event for capital tax purposes. The is deemed to be 
disposed of by the PE for market value consideration. The extent of any capital gain 

by virtue of such a disposal of the asset on the 
h"'",i:>7· .... t·lrh"" particular-asset, which it has belen-tai<,en=iAt:0-=:;I€C013l1t-forc:1ta:x· 
allowances and whether or not, generally speaking, it is an appreciating or depreciating 

The reallocation of trading stock from a to a non-resident will not 
rise to an income tax The possibility must not be discarded that such 

inventory is sold another by the non-resident a South African 
on the source of This pos;sibi 

oca'tlon from the 

developed or 
acquired 
taxable income in the form 
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local subject 
CGT may in same way as discussed above for the 

company reallocation of capital assets if the reallocation an intangible asset is akin to 
an outright sale. If it is, on the other hand, akin to, for example, the circumstances 
prevailing in terms of a licence arrangement, no would 

same remarks for intangible above would apply mutatis mutandis to 
provision funds by a local to a nf\r\_I"I:!,Ci:II"I,,,,nT 

Inbound dealings 

internal reallocation of (both capital and trading stock) from a 
non-resident GE a local will, for capital gains tax purposes, be deemed to'take 
place for market value consideration to allow for a step-up in assets' tax base. 

It is not certain whether for income tax purposes the cost price of the inventory 
reallocated to a local PE will be the market at the time of the reallocation, or the 
historical cost 

It was shown that as the interaction between rules for income tax 
capital possibility exists that a capital loss may be every 

that a local of trading stock allocated from a non-resident GE (provided 
income is received from a South African source). This does not appear 'ring-
fenced' or restricted in any way by the rules. The structure of the normal 
system this point appears to be in disorder as the allowance of the capital loss does 
not appear justifiable. In two symmetrical this conundrum may lead to 
Inc:.'t::::ln,l"''''c:. of double in converse scenario 3.2.1 

It was shown that capital allowance (Section 11 (e» be 
period of use of assets reallocated to the local PE by non-

resident recoupment provisions are not applicable in respect of 
capital reallocated to a local PE by the non-resident upon subsequent 

of the assets by local 

Where"an intangible:::assehs-attribtltable'to-a-non-resident~GE but used by 
its local PE, no deemed taxable expense in the form of a notional royalty would be 
recognised against the liability normal tax. Questions as to applicability of 

withholding of on royalties therefore do not 

If services are provided by a non-resident a local no deemed expense 
in the form of, for example, notional management fees would be allowed. Only actual 
costs and expenses in respect of services may be allowed for the local subject 
to the rules governing the tax treatment of these type expenses. 

same comments above regarding services are mutatis mutandis applicable 
to the provision of funds by a non-resident to a local PE. 

Resort to the arm's~length principle 

This study concludes that is no legal basis to invoke application of the 
as formulated in Section the Act PN 7 to intra-
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company cross-border dealings a its PE on municipal or treaty 
level. The analysis in chapter identifies numerous general and specific income tax 
and CGT rules that find application to dealings. The arm's-length principle as 
embodied in local party transfer pricing (PN 7) cannot be used to 

any tax achieved through the application of these municipal rules. 

In many the municipal income and CGT 
based on the arm's-length principle as perceived for related .... ""rnA'" 

denial of deemed or expenses or income in of as between the 
and PE provides decisive confirmation of this inconsistency. 

Questions as to whether the municipal income tax CGT rules identified by 
..... ""~t',"'''' are beyond the of this 

is no to 
oelrcelv9'C shortcomings or inconsistencies in domestic through an 

indiscriminate irregular application of the arm's-length principle as contained in 
Section 31 of the Act and PN 7 in cases South African has concluded a DTC with 
the country where the is located. 

adjustment the tax occasioned by the municipal income 
only be through the application the !:irn"l"Cl._.lan.nTn 

as by 7(2) of a based on DECO or UN MTCs. ;:)ElICIICm 

31 and PN 7 do not automatically bear on an application of the length 
principle. The next chapter addresses the application of the arm's-length principle as 
contained in article 7(2) of the model conventions in some detail. 
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Chapter 4: Analysis of selected aspects of the Model Tax Convention with 
a special emphasis on Discussion Drafts on the Attribution of Profits to a 
Permanent Establishment 

4.1. Introduction 

4.1.1 Preliminary 

In circumstances where a tax convention (DTC) is between 
South and another country, it will the municipal treatment of 

PE dealings, both in Africa and that other country. Whilst chapter 
3 analysed municipal tax of these in South Africa, this chapter 
seeks to examine the intersection of international with municipal tax law. 

When a on a model convention, which is the case for all of South 
Africa's operative an analysis of the relevant provisions of these model 
conventions is the clear entry point for of discovering the outcome of the 
crossing of two municipal tax systems a DTC. South Africa's are mostly 

on the Model Tax Convention (MTC), though some incorporate 
of UN model convention. 

model conventions deal with the taxation 
profits. in this is as a rule article 7 the OECD MTC, 
as the OECD has by done most work in international taxation. It is 
also most commonly used model in so as taxation of profits 
under DTCs is concerned. Some attention will be devoted to the UN based on the 
fact that South Africa does incorporate in some of its DTCs 
model. 

elements of 

An understanding of the function of article 7 of the OECD MTC, which is to 
guard against the hardship by international double taxation of one person's 
business profits in two and the method to reach this aim, is 
comprehend the full extent of South Africa's international tax system. 

IntE~rSlectlon of international with municipal 
not the~DTC-juncture 

c::."'~liCllmiiCll that is dissimilar to that which is familiar under domestic 

• DTCs fictionalise one legal 
the 

• 

• function of a is diametrically opposed 
provides for from international double taxation VIS-·p;j-V 

of income tax or CGT. 

It is an arduous task identify a suitable point of 
surrounding attribution of profits to a in terms of 
because this topic is part of an ongoing discussion 

into the no:::.ln!:lTo:::. 

OECD MTC, mainly 
the earliest versions 
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DTCs,153 is still in flux. It is beyond the of a ,..n .......... r'''''h,''' .... ''' 

overview of this topic. 

This part is in substantially introduced by a very history of article 7 the 
OECD MTC, which is essential for informing an understanding of where the current 
debate on profit attribution to is heading and why it is progressing in way. A 
restatement of the current position as explained by the official Commentary on the 
OECD MTC international commentators in a summary of the reform 
proposals in regard the has formulated 2001. 

As mentioned is briefly discussed since South Africa 
some of its DTCs on elements of article 7 of that An overview of South 
DTCs is provided to illustrate case. chapter is completed by a 
discussion of a Rhodesian court of one of South Africa's on the 
question of profit attribution to a 

4.1.2 Introductory remarks on DTCs 

For the uninitiated not 
about OECO MTC should 
in 

in the "' ........ "" .... ,"" of OTCs some general 
noted context of the 

In (as is from the naming) OTCs are concerned with questions 
of international double taxation, 155 which may be divided into, inter alia, juridical and 
economic international double taxation. OTCs only engage with instances of juridical 
international double taxation, which refers to the imposition of comparable taxes by two 
(or more) tax jurisdictions on the same taxpayer in respect of the same taxable 
income. iSS The application of OTCs is further confined to residence-source and 

153 I quote verbatim from a 1929 League of Nations Report Committee: Report to the Council on the 
Work of the First Session of the Committee of Nations, October 26th Document 
number: C.516.M.175), which followed the of Nations Draft Bilateral Convention for the 
Prevention of Double Taxation (the first Model Tax where it was said at Part III B that 'the 
Fiscal Committee should examine the of establishing 'rules for apportionment of or capital 

Committee-held-alt soon came to the conclusion that; in 
order to do any would be essential to have a detailed knowledge of the in 
the various countries' The comparative study envisaged in this report culminated in a report compiled 
Mitchell B. Carroll in which informed the Draft Convention on the Allocation of Profits of that same 
year- both are dealt with in 4.2. 

154 A useful introduction to DTCs is provided by Vogel, K. 1997. Klaus Vogel on Double Taxation 
Conventions The K1uwer at 29 et seq and in of South African DTCs Olivier et al. 
2004.lntemational A South African 2e Town: Siberlnk at 15 as well as 
Adeliade Passos. 1984. Tax Treaty Law. Juta. 

155 The title of a DTC normally reads (for example) 'Convention between the Government of the Republic of 
South African and the Government of the Kingdom of the Netherlandss ~~~~::.~~~~:~ 
and the prevention of fiscal evasion with to taxes on income' (e 
is generally understood to express the of the convention, may arguably 
interpretative position taken on a particular DTC provision. See also paragraphs 1 and 3 of the Introduction 
to the official Commentary on the OECD MTC. 

oppiOse~d to economic double taxation, which refers to the of f'/"/'lnn<>r<>hll", 

of the same taxable income -
at 114. 
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residence-residence jurisdictional tax conflicts that give rise to international juridical 
double taxation. 

Baker divides the nrn'",,,,,nnc of the ... tL'-~1J MTC following cateq()rleiS: 

(i) 

Oi) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

';:)GtJlJe provisions n'::>I''::>l"rrll 

covered by a DTC; 

Definition provisions; 

the persons, 

Substantive provisions which apply to 
capital gains or capital; 

for elimination of UU:UIJIO:::: taxation; 

and period 

categories of income, 

Anti-avoidance and provisions; and 

(vi) Miscellaneous provisions such as non-discrimination, diplomats and 
territorial extension. 

third category and to a extent 
""'~I'"'n MTC, which deals with taxation 

in in two contracting 
..... r-",,", MTC.158 

The provisions of the MTC income according to 
a closed number of categories 159 and fulfil a distributive function 160 in that category 
has its own rules for determining which of the two contracting competing tax 
claims are trumped. 

In their own words, the distributive rules of the substantive provisions of 
.......... '-" ..... MTC follow a specific If the provides a particular item of .n.-"rrIQ 

taxable only in', the contracting (normally source country) must 
its tax The other strand of wording distributive 

provide that income 'may taxed in'. phrase always 
source tax claim that may be allowed or restricted in some way; in other words, it 
provides f0r=tax,,;sharing~betw.een7the4wo contracting,"states~Eorthisdatter",type;-the:rule 

does not determine the consequences for the residence state, but is completed by 

157 Baker, 2003, Double Taxation Conventions and Intemational Tax Law. London: Sweet and 
Maxwell, at 0-1, 

158 Article 5 of the OECD MTC to the second category, which provides the definition of a PE is 
a key ingredient in the scheme adopted by article 7. Article 23 belongs to the fourth and 
determines the method for the elimination of double which is necessary to article 7, 

159 income from immovable property, business shipping, inland or waterways and 
air dividends, royalties, gains, from directors' artists 
and pension, government students and other income. apparent capricious nature 
of these categories can only be understood in light of the theory of 'economic allegiance' that underscored 
the earliest draft model tax conventions - cf. of Nations. 1923. by the Committee 
of Technical experts on Double Taxation and Tax Geneva: Document EFS 
73/F 19 and Hattingh, J. 2004. Article 1 of the OECD Model Tax on Income and Capita! in 
historical and functional perspective, SALJ vol. 121, no. 1 at 66 et seq. 

160 Vogel supra at 30 to 31. 
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article 
taxation 
DTC. 

of the OECD MTC that obliges the to grant from YVII.II.III;: 

taxes charged the source state in ",,...,..nrn with provisions of 

Article the OECD MTC provides for a choice the exemption 161 

the credit162 as ways eliminating intemational double taxation. 

These general will observed in text of article 7 of the model 
convention which is provided and discussed below. 

4.1.3 The 

The 

of Article 1 the OECD MTC 

Article 7 of MTC 2005 version) reads as follows: 

Article 7 

BUSINESS PROFITS 

1. The profits of an of a State shall be taxable only 
in that State unless the carries on business in the other Contracting 
State through a establishment situated therein. If the 
carries on business as the of the may be taxed in 
the other State but only so much of them as is attributable to that permanent 
establishment. 

2. Subject to the provisions of paragraph 3, where an enterprise of a 
("'"ntr,,,,,..tin ... State carries on business in the other State through a 

establishment situated there shall in each Contracting State 
be attributed to that establishment the which it be 
expected to make if it were a distinct and in the 
same or similar activities under the same or similar conditions and dealing 
wholly independently with the enterprise of which it is a permanent 
establishment. 

3. In determining the profits of a permanent establishment, there shall be 
allowed as deductions expenses which are incurred for the purposes of the 

·adminisiFati'l1e 

161 Described by the International Tax supra at 137 as a 'method of providing relief from 
international double taxation applied or under tax treaties. In tax treaties limit the 
ap~)IiCi!lticln of the relief to juridical double Under this method one typically the 
residence, exempts income derived from or situated in the other exemption 
takes one of two forms, ie a complete exclusion of the income or tax or r""r .... m~itir'n of 
the income of solely for determining the taxation of the The latter 
method, often to as 'exemption with , is generally by of a proportional 
reduction of tax on total income or to income or capital, ie in ratio that exempt 
income or capital bears to total income or In cases tax rates the effect is to exempt 
the income or capital in question at the average rate of tax on total income or capital. Where the 
remaining income is negative, the effect of exemption with progression can be a reduction of losses which 
would otherwise have been available, eg for carry-forward'. 

162 Described by the International Tax 
taxation under which, in general terms, taxes on foreign income may be 
deducted from domestic tax on that income ... The amount of the foreign tax credit is n"""".,,,II\I 
one or more limitations, referred to as a foreign tax credit limitation' and at 344 'a deduction 
amount of tax due as to a deduction from the taxable base'. 
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expenses so incurred, whether in the State in which the permanent 
establishment is situated or elsewhere. 

4. In so far as it has been customary in a Contracting State to determine 
the profits to be attributed to a permanent establishment on the basis of an 
apportionment of the total profits of the enterprise to its various parts, nothing in 
paragraph 2 shall preclude that Contracting State from determining the profits to 
be taxed by such an apportionment as may be customary; the method of 
apportionment adopted shall, however, be such that the result shall be in 
accordance with the principles contained in this Article. 

5. No profits shall be attributed to a permanent establishment by reason of 
the mere purchase by that permanent establishment of goods or merchandise 
for the enterprise. 

6. For the purposes of the preceding paragraphs, the profits to be 
attributed to the permanent establishment shall be determined by the same 
method year by year unless there is good and sufficient reason to the contrary. 

7. Where profits include items of income which are dealt with separately in 
other Articles of this Convention, then the provisions of those Articles shall not 
be affected by the provisions of this Article. 

Before a closer analysis is made of the above provisions of article 7, a brief 
history is provided that seeks to illustrate why business profits and the attribution 
thereof to a PE are dealt with in the way currently envisaged by article 7 of the OECD 
MTC. 

4.2 A brief history of Article 7 of the OECD Model Tax Convention on Income 
and Capital 

4.2.1 The 1928 Draft Model Tax Convention 

The earliest version of a model tax convention compiled by one of the OECD's 
predecessors, the League of Nations, provided as follows for what may be (loosely) 

~termed:business:profits~'arising~for:"one·legalentity· in two contracting states: .163 

Income from any industrial, commercial or agricultural undertaking and 
from any other trades or professions shall be taxable in the State in which the 
persons controlling the undertaking or engaged in the trade or profession 
possess permanent establishments. 

The real centres of management, affiliated companies, branches, 
factories, agencies, warehouses, offices, depots, shall be regarded as 
permanent establishments. The fact that an undertaking has business dealings 
with a foreign country through a bona fide agent of independent status (broker, 
commission agent, etc.), shall not be held to mean that the undertaking in 
question has a permanent establishment in that country 

163Article 5 of the Draft Bilateral Convention for the Prevention of Double Taxation, presented in Part I A of 
Double Taxation and Tax Evasion - Report Presented by The Committee of Technical Experts on Double 
Taxation and Tax Evasion League of Nations, London April1ih 1927, Document No: c.216.M.85.1927.11. 
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Should the possess establishments in both 
Contracting each of the two States shall tax the portion of the income 
produced in its ''''I"I'lfnl''\1 

In the absence of accounts showing this income separately and in 
proper form. the competent administrations of the Contracting States shall come 
to an arrangement as to the rules for apportionment. 

From above model clause it appears that the concept of a 
earliest version a model tax convention aimed 

....... 1.11.111;; taxation. 

performed a 
prevention 

It established connecting to a state, which today is """,,,,./",:::111\1 
performed by the concept of tax residency: if an undertaking had a in a an 
affiliated company or a factory). the specified income could be in that stale and, 
apparently. without restriction. was seemingly no requirement that that income 
had to be associated with or attributable to that PE 

Secondly, it also q""Ir\JI:',n as a threshold requirement for a source-based 
claim. If a single entity was in both I"n.,tr':;,l"tirl'" 

was no PE in one or either I'''''">Tr<',..T' 

undertaking. 

The last paragraph of the model clause also that it is 'accounts' of 
a that would be consulted to ascertain the income 'produced' in the territory of its 
location. model clause clearly indicates that where an undertaking DO:SSE!Ss:ea 

PEs in both contracting states, state is to only income 'produced' in 
territory. The commentary on model clause that this is 'an 

aDlJllc:allcm of the system apportioning the ,nrnrr,,,, 

164 For a historical overview of the of a PE, see G. 2000. Permanent Establishment: A 
Historical Analysis through Model Conventions. Tax Planning International Review, 27(12}: 23 to 38. Corabi 
op cit traces the principle of (economic) 'allegiance' as a justification for taxation back to 14th century 
continental laws that the:clergyfromiax:dueiojheirJack-of~allegiance with a community _of eives 
and submits that at the heart of the PE AA 1991. Permanent Establishment: 
Erosion of a Tax Treaty Del/enter: Kluwer at 65 to 101 a comprehensive of the 
PE concept. and indicates at that PE terminology although in a statute, Prussia 
in 1845 where it first appeared in an Industrial Code: Bestiebsstt3tte, the total space 
used for the conduct of a business which was later different form in a tax 

concluded between Prussia and in 1869. As to into model 
Skaar supra at 67 summarises as follows: international business extensive to benefit 

from a country's organization of labor forces and real capital located there required the 
maintenance of an establishment in the country. Unlike modern business. where labor forces. machinery 
and equipment can be transported to the host relocated when the assignment is finished, 
international business in the wake of the last century and the beginning of this [20th] one 
some sort of a establishment' It appears, that PE as an international fiscal rr.r.I'.:' .... t 
",m,,,,,,,.,,11 at a time when production factors were relatively immobile, historically PE taxation was 

identical with source-state taxation of all significant industries, except for shipping, 
which subject to rules. Taxation based on PE rarely led to controversies between the 
source and residence states, and PE taxation was accepted by the states of residence: 

165 At Part B of Double Taxation and Tax Evasion - Report Presented The Committee of Technical 
Experts on Double Taxation and Tax Evasion League of London April 12th 1927. Document No: 
c.216.M.85.1927.1L 
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As to the rules for apportionment, it stated that 

4.2.2 The 1 

will vary 
account is 

"""',~ ..... rriln''''' to the undertakings concerned; in certain States 
according to the nature of the of the amount of 

... ",..,.".,,1"1 of the number of workers, the wages etc. 
Similarly, in cases where the products of factories are sold a distinction 
is often made between "manufacturing" and "merchanting" profits, the latter 
being the difference between the price in the home market and the sale price 
abroad, less cost of transport. 

Draft Convention on the Allocation of Profits 

In 1933, the League a specific draft convention dealing with 
:::allrl .... :::al'!nn of to PEs, which down much of whereupon the 

7 of the OECD MTC is moulded. It determined 166 

Article 1 

An enterprise having its fiscal domicile in one of the contracting States 
shall not be taxable in another State in of income 
directly derived from sources within its and, as in 
accordance with the articles of this Convention, to a permanent establishment 
situate in such State. 

If a permanent establishment of an enterprise in one State extends its 
activities into a second State in which the enterprise has no permanent 
establishment, the income derived from such activities shall be allocated to the 
permanent establishment in the first State. 

Article 3 

If with its fiscal State:has~a 

... ""' ....... "'n""' ... t establishment in the other contracting there shall be attributed 
... ""r'm"',n"""t establishment the net business income which it might be 

ex~)ectea to derive if it were an in the same or 
similar activities under the same or similar conditions. Such net income will, in 
principle, be determined on the basis of the to 
such establishment. to the such income 
shall be taxed in accordance with the legislation and the international 
,::" .. '· .. .,'m""nt., of the State in which such establishment is situated. 

The fiscal authorities of the ""n''ltr,~,...t"n ... States 
execution of the paragraph, 
correct the errors or omissions, or to re-establish the 

166 Fiscal Committee Report to the Council on the Fourth Session of the Committee 
Geneva June 26th Document No: C.399.M.204.1933.1I.A 

when necessary, in 
vu •• ...,"'u. notably to 

of Nations, 
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entered in the books at the value which would prevail between independent 
persons dealing at arm's length. 

If an establishment does not an 
operations, or if the produced does not ('I"Ilrrl'l!::tMr,nn 

. usages of the trade in the country where the establishment is situated, or if the 
rectifications provided for in the paragraph cannot be effected, or if 
the taxpayer agrees, the fiscal authorities may determine empirically the 
business income by applying a percentage to the turnover of that establishment. 
This percentage is fixed in accordance with the nature of the transactions in 
which the establishment and by with the results 
obtained by similar I'ln1tl'lrl ... ri~:"'c::. I"IM~~r~:I1'lnn in the country. 

If the methods of determination described in the paragraphs 
are found to be inapplicable, the net business income of the permanent 
establishment may be determined by a computation based on the total income 
derived by the enterprise from the activities in which such establishment has 
participated. This determination is made by applying to the total income 
coefficients based on a of gross assets, number of hours 
worked or other factors, such factors be so selected as to 
ensure results approaching as closely as possible to those which would be 
reflected by a accounting. 

Article 4 

When the net income of banking and financial enterprises 
in conformity with the principles laid down in Article 3, there shall be applied, 
de!spit.e the in Article 2, the following: 

(b) Where one permanent establishment of the ~ni'~rr'ri(l:1'l is in the 
position of a creditor or debtor in relation to another 
establishment of the enterprise, the following provisions shall apply: 

(1) If- a-permanent-'9stablishment- in one. State (creditor 
establishment) supplies funds, whether in the form of an . 

loan I overdraft or otherwise, to a permanent 
establishment in a second State (debtor establishment), for tax 
purposes interest shall be deemed to accrue as income to the 
creditor establishment and as a deduction from gross income to 
the debtor establishment, and such interest shall be computed 
at the inter-bank rate for similar transactions in the country 
where is situate the creditor establishment. 

(2) Contrary to the nrr\\/I(l'lnl1,C! of the nr<:'t'ArlII1' .... paragraph, 
from the interest as income to the creditor 
establishment and deductible from gross income by the debtor 
establishment there shall be excluded the interest 

nnrllilfln to the capital allotted to the debtor 
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detailed 

establishment whether in the form of :::In\/:::In,r-""<:l 

overdrafts or otherwise. 

extracts from Model were largely informed by a 
by a of accounting at Yale University. Said 

detail considered allocation accounting principles for taxable income 
t!>ntt!>rn,ric::'~c:: applicable to the question of the resolution of international 

double taxation. 

The principle of accounting as basis for apportioning profits to a 
embodied in article 3 of the 1933 Draft ,.. .... "o.'+i,., .... on allocation of profits, 

in Prof Jones' ,..,..,,,ri· 166 

If the general rule that each country shall tax the net income earned by 

establishments within its borders, regardless of the total profits or losses of the 
",,.,t,,,, .... ,r,,,,,,, concerned. be adopted the method of accounting is 

to a method of apportionment]. The aim of 
is to determine for each establishment ... of an pnlrprr,rl<C:,,'" 

within a given country the net profit which it would have earned if it had nn':'I":::I""'1"1 

as an independent concern under similar conditions.' 

'The objectives of separate accounting are: 

(b) 

To assign to each branch the profit (or loss) which it would realise if it 
concern under similar 1''''''''11"111',,...,., 

To each branch so far as possible from taxation on 

which have not yet been realised and which may never be realised by 

the enterprise as a whole; 

(c) To accomplish these results the use of data which can be verified in 

the country of location of the branch with the minimum use of figures for 

the enterprise as a whole. 

4.3.1 below), which principles. 

4.2.3 1946 london and Mexico Model Conventions 

of model tax 
London and Mexico Model Tax Conventions 
by a as 

161 and Nationall-nl".rnn"'~'.", Vol, 5. Official Document No. C.425. 
Geneva: 

168 Jones supra at paragraph 3 and 10 respectively of the General Summary. 

169 League of Nations. 1946. London and Mexico Model Tax Conventions: Commentary and Text. Geneva 
November 1946, Document Official No. C.88.M.88.1946.II.A 
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In addition a report accompanied the publication of 
Mexico Model Conventions that commentary on ast)eclts 
drafts. This general is useful for present purposes 
differences between the London and Mexico and 
of the guidelines contained in the protocols. In so as the profits 
was concerned, it London Model,170 which determined 
that: 171 

in the 1 

Article IV 

1. Income derived from any industrial, commercial or agricultural 
",n1t",,., .. ric,,,, and from any other shall be taxable in the State 
where the taxpayer has a 

2. If an <:>nt,,,, .. n,rIC"'" in one State extends its activities to the other State 
without possessing a n"'r'm~,n",,'\t establishment th"'lr",in the income derived from 
such activities shall be taxable only in the first State. 

3. If an enterprise has a permanent establishment in each of the 
contracting States, each State shall tax only that part of the income which is 

in its territory. 

provisions of the London Model mirrored the nl:lllItAf'n of those presented 
convention above). 

Of more interest, though, is explanation by 
the London Model of the profit attribution rules that are to 

protocol 
subsumed in Article IV 

above. A hierarchy of three of rules is identified: 

• Much like the 1 convention, an approach is adopted whereby profit 
which it may be to derive if it were an 

independent "",..1,,,,,..,,,,,,,,,,, engaged in the same or similar activities under 
same of similar This profit must in principle 
determined on the to 
right of the 

the value which would prevail between 
arm's length,.173 

• In 

170 Ibid at 13. 

m Ibid at 61. 

172 Ibid at 79 A, 

I""C~t!:3I"1I"''::'Ct where separate accounts cannot be produced, or do not 
nnrrn,:11 u:s~~~es of the in the country where PE is 

'th .... ritiACt are to rectify the or if the 

173 Ibid at 79 B. It is a realisation that what is known today as related party transfer pricing rules, 
which apply to transactions lack thereof) between connected (separate) legal persons, originated 
from early profit attribution rules to for PEs. The quoted extract provides one such an 
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profit could determined by applying a 
recelO'ts of the enterprise: 174 

This percentage is fixed in accordance with the nature of the transactions in 
which the PE is and by with the results obtained similar 

of activities comparable to 
agent or broker, the attributable profit could be 

f"&:>t&:>f",.nt"'Q. to customary commission received for 

• Should the two preceding methods be inapplicable, a third method could 
used, the 'fractional apportionment' method, which determines 

attributable profit may be at by: 175 

a computation based on the total income derived by the enterprise from the 
activities in which such [permanent] establishment has participated. This 
determination is made by applying to the total income coefficients based on a 
comparison of gross number of hours worked or other 
appropriate provided such factors are so selected as to ensure results 

as those which would be reflected a 

Whilst none of three profit attribution methods were new - they 
were all encountered in Article 3 of draft convention (see at 4.2.2) -
their application was for first time amplified in the Protocol and Commentary to the 
1 London Mexico Models. 

The application of especially the fractional apportionment method was further 
explained. It will be seen from the discussion in 4.4 this method with its references 
to plant equipment, capital, payrolls, cost of operation, 
physical output, turnover, etc that had the allocation was a 

early of the towards which the profit attribution would 
ut::·lft::I"<JJ.J:".lndeed;currently the new authorised··approach. to PE~profit:attrjbution 

) is to abandon the accounts principle, and to use a method having 
regard functions performed, and risk by a to calculate 
attributable profit. 

174 Ibid at 79 C. 

175 Ibid at 80 D. 

176 This method is explained further by the Commentary, ibid at 20: 'the earnings of each establishment are 
computed as a proportion of the entire profits of the enterprise to which the establishment belongs, on the 
baSis of the general balance sheet and account of the Such fractional 
!:Inr'''rt' ..... n;rnt>'nt may be unlimited or In the first case, it takes as its point the total income 

by the enterprise as a whole from all sources. In the second case, reference is made to that 
part of the total profits of the enterprise which is derived from transactions in which part has been by 
the establishment whose share in the total is to be determined. It is to this second form of fractional 

rt;nr,m",,,t that recourse may be had to the Protocol of factors that may be 
enter into the apportionment formulae are plant capital, cost of 
n"<>r",ti,,n physical output, turnover,' 
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The London and Mexico Models contained special rules for banks and 
enterprises. As for banks, principles enumerated in the 

draft convention (see 4.2.2) that basically for an exception to the general 
that deemed that deductions for notional were not allowed according to the 

nrin",inl.::.e of separate accounting. where one establishment made funds available 
to another establishment of a single banking notional interest income and 
t=>vr\t=>n'<::.t=>c:: could be recognised for profit those establishments, 
exc:eot if the capital so allotted 
rI.::. .... t,...,... establishment. 

For insurance of separate accounts applied, 
but if it could not be used, an apportionment of income was allowed to, 
for example, the ratio existing premiums relating to the permanent 
establishment and the total by the enterprise. 178 

Currently, the produced two <::"..,,,"',,"', 
discussion documents in 2003 for enterprises engaged in banking and 
insurance, the only real newcomer being a special draft discussion document for e-
commerce industry. 

4.2.4 The 1963 and 1977 MTC 

The work of the Committee of the League of Nations was continued 
its demise in 1956 with of the Fiscal Committee of the 
European Economic (..;o-O[llenmo 

four 
... ""1'.,..."" • .::. clomsolidalted as the 1963 Model Tax Convention of reports that were 

newly created \JL..VLJ re[)lac:ea the in 1960.179 

in regard but simply rea'doJ,:lted 
and.:.Mexico:Mode.I-Tax Conventions 

nClOl9,S were simply formulated and defined as 

actual wording and structure of the proposed 
exists almost in format today save for minor :::Im,I'Inrimll'ln·tc:: 

177 Ibid at 21 and 81 to 82. 

178 Ibid at 21 to 22 and 83. 

179 Van Den AJ. 1967. Relief from Double Taxation. Amsterdam: IBFD: VII 10. 

180 OE E.C. Third of the Fiscal Committee. August 1960. The elimination of double taxation. Paris. 

181 Ibid at p 17. 

lB2 The amendments to the 1963-version vis-a-vis the present wording of article 7 of the 2005 OECD MTC 
are the (i) The has been added to the first sentence of article 7(2): to 
the an enterprise ... '; (ii) The of article 7(3) has 
amended from 'In of the profits ... ' to 'In ... '; and (iii) The phrase 
' ... in accordance with the laid down in this Article' in the of article 7(4) has been 
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will serve no purpose 
4.1 

the quoted text of present model article 7 above 

On basis that attribution of profits to was an important issue to 
taxpayers and taxation authorities in 1960, Fiscal Committee felt itself obliged to 
prepare an especially detailed commentary on the provisions of the proposed article 
7.163 Much of this commentary to the 1 OECD MTC is still in the 

82 

ro,.. ............ ont'<:I1"\1 although it numerously frequently amended, most 
::Im,!:>nt'llm&:o,ntc::: passea by the OECD in 1 1992, 1994 and 1995. 

import of this first version of the commentary on article 7 the OECD MTC 
is that it firmly entrenched separate accounting as the basis profit attribution and 
the denial of deemed deductions or income as regards dealings between a and 

Until at least 2001, the principle of separate accounting as a basis profit 
attribution a PE under a DTC, until least 1995, non-recognition 
notional a and a GE DTC purposes to 
be two important stable and fixed interpretations of article 7(2) of the OECD MTC 
presented in commentary These two interpretations run a golden 
thread through various commentaries on model clauses prepared since the 
model clause, ie League of Nations' 1933 Draft Convention on the Allocation of 
Profits. 

Below the new approach by the OECD since 2001 7 is 
It will shown that this new approach presents a fundamental turnabout in 

methodology profit to Firstly a look is taken the 
approach, which is on and evolved from the principles formulated in 1 

4.3 The attribution of profits to a permanent establishment under 
OECD MTC 

current 

4.3.1 The Commentary on Article 7 of the OECD MTC 

The approach in terms of the current official commentary on Article 7 of the 
"-"'-...... LJ MTC on the subject of the attribution of profits to a may best explained at 
the hand of selected· extracts from this-commentary. 

regards the commentary on article 7(1) and (2). extracts are quoted verbatim 
"""'-'-'LJ MTC commentary: 

1. .,. when an of a State carries on business in the other 
:nnl'fl"lf":'hnn Stale the authorities of that second State have to ask themselves 

'''''''fI,n"... before they levy tax on the of the the first 
is whether the has a establishment in their 

country; if the answer is in the affirmative the second is what. if any. 
are the on which that establishment should pay tax. It is with 

replaced with '". in accordance with the principles contained in this Article'. Van Raad, K. 2005. 
Materials on International & EC Tax Law. 5th edition, Leyden: Intemational Tax Centre) 

163 Ibid at § 21, P 17. 
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the rules to be used in determining the answer to this second question that 
Article 7 is concerned.' 

10.1 The purpose of 1"1""""'1"1 .. ", .. ,,", 1 is to nrrlVlnll" limits to the of one 
Contracting State to tax the business profits of I"n·tl"rl"'ri.~I"C::: that are residents of 
the other Contracting State.' 

2 

11 This paragraph contains the central directive on which the allocation of 
establishment is intended to be based. The .... ,.,.,.,., .. ,. .. ,'" 

mf",r\ .. n,n .. otoc::: the view, which is contained in bilateral r.nl'VI'l'ntll"ln~ 

to be attributed to a penmanent establishment are those which that 
penmanent establishment would have made if, instead of dealing with its head 
office, it had been dealing with an entirely enterprise under conditions 
and at prices prevailing in the ordinary market. This corresponds to the "arm's-

principle" discussed in the Commentary on Article 9. Normally, the profits 
so determined would be the same that one would to be 
detenmined by the Q.!3;!!!l5!Jl1...grg~~!§..Q!l..9!QQS;!...ru!lill§§.l!~!Y.Il!§!lg. 

'12. In the great majority of cases, of the 
establishment - which are commonly available if only because a well-run 
business organization is normally concerned to know what is the profitability of 
its various branches will be used by the taxation authorities concerned to 

", .. "nor·I\I attributable to that establishment.' ascertain the 

'12.1 This raises the I..I",'''",U\.II as to what extent such accounts should be relied 
upon when they are based on r&>&>mj:>ntc::: between the head office and its 

permanent establishments (or between the permanent establishments 
themselves). Clearly, such internal agreements cannot qualify as legally binding 

'12.2 In this it should set out in 
paragraph 2 is to the provisions contained in 

the treatment of payments which, under the name of Int.".o.",t 

etc. are made by a permanent establishment to its head office in 

as 
royalties, 

return for 
permanent rights conceded by the latter to the 

",<>.<>nr""",t", 17.1 ff 

'13. Even where a penmanent establishment is able to detailed 
accounts which purport to show the arising from its it may still 
be necessary for the taxation authorities of the country concerned to 

paragraph 2 
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above). Adjustment of this kind may be necessary, because 
have been invoiced from the head office to the permanent establishment at 
prices which are not consistent with this principle, and profits have thus been 
diverted from the permanent establishment to the head office, or vice versa.' 

' ... Clearly many special problems of this kind may arise in individual cases but 

accounts do not rpn,fP!,:.pnt 

or the original ones and for this purpose the figures to be used will 
be those prevailing in the open market.' 

(Emphasis added) 

4.3.1.1 Absolute or restricted independence? 

Before the commentary on article 7 is further considered, it is to 
reflect on certain aspects of article 7(1) and (2) as explained above by the quoted 
extracts from the commentary. 

It is evident that the accounts approach laid down in 1933 Draft 
Model Convention on the Allocation of Profits is still as the n""""" .. "" 

point for attributing 
... '"'1' ....... " ..... if they do not reality' of 

I~Tnru::.n,T~ must be on arm's-length principle, ie they should 
behaviour that would occur if the PE had been a separate entity dealing with, instead of 
the GE or any other PEs of that an independent and separate enterprise under 
conditions and at prevailing in the market applicable to it. 

A debate concerning the 'economic reality' of dealings that have been 
ongoing for amongst expert commentators, but which are not directly 
addressed by the commentary on article 7(2), concerns the correct interpretation and 

of profits which it might be to if it were a 'distinct and 

Vogel184 provides a summary this divides the views into 
two One the one hand, require absolute hypothetical 
independence of before the arm's-length principle laid down in 7(2) may 
be For of profit attribution, the PE should treated similarly to a 
legally and This that contractual 

for tax as if they 
as differences in organisation and legal 

is irrelevant under fiction of 7(2). Consequently on loans, 
rents for the use of intellectual and other property commission 

of should into to same as would be 
and an 

164 Vogel supra at 428 et seq. 
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Paragraph 12.1 of Commentary on article of the MTC appears to 
support this interpretation where it refers to symmetrical accounts that should reflect the 
functions the and as opposed to each other. 

On other hand, there is 
roetr.l'tor! .nNon,ClII"lt'iOI".I'''' principally of the 

as whole, it is unrealistic 

approach maintains that when the arm's-length principle is applied to a 
the application must: 185 

in 

short at the point where a head office and permanent establishment, being 
of one and the same actually could not transact business with 

each other as if were unrelated third 

arrangements are legally impossible in obligations. 

From the ovelView of the history of the taxation of business profits under model 
tax conventions in it appears an interpretation of 7{2) consistent with 
restricted independence approach should be preferred.186 The historical formulation of 
the separate accounting principle sought to treat as far as is possible, as 
independent units text at fn 168 in The analysis of the C::"'F'\l:3r,:::ITP 

approach on principle clearly indicates that this 
it was by Jones in 1 
on unrealised profits: 187 

The problem of unrealised profit in branch inventories appears whenever goods 
are billed from one branch to another at a in excess of cost. If branches 
were treated exactly as independent concerns this unrealised profit would not 

==. It is therefore recommended that international enterprises be allowed to 
eliminate unrealised profits in branch inventories from the profit shown by the 
books of the branch from which the goods in question were shipped. 

(Emphasis added) 

This explanation by Prof Jones indicates, in the author's view, a more accurate 
for denying deemed deductions or income for notional expenses and income such 

as between a and a 

185 Vogel supra at 428. 

185 See also supra at 432. 

187 Jones supra at 14 of the General Conclusions. 
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as Prof Jones that ntru::.n,I\IIC!:",," 

host would allowed to p~e-empt charges on profits that may, or may not 
home or another jurisdiction, as opposed to the (rather simplistic) legalistic 

contracts are an objective legal impossibility. 

A hypothetical example will illustrate how the recognition of notional income or 
deductions for dealings may result in a charge ultimately an """I',,,nt"lrnll' 

profit is realised by as a 

If, for example, a PE research and development (R&D) for 
purposes of developing software for the benefit of its most host countries would tax 
a reallocation from PE to the prototype product based on the market 

thereof at that (the market value is assumed to in excess of the 
incurred by the PEl. A putative profit or gain is thus taxed in the host country despite no 
realisation thereof. 

software 
venture (ie the developing developed by 

incurred in the In ... nrr,,,,," ""1"",,",1\/"',(,\ by the 

It is evident that 

commercial 
allowing a 

prototype 
of the venture. If article 7 of the 
to be recognised as between the 

that some 'profit' should 
the time dealing, result 

municipal law would be perpetuated. 188 

Similarly, the converse position would also 
deduction for a (market value actual ovr,on,",oC! 

prototype is allowed in circumstances where a profit is 
new product. 

4.3.1 Approach: functionally separate 

A 

the time of the 

as a 
host country's 

in skewed results, ie where a 
on the reallocation of the 

from the marketing of 

activity 

in conjunction with 'only so 
r""",rm"""", around the methodology 

determined. 

188 The of the new of the OEeD (discussed in 4.4 below) to this problem appears to be 
that or not the host country will be allowed to tax on the reallocation of the asset the 
prototype product in the example) will on the of third parties dealing with each in 
similar circumstances. Thus, for example, it is entirely realistic that third parties would transact with each 
other in these circumstances in terms of a so-called cost-contribution or cost-sharing which 
would not the reallocation of an asset from a PE to a GE at a profit or at its value. 
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includes operations by other parts of a and those 
so by those should the profits 
PE, as the an enterprise'. 
this approach as the 'relevant activity approach'. 

The approach, the 'functionally entity' approach, 
determines that ) only provides that the host country's right to tax not 
extend to profits of an enterprise derived from that state otherwise than through a 
or what is colloquially to as the 'no of attraction' 189 and that no 
can from the wording affects the of the are to be 
attributed to the 

The 'functionally separate entity' countries to 
profits an asset, or not trading forming part the 

property attributable to a PE ceases to be so attributable by way of a 
reallocation thereof to the or another of the located outside the host country 
(see for a contrary position the quote above at fn 187 from the 1933 by Prof. 

In 2004 time, for the functionally 
approach.190 choice appears to an interpretation 

of article 7 of the OECD which may result in profit attributed to a despite an 
overall loss situation of the 

4.3.2 The 1994 Amendments to the Commentary on Article 7 

In 1994 the Commentary on Article 7 of the OECD MTC was substantially 
possibility of PE dealings profit attribution 

purposes was expressly relevant were mainly to the 
Commentary on Article 7(3). The Commentary to article 7(2) at paragraph 1 1 should 

considered in this regard (quoted above at 4.3.1). 

The following from the Commentary explains the interrelationship 
between article 7(2) and (3) of OECD MTC and provides a guiding principle to 

. identify tbe:::circumstal'leeswhen intra-company income·anddeductions:-arising·_ 
between and should taken into account for profit attribution purposes: 191 

P!:>'!:>l"Ir",,,,'" 3 indicates that in determining the of a permanent 
o"'t"'hlll"'h' .... o.~t certain expenses must be allowed as deductions whilst 
paragraph 2 provides that the determined in accordance with the rule 
contained in 3 relating to the deduction of expenses must be those 
that a separate and distinct enterprise in the same or similar activities 
under the same or similar conditions would have made. whilst paragraph 
3 a rule applicable for the determination of the profits of the n"'r~"'n"",t 

169 Cf. also r", ""I'"IN'" 5 of the Commentary on article 7(1). 

HID See 4.4 

191 17 to 17.2 of the Commentary. 
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"'l':.lt~hlrl':.llml~nt n~I'~nr:;}r,h 2 that the profits so determined rl"\lrr"';~nr\nrl 

to the profits that a would have made. 

Whilst in general independent enterprises in their dealings with each other will 
seek to realise a profit and, when or providing services to 

will such as the open market would 
there are also circumstances where it cannot be considered that a 

property or service would have been obtainable from an independent 
enterprise or when independent enterprises may agree to share between them 
the costs of some activity which is pursued in common for their mutual benefit. 
The difficulty arises in making a distinction between these circumstances and 
the cases where a cost incurred by an enterprise should not be considered as 
an expense of the establishment and the relevant property or service 
should be considered, on the basis of the and ,nrl,,,,,,,,,.nrl,D ... t on!~""~I"ri.", .. :" 

principle, to have been transferred between the head office and the permanent 
establishment at a price an element of profit. The must be 
whether the internal transfer of property and be it temporary or final, is 
of the same kind as those which the enterprise, in the normal course of its 
business, would have charged to a third party at an arm's-length price, ie by 
normally including in the sale an appropriate profit. 

On the one the answer to that question will be in the affirmative if the 
expense is initially incurred in a function the direct purpose of which 
is to make sales of a good or service and to realise a profit through a 

establishment. On the other hand, the answer will be in the n"',"!:;}fl\/'" 

if, on the basis of the facts and circumstances of the specific case, it appears 
that the expense is initially incurred in performing a function the essential 
purpose of which is to rationalise the overall costs of the enterprise or to 
increase in a general way its sales. 

Russo 192 rightly indicated that the only likely circumstance where 
independent parties.would-incur-costs~without-adding .. a-mark-up for' purposes of 
rationalising the overall of an enterprise is where a so-called cost-sharing 
agreement (or, its is added, a cost contribution agreement193

) may be concluded. 

In the main, apart from exception of a,cost-sharing agreements and like 
arrangements independent parties, the commentary on the OEeD 

to recognise possibility of notional for profit 
attribution purposes to a 

192 Rafaele Russo. 2004. Tax Treatment of ue,'3l1nmr Between Different Parts of the Same I-nrprn,n.~p 
under Article 7 of the OECD Model: Almost a of Bulletin for International 
Documentation, Amsterdam: IBFD October 472 at 478. 

193 According the International Tax Glossary supra at 83 this is 'a framework agreed among bUSiness 
pntAmri",,'''' to share cost and risks of producing or obtaining assets, services, or rights, and to 
determine that nature and extent of the of each participant in those assets, services, or 
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The modification that was expected to be caused to the practice on profit 
attribution to by these near revolutionary additions to the commentary in 1994 was, 
however, greatly compromised by convoluted and contradictory amendments 
made in 1 the on of a PE the 
"",.,ir"" ... " .. i""", of which it is part.194 For following is stated by way of 
!::Im,l'!&nlrlml'!&nt in so far as the intemal use intangible rights and notional is 
concemed: 195 

And 

In the case of intangible rights, the rules concerning the relations between 
enterprises of the same group payment of or cost sharing 
arrangements) cannot be applied in the relations between of the 
same Indeed, it may be difficult to allocate "ownership" of 
the intangible right to one part of the enterprise and to argue that this 
of the should receive royalties from the other as if it were an 
independent enterprise. Since there is only one legal entity it is not possible to 
allocate legal ownership to any particular part of the enterprise and in practical 
terms it will often be difficult to allocate the costs of creation exclusively to one 
part of the enterprise ... In such circumstances it would be appropriate to 
allocate the actual costs of the creation of such rights between the 
various parts of the enterprise without any for profit or 

196 

commonly the provision of services is merely of the general management 
activity of the company taken as a whole as where, for example, the enterprise 
conducts a common system of training and employees of each part of the 
enterprise benefit from it. In such a case it would be to treat 
the cost of providing the service as being of the administrative 
expenses of the as a whole which should be allocated on an actual 
cost basis to the various of the to the extent that the costs are 
incurred for the purposes of that part of the without any mark-up to 
,<>n,<>c:<>nt profit to another part of the <>,.,It",,, .. ,i<::,,, 

-And .'''''''U.y: .. 1 VI .. cajpu.lI:J1 197 

Special considerations apply to payments which, under the name of are 
made to a head office by its permanent establishment with respect to loans 
made by the former to the latter. In that case, the main issue is not so much 
whether a debtor/creditor relationship should be recognized within the same 
legal entity as whether an arm's-length interest rate should be charged. This is 
because: 

194 See Vogel supra at 431 for a summary of these 1994 amendments to the Commentary on article 7. 

195 17.4 of the Cn'Ylm",n'",rv 

196 P",r",nr:::4nh 17.7 of the r. ... IITlm,,::ont:::lrv 

197 Paragraph 18 of the Commentary. 
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- from the legal the transfer of n::l\l'm~nf of interest 
and an undertaking to repay in full at the due date is 
InclDmlpatlible with the true nature of a permanent establis 

from the economic standpoint, internal debts and receivables may prove to 
be non-existent, since if an enterprise is solely or predominantly equity-funded it 
ought not to be allowed to deduct interest charges that it has manifestly not had 
to pay. While, admittedly, symmetrical charges and returns will not distort the 
enterprise's overall profits, partial results may well be arbitrarily I"'h::l,nl"l~.rl 

For both intangible rights and capital funds, similar explanations are given why 
notional income expenses in relation thereto should not be taken into account for 
profit attribution purposes, ie the hackneyed reason that the true legal of 
PE are incompatible with allocating ownership of 

an loan single entity. 

The reason given for the denial of notional reallocations of 
cat)ltal funds within one namely that from an standpoint, if an 
enterprise as a whole is equity funded no deduction for notional interest should be 
allowed in any jurisdiction where it be operating. reminds of the to the arm's-
length principle envisaged by Jones in 1933.198 However, this reason fails address 
the situation an enterprise that is partly or wholly funded with debt. 

Yet, transaction-specific reasons given denial of notional income 
and expenditure are not reconcilable with the OECD's I"IAI~.:>r!:l1 approach since 1994 
the attribution They largely unworkable recognition 
paragraph 1 1 of the commentary) that notional transactions be for tax 
purposes various of a 

This incongruence of the Commentary revealed that the approach to 
profit attribution to has become dogmatically unstable since 1994. It can only 
surmised that this instabHity was one of the dominating factors paving the way for 
reform work undertaken by the since in respect this subject. 

-The;2o.01~to~2005::0l:CD:Djscussion:1)rafts7on;;be""'attribution of :profjts".to~ a·
permanent establishment: true reform? 

4.4.1 Introduction 

OECD released its first attempt at true reform of the profit attribution rules to 
in terms of article 7 the MTC in 2001, which is contained in a voluminous 

document entitled 'Discussion Draft on Attribution of Profits to Permanent 
Establishments - Part I Considerations), ('the 2001 Discussion Draft'). 

198 See text at fn 168. 
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In the same year a discussion paper entitled 'Attribution Profit to a Permanent 
Establishment Involved in Commerce Transactions' was released ('the E-
Commerce Draft'). 199 

The 2001 Discussion Draft was followed by two further industry and sector 
specific reform drafts in 2003: 'Discussion Draft on the Attribution of to 

,,,,"" .. ,,,on'te (PEs): Part II (Banks)' 2003 LJI;:"y,Y;:';:'IYI 

Banks') 'Discussion on the Attribution to Pc.,,'"rn:::on,ClInt 

Establishments (PEs): Part III (Global Trading of Financial Instruments), ('the 2003 
Discussion Draft on Financial Instruments'). 

Dn 2 August 2004 the DECD released a revised version of 2001 Discussion 
Draft ('the 2004 Revised Discussion Draft'), during July 2005 another industry 
specific draft was released for the insurance business ('Discussion Draft of the Report 
on the Attribution of Profits to a Permanent Establishment: Part IV (Insurance)' - 'the 
2005 Discussion Draft on Insurance'). 200 

reform project is 1"1""':31'"1\1 

attempts to accomplish approach of project. Accordingly the 
DECD indicated that principles contained in have become the 'authorised 
DECD approach,.201 The broad principles contained in draft are analysed below. 

The 2005 Discussion Draft on Insurance confirms that principles contained 
in the 2004 Revised Discussion Draft are now firmly accepted by the as its 
authorised approach.202 This draft attempts to illustrate how these principles are to be 
applied in the context of the insurance industry. 

It is anticipated that the for the consolidation finalisation of 
DEC D's is 2007. It is exp,ectE~a 

the DECD MTC would 

From with personnel 
up to 2007 will be a refinement the I"nr'''''''''lnt 

functions'. which appears to be the new linchpin of the PE profit attribution 

199 OECD. 2001. Attribution of Profit to a Permanent Establishment Involved in Electronic Commerce 
Transactions: A Discussion Paper from the Technical Advisory Group on Monitoring Applications of 
Existing Treaty Norms for the Taxation of Business Profits. Paris: OECD. 

200 Ail these drafts are available on http://www.oeed.org 

201 1-'<>,<>(''''''' .... " 6 of the Preface to the 2004 Revised Discussion Draft. 

202 Ibid at § 6. 
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4.4.2 preferred approach for attributing profit to a 
hypothesis, now authorised approach 

2004 Revised Draft's point 
",,,,,,\,,,""'1,,,,,',,,"1'\11,,,, dissimilarities in the municipal 

as well as views on 
MTC, a preferred approach was ae1\fel(:>OE~a 

first a working 

in recognition of 
regarding the 

article 7 of 
to a PE. 

development entailed consultation with the countries and a 
number of other stakeholders. It is also explicitly stated that the development of this 
approach not been by either 'original intent or by historical 
practice and interpretation 7'.203 

this background a formula, Working to 
achieve stated goal of developing a suitable preferred to profit 
attribution in view of 'modern-day multinational operations and trade,.204 the time that 
the Revised Discussion Draft had been the DECO felt that the working 
hypothesis was sufficiently developed to view it as the official new authorised and 
...... "',f"" .. 'r""rI approach to profit attribution 7 of the MTC. 

I n of the rhetoric of profit 
attribution, it was expected the authorised a revolution 
in the thinking about PE profit attribution in of article 7(2) of MTC. And 
indeed the authorised approach represents a near revolution, although not on the 
strength ingenuity or novelty, but in the way the DECO gave substance to it. 

analysis below will 
a alter, for 
forms related party pricing mSltnC)(lOIOOlles 
Transfer Pricing Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and 
- 2000/°5 ('the 1995 TP Guidelines'), which were designed to 
compliance of transactions between two connected parties with 

203 2004 Revised Discussion Draft at § 3. 

204 Ibid at § 4, 

Administrations 
and test 

arm's-length 

205 DECO. 1995. Paris. For the uninitiated, the TP Guidelines fits into the DTC scheme by reason of article 
9 'Associated , of the DECD MTC. Article 9 allows both to the to 

::.nrlrnrlri::.t", circumstances for tax purposes inter partes between connected so as to 
::>,..n"",,,,,, ... ",n,,,,;c:j·onr',, with behaviour. The tenets used to identify these circumstances and 

and to accomplish such tax have come to be 
known as pricing' (see on Pricing and Enterprises 
(1979). The SARS adopted ofthese guidelines in by way of Practice Note: No.7, 6 
1999. The arm's-length as developed in the context of multinational organised as 
corporate groups has been transformed in this context into a particular allocation method, which could be 
described as the separate or transactional (reflected by the various methodologies 
contained in the OECD TP In terms transactions between associated 
"'nt"'mri~~.~ determine the allocation the revenue and expenses of a multinational enterprise 
corporate group members. The allocation is realised by respecting the legal form of the group m"'mh"'r~ as 
",,,m,,,,,,,,,,,, entities that transact with one another at that should approximate those between 
,nl1.>n"""I1 .. ,nt ""nt .. ' ..... ri'~oc: In this way transaction at an arm's-length 
Attl'!NI\IAlv allocatE~S revenue and expense among 
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It must be appreciated that this strategy is not designed to :;>rr",;;uJ"'" equality of 
If,... .... ,rn"" between a PE and a subsidiary in terms of allocable tax but to 

the same or similar principles to transactions to 

OECD recognises that there are economic 
a subsidiary and that the application of the authorised ~nr'\rn:::IIl""n 

considerations.206 For example, it might be ext)ected 
on through a may be more profitable because of the possibility of """",...,,,,,,,",1' ,...''' ..... 1''''1 

utilisation, risk diversification, economies of scales, 

popular QUlest.!on . namely whether notional 
should taken into account for profit attribution 
,..n,,,nt'I':''::' are envisaged in this regard by the formulation in the 

for 

.rn' ...... """' ..... approach, now the authorised approach. 

ITnt", ... ,c""n approach, a nJlU"\_'::",,,,,n l:Inr ...... n,::t,..h 

to a PE in terms of article 7(2) 

(1) A functional and factual analysis must be performed of the whole 
""nt,.,. ... nl ... ";:.'" to appropriately hypothesise the and the of the 
enterprise as if they were associated enterprises, each undertaking 
functions, using assets, and assuming risks. 

of the TP 1995 Guidelines must 
identify the relevant arm's-length methodologies that to 
the hypothesised separate enterprises undertaking functions, 
C:JSl:>el:S, and assuming risks. 

observation is that the authorised approach aborts the principle 
per se as the general governing rule and 

In this dichotomous scheme, "' .. " ......... ' ... 
to a functional and factual analysis and one element of 
plaeed~on:a'multinational enterprise to keep contemporary til'\' .... nT'l.:. ... t."oti ....... • ... a(" ..... tii 

profit attribution to PES.20B 

206 2004 Revised Discussion Draft at § 54. 

207 Ibid at § 54. Deub, P.M. 2004. Practioneroffers six step approach to OECD PE Guidance Tax 
on-line Reference: WID 231-8 suggests that in this nnrr,<:I,..h 

means that the 

i-I\lrlnth",,,,,c,,::. the PE as a distinct and "":: • ...",,."',t<> enterprise; 

a 

1. 
2. assets and risks to PE; identify the key entrepreneurial risk functions 

in order to achieve this attribution; 
3. Attribute to the 
4. Attribute 
5. Perform a I"'nnnnOlrOlh,lih, 

6. the tr",n",f.:.r 

208 Ibid at § 264 to 265. 

costs to the PE; 
and 

m':'l~n,.,r!'" by analogy to attribute profits to the PE. 
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If one for a moment on hypothetical results an application of the 
authorised approach, it is evident that generally in this scheme notional income and 
expenses as a and a are logically possible. 

It will shown below that the 2004 Revised UI;:'\,;U;;';:'I1JI 

at assisting identification of where 
be taken into account for profit attribution purposes. It to 

be a real prospect that host countries must recognise at level, according to 
authorised approach, as a matter of principle notional items for profit attribution 
purposes to recognition is required even despite the non-recognition thereof 
under municipal 209 

The YI;::)'\';U;;';:'''J! below IV\,;U;:'O;:,;:' on how the 
application 7(2) of the OECD MTC. 

4.4.3 The first step of the authorised approach: determining the activities and 
conditions of the hypothesised distinct and separate enterprise 

factually 
separate oru'&:>rr,r. 

in the application of the authorised approach is to functionally and 
it delineated as a hypothesised distinct and 

based, with 
necessary adjustment, on chapter 1 of 

The justification for directly applying the 1 Guidelines is apparently the 
following. The application of the authorised approach the application the 
fiction in accordance with article 7(2), namely to hypothesise the PE as a distinct 
separate 'engaged in same or similar under the =..:..:..:=;..:::..:.....::::.:..:.=::.:.. 

conditions'. link between underlined wording of 7(2) with 
Guidelines that: 211 

(i) 'activities' can be with , which in the of 
separate entities is used to link the earning of profits with identifiable 
transactions; 

(ii) with 'comparability' of transactions identified 

(iii) 

and above the principle that the functional and factual ::::anl:llvc::!c:: 

based on the guidance provided by the 1995 Guidelines, the 
Draft introduces an important new namely the identification of so-

entrepreneurial taking functions, which should also considered. 

identification of key entrepreneurial risk taking functions is to a large 
extent at identifying relevant that link up with the earning of profits, 

200 Ibid at § 34. 

210 Quoted above at 4.1.3, see also the discussion of the 

211 2004 Revised Discussion Draft at § 72 to 74. 

commentary on article at 4.3. 
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and thus guide the attribution of profits to the parts of an enterprise where those 
activities are performed. concept of 'key entrepreneurial risk functions' runs 

1'""""""'" thread through the 2004 Revised Draft and other sector 
It appeared comprehensively in the Discussion 

UTI,.."",I"''!" will in concluding comments to this chapter. 

Below each element the functional 

4.4.3.1 Functions (activities) 

The authorised approach proceeds from 
\Un,.".tt"l,.". .. a PE performs an identifiable function, 

it. 

analysis is I.II;:)...,I.I.';:)CI.I. 

basis that in 
must be had activities 

identify the activities responsibilities undertaken by the 
whole of enterprise of which the PE forms must be Only then may it 
be deconstructed to uncover which of these activities/responsibilities are associated 
with PE, and to what OVT,on'l" 

n ...... ""' ... ·'" provides two to process of 
and deconstruction, one according to whether the is the 'fixed place 

'c>i .. ,oc>c>' type other according to whether it is the 'dependent agent' 

If the PE is of the fixed place of business type, the functions performed at that 
place of business should analysed to establish which of the activities 

responsibilities could with If the PE is dependent 
agent type, the functions undertaken by the should be analysed.213 

An important consideration in construing the functions is identification of the 
people functions of the as a whole an assessment significance in 
generating profits for the business. These functions may 1"'1'l1'lC>I<:tt from the routine 
to entrepreneurial risk taking functions of business. if some of the 
latter functions are to the activities PE, they will the profit 
attribution to the PE by reason of the fact that and risks with the 
.:::onlff"e:>I'\f"e:>n.:::oI"If"I""I-f"IC:1( taking functionwill intum;-wiIHead 

of the and risks.214 

people 
entrepreneurial risk taking 
decision making with .. .::.",,,,,..1"1 

the performance of the key 
as those 'which active 

business'. 215 

The application of 
commerce operations. 
certain circumstances 

approach may a far-reaching impact on e-
example, it is accepted by the OECD that a server can in 

212 See paragraph 2.3.3 and 2.3.4 

213 2004 Revised Discussion Draft at § 75. 

214 Ibid at § 81 to 82. 

215 Ibid at § 77. 

as a as a business function can be performed 
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216 It is from application of a 
formulation on people functions that a server cannot undertake key 
entrepreneurial risk taking functions, and thus very little profit will so attribllted to 
such a arguably only enough cover direct and assets associated with 

server hardware. 

4.4.3.2 Assets used and conditions of use 

The 1995 TP ..... UIIU"" will 
not only functions .... "",-t ............ " ..... 

pertinent business function. tangible or intangible. may 
or jointly leased or used in accordance with a cost contribution !:lOt"IIr"""' ........ "nT 

independent parties, and may be acquired or created internally by an 

. In performing a functional analysis of aPE all.these factors characteristic of 
independent parties must be considered because it wit! determine the characteristics of 
the assets and the conditions of their use attributable to a 

First as such by the PE in performing functions must be 
1t''!/Ontlt'I/o/''I as as possible. of not used by PE perform a 
function must be /"Iie.r/OI"!!:I 

Secondly, the conditions of an use must determined ""'<:;'Jal.';:><:; 

profits of an independent enterprise that owns an asset will be different to the profits of 
an enterprise which uses an asset owned by someone else and so has to pay for 
use,217 determination conditions of use of an asset attributable to a is 
thus important for profit attribution under authorised approach so that a comparable 
transaction could correctly "-""n1'I1·,ot"l 

It is submitted mostly 
to the type of cost incurred by the (ie as opposed to 
financing cost, or for own developed assets or the opportunity cost of 
capital) and that profits, taking all things into account, will not generally speaking 
that different when compared. 

Nevertheless, greatdifficulty-in-cletermining the"conditions'oh:lse~forassets 
employed in functions performed by PEs is that conditions of use are usually 
reflected in legal agreements between separate such as, example, in a 
(finance) lease, a (instalment) cost contribution agreements, 218 

216 Paragraphs 42.1 to 42.6 of the Commentary on Article 5 of the OECD MTC. 

217 Ibid at § 84. 
218 M. 2003. The Attribution of Profits and Capital Structure to a Permanent Establishment under 
the OECD Model Tax 18 Australian Tax Forum 347 at 402 usefully details the most common 
legal that are concluded between may assist to identify the 
'dealings' between a GE and PE for of the separate enterprise analogy and also how 
the profits of such a separate gnT, .. rn,",<:c",· 

i. of non-cal)!tal items consumed in the regular course of 
business, raw or unfinished is booked at arm's or contract value. 
These transactions flow directly to a company's calculation at the same rates. The supply or 
acquisition of services is treated similarly. 
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In the the enterprise it is 
the outright owner, lessorllessee or entitled in some other way to use 
asset. The difficulty is to PE's relationship in 1".::.1,::'1'1,..,." 

enterprise into account the aforementioned legal possibilities applicable to the 
enterprise. 

SUClOSiSTS that the problem of characterising 
use of an by the 'economic 
precise content of the general appears to be 

economic ownership ... is determined by a functional and factual analysis, and 
in particular rests upon of the key risk-taking 
functions in relation to the asset. 

to the concept 
where economic ownership 

ii. items (tangible or int""nni!hl",\ that are used in the course of a business may be 
acquired in the form of a right of use by licence or similar transaction, or they may be acquired 
outright: 

iii. If a company acquires a right of use, the rent, royalties or similar for that flow 
to the company's profit calculation way of an expense at contract or arm's-length rates. the 

company grants a use right. the rent, or other payments it derives will flow to profits. 

iv. If the company the item itself it may fund the debt and/or 

o If a capital is funded by debt, the company's balance sheet is affected by 
corresponding increases in assets and liabilities representing the price of the asset. Interest on the 
debt affects at contract or rates. The arm's-length may apply to the 
principal, if the is from a entity, as well as to the rate. Depreciation is 
also allowable in accordance with local law. 

o If a capital is funded by capital structure is affected by 
the assets expended in the acquisition the asset If fresh 
equity-issubsctibed,Jhe share capital oUhe col:nP<:lll~[.is.colrrel)polr.:ldl!r.:IgIY~II,crleal)ed. Profit is only 
·affected"byreplacir.rg~the·:eamings:of the with the earnings·inherent in tbe~use of the 
new asset and by depreciation of the capital item. 

v. If the company of a asset by sale, its asset structure is affected 
of that asset for the sale on the local tax the sale may have tax 
consequences or consequences in income tax, in either case at arm's-length or contract 

vi. Financial capital may be acquired by debt or equity raising: 

vii. Where financial is raised by debt, the results are similar to those for a acquisition 
funded debt; 

viii. Where issuing raises financial capital, there are corresponding increases in the assets and 
shareholder equity of the company. Profit is only affected by the earning capacity of the raised 

ix. If a company makes the resulting interest is booked to profit at contract or ::Irn1·!O.·IAnnTn 

rates. 

x. Applicable thin capitalisation rules may affect the of deductions for interest n,,,,,rn,,.nrc 

to a related entity if the net equity is inadequate in terms of those rules. 

219 2004 Revised Discussion Draft at § 86. 
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4.4.3.3 Risks assumed 

concerning the nr"::'f"lc~"" content the 0"',.. ......... '''''',''' 

returned to in 4.4.4. 

functional and factual analysis under 1 of the authorised approach is 

98 

completed by the identification of the risks associated with the PE's business activities. 
Risks associated with business activities may be divided into various types. The 

rnn""'C!T differentiation may or profit-making concern 
the viability of a legal that principally from delictual or 
contractual claims against a particular business 

According the authorised approach it is the latter type of risk that needs to be 
accounted for when profits are attributed to a PE. single legal entity context of 
dealings between a and poses the problem that it is enterprise as a whole 
which legally bears this type of risk, although it may be with the functions 
performed through a PE. 

The OECD that any risks inherent or by 
performed by a PE directly to its should be under the 
fiction of article 7(2) of the OECD MTC to be PE for profit attribution 
purposes. A simplistic of this type of is that arising from negligence of 
employees engaged in the functions and activities performed by a 

More generally the authorised approach suggests that in the absence of 
contractual terms between the PE and the rest of the enterprise of which it is part, the 
determination risks assumed by a should be: 220 

deduced from the parties conduct and the economic principles that govern 
relationships between independent enterprises ... which may be aided by 

examining internal practices, by making comparison with what similar 
independent enterprises would do and by examining any internal data or 
documentation purporting to show how that attribution of risk has been made. 

It therefore appears that the determination of risks assumed by a is a very 
-factllal=enqairy;=which:-is=apparentirom1he""recognition thaHunctions· performed are 
evidenced by internal practices. 

Once the risks assumed by a have been determined, they will influence 
profit attribution computation in that the amount of free capital and/or capital adequacy 
allocable to the will influenced by these According to the this is 
IJ¥'~C:"' .. I"'¥ a distinct assuming material additional risks would 

a matching increase in its capital in order to maintain same 
creditworthiness.221 Normally, and the present approach of Commentary 

7 of the OECD MTC, a simply enjoys the same creditworthiness aS~)OClatE~a 
with the of which it forms part. 

220 Ibid at § 88. 

221 Ibid at § 87. 
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It is submitted that attributing risks only impacts creditworthiness a PE 
(if it can indeed have a different creditworthiness from the enterprise of which it forms 

but will also influence the comparability because in arm's-length 
conditions profits normally follow risk, or, in other risk with a 
particular function is to complete the .... n':u·!:ll .... r.c.,.' 

where a would 
"'0' .... ",.·"" function performed by 

greater in arm's-length conditions. Whilst creditworthiness is an extremely 
significant business driver for banks other financial institutions, it is less so for 
industries or business models (eg a contract manufacturer). The DECO's position on a 
PE's creditworthiness appears to recognise this commercial in that notion of 
a having a separate creditworthiness from the enterprise of which it forms part is in 
,..."" .... .,.,."", not accepted save for specific exceptions. These exceptions are 

""""" ... ,""""" .... below. 

4.4.3.4 ota PE 

approach the creditworthiness of a is that it I"""r .... ",." 

creditworthiness enjoyed by rest of the of which it forms part. 
exc:epltlon to this rule is that if due to regulatory restrictions imposed by 

same 
only 

host 
jurisdiction of the 'free' capital attributed to is not to meet 
liabilities incurred elsewhere by the enterprise, a different creditworthiness may be 
attached 222 

For example, where banking enterprises are required to maintain a minimum 
adequacy in a host jurisdiction where it on banking business 

through a PE, the recognises such a PE as potentially enjoying a different 
It is that more clarity will be on this as[llect 

when the 2003 Draft is The 2005 Draft eXJ:iIlCI1:IV 
aPE of an 

solvency margin.223 
nf"', ....... ·j.,,"" may have a 1'1!<:tlnl~t creditworthiness or 

It follows. from the pr:incipJe-approachJhatJta_different creditworthiness of a 
is-notTecognised, matching 'deaiings'-in-respect-of-goarantee-fees GE 
PE, or one and another, are not recognised. 

It is submitted that creditworthiness an enterprise is more complex than a 
source of it is a product several including the aggregate surplus 
capital and perceived ratio between free capital and the an entity?24 At 

least for banks and financial institutions a more thorough analysis is required to 
determine precise interrelationship the utilisation of capital within a single 
enterprise the effect on profit allocation various constituting parts 
with the utilisation of this capital. 

222 Ibid at § 92. 

223 2005 Insurance Draft at § 56 and 125. 

224 The 2003 Draft also this and lists at note 7, Section 0-1. (ii) as other factors 
reputation and the perception of management quality. 
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the of a lii~tor,=>nt .... ,.COl"lIT.A/I"II'TP"I1 

a tangent with fiction of an analogous ",,,,,.,,<:>,.,,,'1' ... 
guarantees are in general recognised. OECD Int~llnc:: that it is not inconsistent 
with arm's-length principle because: 225 

a key distinction between a separate legal enterprise and a PE is that an 
~nt,"'rnlric::~ can enter into a legally to the debts of a 
second .. "t,<>rnlr;.... and third lenders may take that 

when i:i:s:::.e:s::>n the creditworthiness of the second Ant.!'>rnlrl<::A 

l~r:::lntF'A to have substance, the capital needed to support the risks assumed 
would reside in a separate from that in which the risk of default 
occurs. In contrast, one of the key factual conditions of a PE is that capital and 
risks are not segregated from each other within a single legal enterprise. And if 
capital is not segregated then there is no basis for guarantee fees. 

There may be some value in the recognition of a 'key factual condition' of a 
namely that counterbalancing attributes capital and risks) are not segregated from 

other within a single enterprise. 

It is submitted that this is one example where the application of 1995 
Guidelines to will have a different outcome than an application to separate 
enterprises. In this regard, it can also be said that the formulation of authorised 
approach does still take account of the legal form according to which a multinational 
enterprise may be organised. 

Brabazon explains that the argument for branch guarantee 
dispute that PEs a uniform credit rating with the whole enterprise. 
on contrary, uniformity in is product of notional 

earned by the pursuant to making available credit of the whole 
enterprise to support the in its with cred itors. 226 

The underlying policy issue that from Brabazon's explanation is whether 
this greater creditworthiness that results from the capital aggregation should be 
attrjbuted 101he.BE,._wbicb wjll ,r-equire_the. recognition ofguar.antee fees_payable .. by_ 

or-shared among-the -places -where the capital is deployed (arn:hf-so-;-whether-it-
should distributed uniformly or on a weighted basis). 

The OECD's authorised approach appears to favour the shared method and 
uniform distribution of credit rating through a single enterprise. This is probably 
consistent with the view expressed in 2003 Banking Draft that the goal with the 
authorised approach is not to achieve equality of outcome between subsidiaries and 

in terms of profits, but to rather harmonise arm's-length principles applicable to 
both corporate forms. It would be beyond authorised terms of reference 
to hypothesised dealings in order to an inherent of carrying on 

,c::.r,,,,,c;::c:: through a PE as to a subsidiary, a result irreconcilable with 
'distinct fiction of article of OECD MTC. 

225 2004 Revised Discussion Draft at § 96. 

226 Brabazon supra at 380. 
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hand, is that parts of an enterprise, which are more 
to assets and risk, subsidise the rating of other parts of 

1"1'::"""'::' the latter should compensate the former. If this 
reasoning is followed to logical conclusion, it would mean that the departures from 
the average interest rate deriving from the credit rating of enterprise as a whole, 
should balance so that the aggregate interest rates of the differing parts of the 
enterprise equal the entire interest rate of the enterprise. As such, the counterpart to 
internal guarantees given by and to each would not necessarily the but all 
other active parts of the enterprise including the 

The impact that this proposal is likely to have on the profits attributable to is 
that those more highly capitalised parts of an enterprise would have enhanced profits 
and those less capitalised correspondingly lower profits. The result is a weighted 
distribution of creditworthiness attributable to capital aggregation among the locations 
where the entity has effectively committed its capital. 227 

It is submitted that the weighted distribution approach to creditworthiness of an 
enterprise in so far as profit attribution is concerned is reconcilable with the arm's-length 
principle. It that the uniform approach of a 

short of applying the arm's-length principle in this to 
reality of where an commits its Catlltal 

4.4.3.5 Capital and funding of 

4.4.3.5.1 Preliminary .. ;:>rn:alrk'ct 

Very an capital funding of 
."".n,o:;>",,,, the acquisition of and credit market risks may 

categC)riE!S of sources (or a combination thereof): equity contributions by 
retained profits and/or reserves, and borrowings. 

Under most municipal income tax systems, tax deductions are normally only 
allowed for interest payments to the holders of debt capital (subject to thin capitalisation 
rules), and not in respect of payments made to equity holders. 

The authorisedapproa-cfydefines 'anyceqaity funding-obtaine£l by an enterprise 
and for which the investment return not result in a tax deduction, as 'free capital'. 
Since the authorised approach in principle that notional interest 1"\<:0\,11'\"'1'::',",'''' 

between a GE and PE should be recognised for profit attribution 
becomes important identify the capital that should be attributed to to 
prevent excessive notional deductions to ultimately ensure that arm's-length 
profits are attributed to the PE. 

The current OECD commentary on the 
inconclusive because it is confined to banks and their 

will depend on of 

227 Brabazon supra at 381 to 382. 

228 

capital attribution to a 
and simply that 

is 

228 See 20 of the Commentary on Article 7(3) and the reference there to the 1984 OECD report 
on this 
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The 2004 Revised Discussion Draft departs from this inconclusiveness and 
develops a rather elaborate mechanism to attribute free capital to a for purposes of 
calculating the related funding costs of the This mechanism is summarised below. 

4.4.3.5.2 The new OECD approach to the attribution of free capital to 

The starting point for attributing capital to a is the assumption that 
fictionalising a as a unrelated entity would entail that it has appropriate 
capital support its functions, assets in performing the 

it assumes. It will that by carrying out a and functional !:In!:II\/Cl:ICl: 

aS5ietS are attributed a on whether or not it 
risk taking functions any 

Accordingly, to (both and equity) in authorised 
approach to a a first involves the of the risks and value of the 
assets attributed to the PE, and secondly, the determination of the amount of 
capital required cover these and support the dl:)~St::l::;. 

4.4.3.5.2.1 Step 1: Measurement of risk and valuation assets 

The measurement of risk is almost impossible to resolve in a theoretical manner 
for enterprises that are not regulated financial institutions governed by minimum capital 
adequacy ratios and solvency ratios such as banks or insurance enterprises. 

The 2004 Revised Discussion Draft tries to overcome this difficulty by advising 
that attempts should be made to analyse risks assumed by a by, where available, 
making use of an enterprise's own measurement tools. It also suggests that, as a rule 
of thumb, should attributed to a where it would regarded by the market, 
both as regards segment and geographical in which the operates, 
that should by 229 

that whatever method is 

An is consequently free to use whatever justifiable valuation method 
T!:Irlt"'I'::'C:: it. For example, it could use the historical of an as a for a 
valuation, or book as reflected in the financial statements for a particular 
period, or its market value in cases where it significantly differs from book value. It is 
submitted that the inconclusive nature of this of the authorised approach may 
very likely lead to further work on the part of the OEeD, as the valuation of assets 

229 2004 Revised Discussion Draft at § 107. 

230 Ibid at § 104, 

231 Ibid at §105. 
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touches hart of the application of the authorised approach: in the end its all about 
putting a number to the result of the analysis, namely to calculate the amount of profit 
attributable to 

Leaving the valuation issue open-ended would, ... nn ... r 

principally unsatisfactory in practice. do not ';''-'\-''.n::;;"" 

should taken to, for adopt once for all a 
like, but further helpful to look specific type businesses, a;o~.l;;L;O 

and risk For where a in a low tax jurisdiction 
undertakes development related to a pharmaceutical product, one may 
find that significant property (IP) of the enterprise, such as legally protected 
right in the form of registered formulas and know how, is attributable to the 

The first observation is that significant differences in the value of these ass:ets 
(registered formulas, know-how, can be calculated depending on the method 

historical cost these assets can be high or low, depending on expenses 
involved in creating the IP, their market value can fluctuate dramatically over time whilst 
accounting rules, very speaking, value assets in a way to level 
out fluctuating market and so may value at point in 
time on the IP as value at 

Secondly, whilst economic by 
significant risks for the significant entrepreneurial is created for 
embarking on the R&D eg the so developed may never 
in the market. GE may justified for all sorts of reasons such as 
touched upon in the above example to decide valuation-method or risk-
measurement yardstick to use depending on whether or not ultimately it seeks a 
or small deemed deduction for an expense in jurisdiction where the PE is 
located. 

In the above example, where the is located in a low tax jurisdiction, one 
would think that minimal deductions are preferable, even more so if the 

double by the country. 
att:s_tl)lel[ance_otJ1pem-E:;IlCled. valuation me!th()ds,:for"cr.sse~ts· 

allocable to a PE consequently ap~)ears !21"'1"l1,:::,'".:::.rn':::'I"lT of tax-driven results 
in the of the approach. 

4.4.3.5.2.2 Step Determining the 'free' attributable t.o a PE 

regulatory and implications 
funding of business I"ln,::.r::::l1rll"lP"lC! 

through debt. Whilst it 
it should obvious 
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reasons, the DECO's .:> ....... , .. 1"1,:1 .... 1"1 

of is to that an <:Irnn-"'_.ICnrtTn 

It is submitted that logically there is an inaccuracy in the attempt to achieve 
comparability with arm's-length behaviour of independent enterprises in this way: Third 
parties are, subject to regulatory requirements, normally free to fund operations entirely 
with debt In the tax environment, thin capitalisation rules designed to disallow 
excessive deductions for finance charges generally apply only between connected 
persons, and not to all independent persons transacting with each other. 

In other independent are not 
that are not by regulatory requirements are in 

"',.""' .. .:>'t,,,,.,,,, ant.,·""lu with debt or capital. It would arm's-
length principle provides a basis for comparison to work out the attribution of free 
capital and to a 

In the of this false basis for comparison DECO proceeds to identify four 
approaches that may to calculate the free capital allocable to a All four 
approaches are subject to the qualification that the identification rules used by the 
host country to distinguish debt from equity for municipal tax purposes will also apply to 
identify items of capitaL 233 

4.4.3.5.2.2(a) The allocation approach 

approach to a actual capital (identified according 
to the tax rules of the PE in the same proportion that that and 
are allocated to the 234 The assumption supporting this approach is that the 
is adequately capitalised with equity. If this is not the case, appropriate adjustments are 
required. 

Problems with this approach include that capital designated by the to 
acquire new business, or temporary cash surpluses resulting from the sale of 

IsmeS5.es. could also be allocated to a The problem may overcome by 

or funds earmarked for distribution to shareholders.235 

4.4.3.5.2.2(b) The economic capital allocation approach 

This approach to identify 'economic' capital which, in the banking industry 
where this concept originated, is understood to be based only on those risks assumed 
causing a concern for regulators. 

The 2004 Revised Discussion Draft suggests that this approach. although not 
even well-developed in the banking industry, may be useful to apply to PEs carrying 

232 Ibid at§111. 

233 Ibid at § 113. See for example Sections 8E and 8F of the Act. 

234 Ibid at § 116. 

235 Ibid at § 122. 
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significant developmental risks236 (see the example above at 4.4.3.5.2). Exactly how 
this approach would be useful for PE's carrying developmental risk is not explained. 

4.4.3.5.2.2(c) The thin capitalisation approach 

This approach would require a comparability analysis that would seek to 
establish how much free capital would be required by an independent enterprise. 
carrying on the same or similar activities as the PE under the same or similar 
conditions. 

105 

The method of calculating the amount of free capital under this approach would 
entail in the first place establishing the amount of funding per se required by the PE 
(ascertained in accordance with the content of the factual and functional analysis) and 
then applying the same method used by the PE's host state to limit interest deductions 
of associated enterprises (ie connected persons), typically through the application of 
predetermined debt to equity ratios.237 

Although this approach is simple to implement, the 2004 Revised Discussion 
Draft acknowledges several problems with it including that: 236 

i. It could have the effect of attributing in aggregate more free capital to 
individual PEs than the total amount of free capital of the enterprise as a 
whole, since reliance is placed on different countries' debt to equity ratios 
that might considerably differ from one another; 

ii. It does not consider issues such as the capital structure of the GE as a 
whole, which may be the result of shareholders' appetite for risk, etc; and 

iii. It does not consider the range of actual capital structures of independent 
host country enterprises that are comparable to the activities carried on by 
the PE. 

4.4.3.5.2.2(d) The safe harbour/quasi thin capitalisation/regulatory minimum 
approach 

This approach relies on existing free capital requirements for regulatory 
purposes. The=2004Revjsedd)jscl;Ission Draft.is-not:-cin-favDurotthis:appmach-and 
indicates that further work is being carried out in this field.239 

In the 2005 Insurance Draft, the OECD considers all of the above approaches 
as 'authorised OECD approaches ... capable of producing an arm's-length result' and 
defines the role of these approaches as: 240 

236 Ibid at § 123. 

237 Ibid at § 126. 

238 Ibid at § 125 to 129. 

239 Ibid at § 130 to 133. 

240 2005 Insurance Draft at § 167. 
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articulating the under which ... an attribution ofsurplus [capital] 
should be made and ... providing on those in 
practice ... in a flexible and nl"<:onrn'.::otil" 

ap[:lear that are to adopt one of the 
approaches above to determine the free capital attributable to a PE. 241 

4.4.3.5.3 Determining the funding costs a PE 

Once one of the abovementioned approaches to calculate the amount of free 

106 

capital allocable to a been applied, the balance of the total funding requirement 
of the PE is the amount by reference to which a possible notional interest expense will 
be calculated. 

Further arise concern 
recognition of dealings related interest, and 

whether any up should recognised on internal dealings to such interest. 
The 2004 Revised Discussion Draft there are authorised VL.....,L.I 

approaches available for resolving these 1;:,;:,uw.::I.
242 

The first issue is whether movements of funds within an enterprise could 
to give to a 'dealing', which is the sine qua non for a deemed deduction in 

respect of notional interest charges. It appears that the 2004 Discussion Draft 
would definitely consider a notional charge in cases of 'treasury dealings' 
OeltwE!en a PE other parts enterprise of which it forms part. 

\Alh,,,,n,,,,r or not a and functional 
1".:>1,::at.:",rI to 

,1" .. ,.1".:>, .... , 243 

Two other approaches to the allocation finance charges to are the tracing 
approach and the fungibility approach. Both approaches are described as problematic 
although they nevertheless remain authorised approaches the Tracing entails 

any movements of funds internally involving a is traced back to the original third 
party~pr:oviderofthose funds. The actual interest rate::contracted,with.this:third:party 
then applied to funds to the to ascertain the deemed tax deduction for 
notional interest. Under the fungibility approach, funds provided to a are considered 
to contribute to the whole enterprise's funding Accordingly the interest 
expense of the whole enterprise is allocated to PE on the of some pre-
determined allocation key. No regard is thus had to any intra-company interest 

241 The should be asked what happens if the host and home countries adopt different approaches, 
which could understandably result in either double or less than single taxation? The answer is that in terms 
of article 23 of the DTG (if based on the OEGD MTG) these countries will the home to 

the host country's domestic rules that are consistent with one of the authorised ':mr\r/"l~I .... h,'", 

"rt'l',"ri""., that the result is consistent with the See the 2004 KAVllSAn 

at 144 and the 2005 Insurance Draft at § 168. 

242 2004 Revised Discussion Draft at § 147. 

243 Ibid at § 150. 
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The 2004 Revised Discussion Draft concludes regarding various methods 
available to determine the funding cost of a that it remains open to individual host 
countries to decide on an appropriate approach, home countries should .......... ''''' .... ' 
the result of any of these It that the of all 

notional In't~~r.::.,C!'t .::.v ..... :>nc'.::. 

exc::eE~a an arm's-length amount that, 
time, treasury dealings should appropriately rewarded.244 

Moreover, the 2004 Revised Discussion Draft argues that any concern that 
these approaches may lead to situations of is abated by the 
overriding approach key entrepreneurial risk taking functions must be performed 
before any dealing as internal finance charges will be 245 

Discussion Draft to establish the for 
'treasury a comparability analysis should be through by 
analogy the methods the 1995 OECD Guidelines. This means a margin may 

added to external debt an in circumstances \A,,",,"''''''' 
that debt is allocable to a Such a margin should be comparable to margins earned 
by independent enterprises in comparable circumstances. Accordingly, where a 
merely as conduit, ie it borrows funds and simply 'on-Iends' to other parts of the 
enterprise, it may appropriate to reward the as an administrative service 

for with a of incurred on a plus 
risk taking functions should performed by the it 

as economic owner of the that would justify a mark up on 
the real contracted interest rate. 

4.4.4 The second step of the authorised approach: Determining the profits of 
the hypotheSised distinct and separate enterprise based upon a 
comparability analysis 

in applying the authorised approach is to undertake 
"""·''''I"'.n o,eN/ee.!n ,..,c"",'lnr,<:' D,eMfee,n the the which it forms 

first - see 4.3), with transactions Delwelen independent 
o~elntemrise~;:b"..::aI;mh,ina cby::analogy·;:the methods in the 1 

To achieve this issues addressed by the 2004 Revised ...... "" ....... ""'", Draft 
can be as follows: 

.. When should a 'dealing' recognised; 

.. How to apply by analogy the pricing comparability methods of the 
1 OECD TP Guidelines; 

.. Application of comparability methods, which involves following: 

;... Identifying economic ownership of capital assets and the impact of 
change use of these; 

244 Ibid at § 153. 

245 Ibid at § 154. 
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~ Identifying economic ownership of both internally developed or 
externally acquired trade or marketing intangible property; 

~ Addressing the provision of internal services. 

These I;:);:)I.AC;:) are summarised discussed below. 

4.4.4.1 The recognition of 'dealings' 

2004 Discussion draft recognises the that a GE and are 
and economically not The of, for legally 

binding the tax reallocations within a single 
enterprise. It is therefore that purported dealings between a GE and PE 
requires greater scrutiny, which must be translated into a threshold that to be 
passed before a can be equated with a transaction?46 

The starting point to evaluate whether been passed is 
accounting records of the enterprise provided it relates to and identifiable events 
(eg the reallocation of stock, use of IP, If a dealing is recorded in this way in the 
PE's accounting records, it must be scrutinised further in light of a factual and functional 
analysis, which in turn would that an significant transfer of 

must Ultimately the 
whether a 

accounting enterprise. 

This approach runs into a few problems. Normally contractual terms between 
associated enterprises form basis of functional analysis performed for such 
independent persons. Evidently, in the case dealings between a and a 
contractual terms are a legal impossibility and the functional and factual analysis cannot 
rely on this aspect. The proposed solution by the 2004 Revised Discussion Draft is that 
the 'contractual terms' of a dealing can gleaned from accounting records and any 
contemporaneous internal documentation that purport to reallocate assets, 
responsibilities, example, DECD argues a purported reallocation of risk 
should of the and 

4.4.4.2 The application of 
attributing profits to a 

nc::,....n TP Guidelines 

2004 Discussion Draft provides two ""v" .......... I""'" how to apply the 
1 DECO Guidelines' five methods to comparability beltwE'!en related 
independent transactions. As to the remaining three contained in 
1995 DECD TP Guidelines, it is simply that should applied in a "" ....... ,'1"'.-
fashion. 

245 Ibid at § 174 to 175. 

247 Ibid at § 176. 

248 Ibid at § 178. 
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two examples concern application Uncontrolled 
Price (CUP) the resale margin price) methods to a 
situation a PE distributes to third a product manufactured by GE in 
circumstances where the sells the product to third party distributors. 

In the application of the method, the charged by the GE for 
directly to third party distributors is the CUP, which should be used as yardstick when 
calculating the gross profit attributable to the PE from the through it. 
Normally, one would proceed from the third party 

through by deducting from it charged the GE PE, and 
latter for purposes if it deviates from the identified CUp?49 

For the application of the price it is assumed that the is 
unavailable. resale price method would start by applying a comparable resale price 
margin to third party affected through the arrive at a profit 
attributable to the From this gross profit would then be subtracted expenses 
incurred by the the purposes of the PE, including, if applicable, expenses 
reflecting functions performed for purposes of by other of the 250 

4.4.4.3 Comparability 

The 1 OECD five that rI,::.r~:'1'n"I1 
comparability controlled and uncontrolled transactions between two 
persons: 251 

• the characteristics of property or services used 

• the functional analysis 

• 
• economic 

• business strategies 

The authorised approach seeks to apply the same factors 
comparabilityobetweendealit'lgs,and:.ur:lcontrolled trans,:ictiionsJ()L(3E,~Et:::dlea 
Evidently, a factor such as contractual terms wiU provide difficulty since it is legally 
absent in the context of dealings (see 4.4.4.1 above on the 2004 Revised Discussion 
Draft's approach to problem). 

The authorised approach's general approach is that when the factual and 
functional determine there been a reallocation of goods, services, 
aSlset~s, funds, etc between one part of a a PE, the of the enterprise that 
initiated the reallocation should receive a return similar to which an independent 
""nit""I"'''II"'C:'''' would to recover for making a comparable provision in an arm's-length 
transaction. 

249 Ibid at § 182. 

250 Ibid at § 183. 

251 OECD. 1995 to 2000. OECD Transfer 
Administrations. Paris at Part C.i.b. 

Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and Tax 
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It is apparent that this approach is underscored the assumption 
..... l'1la .... "" .... ,r"!"" .... t ... ,:.I"t": .. ,, would always to recover a or profit in of a 

exception to this assumption, which might even be more prevalent in 
is contribution arrangements (CCAf52 under which 

independent parties would always to recover a retum from such a transaction. 

The 2004 Revised Discussion Draft acknowledges that different parts of an 
enterprise may structure their dealings in a comparable manner to co-participants to a 

and hence intra-company dealings could treated to transactions in 
of a CCA.253 One practical difficulty that could arise is the absence contractual 

are in with a different "" .... if"' ....... ri","'''' 

It is by 2004 Revised Discussion Draft onus on the 
taxpayer to produce intemal contemporaneous documentation indicative of the CCA-

dealing between different parts of the same enterprise. It is also suggested 
'intent' on behalf of the enterprise is required a notional CCA would be 
recognised, making it impossible to construe it after the fact.254 

4.4.4.4 Application of the authorised approach: scenarios 

The in 
is LC;:)I,CY. 

capital, intangible the provision of internal 
relevant remarks in terms of each scenario is summarised below. 

4.4.4.4.1 Capital Assets 

The 2004 Revised Discussion Draft rightly points that the starting point in 
the profit attribution consequences of any reallocation of a capital asset 

of same or not 
legally owns the or not. useful, 

that would become in discussion below, to establish 
rights in circumstances where the enterprise does not own 

Where an asset is owned outright by the enterprise, economic ownership 
thereofmust1Je~determiAed; both at the time when the· asset-is acquired and when a c 

change of use occurs. 

2004 Discussion Draft propagates view that part of the 
enterprise which performs the key entrepreneurial risk taking functions in respect the 
particular capital asset determined by the and functional analysis) is 
economic owner. example, a PE would be considered economic owner of a 

252 The be described as an :::!rr::lnf'l~~mAnt wnArAhv 

resources skills and risks (without rpr,,,,vlf,n ':"~n:::!'r:::!tI:" rnn1np,n",,,,'tinn 

with a view to develop, produce or obtain an asset, or rights. would normally 
that each participant's contribution to a CCA be proportionate to participant's share of the 

overall expected benefits to be received under the "'rr"nn".m 

253 2004 Revised Discussion Draft at § 191 to 194. 

254 Ibid at § 194. 

255 Ibid at § 198. 
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capital if it were responsible the regular of (whether or 
not maintenance is a significant cost is to recruit personnel or 
contract services to unforeseen and whether it is responsible 
deciding when to replace asset rather than continue to maintain it.256 It is important 
to note that, although not explicitly stated by the OECD, these factors enumerated by 
the 2004 Revised Discussion Draft appear to give to the notion of 'key 
entrepreneurial risk taking functions', a novel concept employed throughout the 

approach the content is directly or 

When a change in use of an occurs and it is to a from 
another of the enterprise will have to demonstrate that similar 
responsibilities to those mentioned above have shifted to the before it can 

that the acquired the economic ownership of the reallocated If the 
contrary position prevails, the reallocation would rather lead to the recognition of a 
notional or rental between and the part enterprise 
remains economic owner of the reallocated 

In legally own questions 
AI"(,U"',,·'t,mll" ownership the asset to a particular part an enterprise 

are unnecessary to the 2004 Draft. It is hard for the 
OECD to conceive how the factual and functional analysis could show that one of 
an enterprise performed key entrepreneurial taking functions in respect of an 
asset in circumstances.257 

It is submitted that this view oversimplifies i"',.... .............. ,,, ........ 

arrangements are possible an enterprise in 
it practically has all rights and of an outright 

duration life of the but legally only 
usage in respect of Examples include financial and bare 
dominium arrangements. Realistically viewed, arrangements could also afford the 
les!;ee autonomy as regards the 'key entrepreneurial taking functions' such as the 

maintenance the asset, recruitment of personnel or contract to 

It is SUglges.ted that point of departure 
should thus qualified to ",v1',,,. .... n of the initial investigation to 

not only if the enterprise legally owns an asset, but if it does not 
'''''''''':11'>1 own the whether it 1"1''''~~I'''c,,, has usage rights in of 

which would to the position of a legal 
owner. Differently put, and for want of a description, whether the enterprise as 
such is the although not legal owner asset. 

256 Ibid at § 204. 

257 Ibid at § 205. 
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The 2004 Discussion Draft that it is fair market value258 of the 
asset the time of its reallocation between different parts of the same enterprise that 
would relevant for purposes.259 Accordingly. should the reallocation of the capital 
asset be recognised as a dealing akin to a sale, the market at that will, 
for profit attribution purposes, form the of the depreciation allowance granted 

enterprise operating in the country to which the The 2004 
is not as country from 

,... ...... ',...o,r ... "'.l'i 260 For in of an 
charge the South African law 
position), 

4.4.4.4.2 Intangible property 

In a consumerist society geared to ever-increasing technological feats, 
intangible property more than ever before played a significant role in 
commercial success multinational ""n1t""rI"'nc:~""c: 

For 
knowledge 

.::. ... 1torl",rie:,.::.c: the ability generate is linked 
disposal. global communications era is causing an 

nh:::lc:::ic::: on marketing and recognition, which directly on 
Icvl.Llar property, The creation of new of conducting business 

such as e-commerce is in many very reliant on intangible property and less so 
on physical capital. 

All these developments pose a major challenge for both and 
intemational taxation systems, such as a value on intangible property and 
estimating the revenue it creates. the fluidity of intellectual property, it is common 
for more than one part of an to simultaneously utilise it. Historically not much 
guidance on how to treat property in contexts GE-PE 
for profit attribution 261 

In 2001 the OECD a paper in 
context of e-commerce, the so-called E-Commerce Draft, work OECD 
~concludedjhat a server-lXlighUn_appropriate_circumstances constitute-a RE.,es pecially 
where a so-called e-tailinginlsiness-is-carried-orrthrough1:he "''''~'''''r- --
Commerce recognises that such a (ie the does not only use 
hardware and software of the GE as but also intangible property, most 

258 See the inconclusive view by the 2004 Revised Discussion Draft above at 4.4.3.5.2 as 
the valuation methods available in of assets for purposes of attributing to aPE. 

259 Ibid at § 207 to 208. 

260 Ibid at § 208. 

261 Only the current 17.4 of the on Article 7 of the OECD MTC discusses this issue. 

262 Committee of Fiscal Affairs. OECD. 2000. Clarification on the application of the m:m7lrlfifRnr 

establishment definition in e-commerce - to the Commentary on the 
Article 5. Paris: OECD. 
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customers to the website.263 

as~;es,smla the impact the use 
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own brand name, which will ~r''''M 

which part of the is entitled the 
by the reward therewith will not accrue to 

the part making use of intangibles, but rather part which has developed or 
otherwise contributed to it. 

The position of the E-Commerce is that in so far as a server PE use 
of the enterprise's software, it must be considered to notionally acquired a right of 
use, which would consequently justify the deduction of an arm's-length expense much 
like a fee for acquisition this right264 In so far as the use of marketing 
intangibles by the server is concerned, the same position would apply if the activities 
carried on through the server equate with that carried on by a retail outlet. the 
server activities are more to that a provider would l"I.:>rtnrl'Y'l 

deduction for the use of the intangible would not readily r':>I",r'\nn 
265 

2004 Discussion Draft to the situation of 
intangibles by considering questions: which part(s) of the enterprise the 

owner(s) of the intangible property, the that it(they) would on 
profit attributable to a PE and the of internal dealings to the use 
intangibles. These questions are discussed below. 

As was the case for capital assets, the 2004 Revised Discussion proceeds 
from the that through a factual functional analysis the identification of the 
of enterprise that performs the entrepreneurial risk taking functions in relation to 
Int~lnrllhl.:> property would the economic owner To apply this approach to 

the same distinction in the 1 OECD TP 
nal[)leS (trade is 

intangible, two situations are I"nr'cll .. I"" ... :.rI ie it is newly 
", ... 1,,,, ... ,, ... ,,,,,, and it has acquired another enterprise.266 

4.4.4.~t2ta)dJ:adeJntangjbJes -internally developed, .. 

2004 Discussion rightly points out that generally it is not 
necessarily the developer of intangible property who is legal or economic owner, or 
joint-owner thereof. Rather, the key issue is to identify the enterprise that acts as 
entrepreneur in deciding assume and subsequently bear risk associated with the 
development of an intangible,2Ei1 which in the context of GE-PE dealings is similar to the 
concept of key entrepreneurial taking functions. 

263 E-Commerce Draft at § 50. 

264 Ibid at § 78. 

265 Ibid at § 79, 

266 2004 Revised Discussion Draft at § 221. 

267 Ibid at § 227. 
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It is stated that for these purposes the entrepreneurial 
are that with the taking on 
day of individual risk and portfolios of risk.' 268 

question that has be resolved in particular case as a result of this 
definition is level of management is responsible for this kind decision making, 
which can largely be answered by describing and evaluating the dynamics of a 
particular research and development programme. Predominantly, the nature of the 
decision-making and level at which those decisions are made would 
important factors. 

A InOlcalte which 
owner or co-owner of an intangible is who would 
development probability failure would 
capital that part of enterprise to the risk so 

4.4.4.4.2(b} Trade intangibles - acquired 

Where intangibles are from another enterprise outright or 
through a licensing the key entrepreneurial risk taking functions again 
would to the owner of intangible or right use. 

It is an important to identify part of the for 
making decisions concerning acquisition of an intangible Another important 
factor could be who is intended to use the intangible, as this part of enterprise would 
generally bear risk of unsuccessful use of the intangible.270 

4.4.4.4.2(c) Marketing intangibles 

same outlined 
intangibles. it might this "' ................ '" 
intangibles where are global in the reason 
connection the performance of functions, initial assumption and subsequent 
bearing of risks and creation of a global marketing intangible may be too remote. 

Forcexample; the-initial=decision~to:,create7forinstance, a'brand name, may:be 
insignificant compared with the ongoing of maintaining a global marketing 
programme for purposes of brand. The Revised Discussion Draft to 
indicate that in circumstances the economic ownership will belong to the whole 
enterprise and not to any of its constituent parts.271 

On the other hand, where a intangible for instance, specific to a 
PE's host country, it might be possible to determine the or joint ownership of that 

268 Ibid at 228. This exact description of the concept of key entrepreneurial risk taking functions is also 
found in 2003 Banking Draft at § 10, although in a slightly different context where this formulation is 
used to describe the important functions in a loan. 

269 2004 Revised Discussion Draft at § 231. 

270 Ibid at § 235 to 237. 

271 Ibid at § 240. 
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intangible. since it would be to identify the key entrepreneurial risk 
functions in relation to the brand name in specific market. 

4.4.4.4.2(d} Impact intangibles on the profits attributed to a 

When impact of intangibles for purposes of determining how 
much profit should be attributed to a it is important to that the on 
intangible property the enterprise is of its overall return from transactions with 
third The is thus how to attribute this overall return within the enterprise 
among its constituent in accordance with the arm's-length principle. 

For example, the profit of a transaction with a third party attributed to a PE as a 
of functions by that including use of intl:mClibles. 

include an element return on that and 1'1"1",.,.""1',...,.,,, 
need to attribute any additional return to that PE.272 In 
to attribute a separate and additional return to a PE in to an intangible, as the 
principle remains that economic owner of intangible should attributed an 
arm's-length This separate and additional reward may moulded in 
accordance with a number of comparable transactions such as a royalty, incorporating 
a reward in the price of goods sold, or by sharing a of the profit with the 
intangible owner. 

of cases where an additional would 
length principle is where a carried out functions have to an 
IMt"r'::>!:I<::'::> in the value of a brand name outside the host country and these functions 
have not been remunerated separately. Conversely, if a had benefited from global 
marketing costs incurred by the enterprise towards which it made no contribution, it 
must compensate the part of the enterprise that did carry costS.273 

4.4.4.4.2(e) Internal 

Consistent with the 

relating 

that in appropriate a functional and .... "", ........ , 
DECO 

a dealing could be recognised between a GE PE in so as intangibles 
:::'II"",ct"T\T'lT'~rnr~rl=TI"I'" Revised Djscussi.on:Draftrightly~:makesjhe~point that it not 
simply a matter of whether or not recognition should be given to a notional royalty 
payment or not, but that the dealing should be characterised in accordance with various 
known transaction types that occur between independent parties in so far as intangibles 
are concerned.274 

The step in recognising a dealing the various parts of an enterprise 
in so far as use of intangibles is concerned, is to identify change of use of an 
intangible within enterprise. For the use of an intangible may made 
available to a by the GE, which could characterised in a number of ways: treating 

as obtaining the intangible asset or an exclusive or non-exclusive notional 

272 Ibid at § 245. 

273 Ibid at § 246 to 249. 

274 Ibid at § 252. 
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It is important to know whether is the owner of 
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intangible or if it a right of use in respect from a third party. 
2004 Revised Discussion Draft that the value of the intangible reallocated 
as joint or outright owner or a beneficial to a PE in above example 

should determined by to comparable transactions between independent 
parties. This generally means that the PE should treated as having acquired the 
intangible or interest therein at fair market value. 

Subject to municipal tax law (see for the South African municipal tax 
provisions), the should be allowed to depreciate or amortise the intangible based on 
this fair market 275 Where the dealing cannot characterised as an acquisition of 

..... t."' .. ""<>t- in the intangible. PE still as having obtained a notional 
c:mJ'UVL'''' to a which would entitle it to deduct an 

or royalty) for use so obtained from another of 

4.4.4.4.3 Internal services 

Organising the legal form of a commercial concern and carrying on business 
through one enterprise and a number of PEs naturally require considerable head-office 
support and infrastructure, which could range from strategic management services 

payroll, accounting and compliance functions. 

Revised Draft these functions should 
attribution purposes to PEs. Accordingly the authorised 

TP should also applied in this context.277 

historical approach in respect of internal services was that only the actual 
cost incurred in respect of services related to management of the enterprise as a whole 

be allocated to a The provision of services with a mark up was restricted to 
cases where it is, for the trade of the enterprise to provide services 
concemed:to:third:parties:or;where1:he-main7Bctivity:-of the is to provide=sel1lices. to 
the enterprise as a whole.278 

The 2004 Revised Discussion Draft appears to discard this approach since it 
commands that the 1995 OECD TP Guidelines should be applied by analogy to 
determine whether, and if so, to what extent, support services should rewarded with 
an return. The also that in so far as the 
provision of internal are concerned, can be characterised to comparable CCA-
type activities.279 

275 Ibid at § 254. 

276 Ibid at § 255. 

277 Ibid at § 258 to 260. 

278 See paragraphs 17.5 to 17.7 of the Commentary on Article 7 of the OECD MTC. 

279 2004 Revised Discussion Draft at § 262. 
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It is important to the application this approach may result in 
situations where the return on the internal service may be more or the same than 
the incurred by GE to provide the services depending on what the situation 
would be for comparable transactions between independent parties, 

Dependent agent PEs 

to the definition of a PE in 5 of MTC, a host country 
may allowed to tax a non-resident in circumstances where it either a 
fixed place of PE or a dependent agency in that country (see to 
2.3.4). 

The 2004 Revised Discussion Draft states that there is in principle no difference 
in approach to attributing profits to either type and that the same principles outlined. 
above in 4.1 4.4, which is generally predicated on a fixed place of PE, apply 
to dependent 280 Agency are typically encountered when Qn1rQI"I"Iric'Q<:: 

through identification 
in which part of enterprise performs the key entrepreneurial 
risk taking functions will dictate level of profits to be attributed the agent. 

Characteristic functions that will influence risk profile of a dependent sales 
agent include: 281 

(1) Contributions to the development of a marketing or trade intangible; 

(ii) assumption of inventory risk, such as in of stock 
... ""~""n'r ... or damages; and/or 

(Iii) for example in respect of doubtful or bad debts. 

It is not common that a mere 
abovementioned functions. 

agent would perform any of the 

Between third parties the so-called del credere agenr82 is commercially the 
agency type that in normal guise assumes credit risk. A del credere agency is 
sometimes expanded to carry inventory risk and could conceivably provide for 

nllc:es-felat€!O tOI1,.arki!t1ng:..on~the~strengttrofitscoll;;;encQmpassing-r:1ature~·Onewould 
eX[:lect that an agency PE should perform functions and, importantly, the 

risk associated by analogy with a del credere before any significant profit from the 
function could be attributed to it, as functions to typical of 

risk taking functions. 

280 Ibid at § 271. 

281 Ibid at § 280 to 284. 
282 R.D. 2004. Dictionary of Legal Words and Phrases. Durban: LJ 
where he said in In Re Neville, Ex White (1871) 6 Ch App 397 at 403: 'I apprehend that a del credere 

like any other agent, is to to the instructions of his principal, and to make such 
contracts as he is authorised to make for his prinCipal: and he is distinguished from other agents simply in 

that he that those to whom he sells shall perform the contracts which he makes 
with them' also Amm v Mia 4 SA 145 and Churchill and Sim v Goddard 1 All ER 675. 
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4.4.6 The Interpretation of Article 7(3} to (5) of OECDMTC 

The 2004 Draft 
interpretation of the provisions of article 7(3) 

4.4.6.1 Article 7(3) 

'L..UiU..",.. with a review of the correct 
(5) of the MTC. 

118 

In so far as the interpretation of article 7(3) the OECD MTC is concerned (see 
the text quoted above at 4.1 two competing views have emerged over the 

One view is that the provisions of ensure that actual (as 
opposed notional) are disallowed 

in where an 
the PE, or is not exclusively 

other view is that provisions article 7(3) provide a to the arm's-
length prinCiple articulated by article 7(2) in following way:' 

(i) Actual expenses allocable to a should be deductible even though 
they may costs that would prevail in a comparable arm's-length 
dealing; 

(ii) parts of recover more 
with to the purposes of 283 

on a review of the history of article 7(3), principally with to 
1 Draft and 1946 London Model 4.2.2 to 4.2.3), the 2004 Revised Discussion 

concludes that the valid approach to article 7(3) is the first interpretation discussed 
above, namely that it simply is intended to ensure that relevant expenses would be 
deducted against the income of a and it does not contain or justify any conflict 
or deviation from the arm's-length principle in 7(2) of OECD 
MTC.264 

4.4.6.2 Article 7(4) and (5) 

2004 Revised Discussion Draft indicates that OECD is considering the 
deletion~of=both artiGles-7(4) ando(5}.285 TheJSlECD is:oHhe=view~that article-7(4} is 
apparently redundant the authorised approach to the interpretation and 
application of articles 7(1) to (3) is comprehensive enough to attribution in all 
possible circumstances. The Insurance Draft confirms this view. 

Article 7(5) will deleted because it is in conflict with the arm's-length principle 
articulated in article For example, third parties contracting with other would 

so for profit when one party undertakes to purchase goods and merchandise on 
behalf of another. 

283 2004 Revised Discussion Draft at § 289. 

284 Ibid at § 290 and 293. 

285 Ibid at § 300 and 303. 
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4.4.7 Comments on the OECD's new authorised approach to the attribution of 
profits to a PE 

As mentioned in the introduction to this the OECD's new authorised 
to the of profits to a for double relief in terms 

7(1) to (3) of OECD MTC as articulated by 2004 Revised Discussion 
Draft entails an adaptation of related party transfer pricing 
methodologies of the 1995 TP Guide!ines. 

This of alteration is not an uncomplicated task the transfer pricing 
guidelines are essentially transaction-based whereas dealings between an enterprise 
and various parts, or are legally incapable of amounting to It 
follows the main of the new approach is to 
develop a methodology an artificial transaction can constructed and 
imputed to relationship a GE and It is only after an imputed 
transaction basis been established that the party transfer pricing, or 
length comparability methodologies can be applied. 

It was shown that at the heart of the imputed transaction base developed by the 
authorised is the concept of key entrepreneurial risk taking functions, which 
ascribes the threshold attributes to the imputed transaction In other words, a 

can only to the a GE and its 
threshold for recognition of a dealing has 

case if the GE or performed a key entrepreneurial 
entrepreneurial risk taking functions is a concept 
OECD Guidelines. 

taking function. Key 
no equal in 1995 

Below a summary is provided of a list of circumstances where the artiCUlation 
the authorised approach in the 2004 Discussion Draft resorts the concept 
key risk functions: 

• In the functional analysis in re5,Del~{ 
identify independent arm's-length traI1salcti()ns 
le_~)eople functions peI1mme~d.E9i.tt:ler-at..:tbe~_fj)(:ed .. u,eol"C.'U' 

by the dependent "' ..... ·.:>,.,t:PI= 

correspond with transactions) can be as~>ociate!d 
people functions include entrepreneurial 
greater attribution of assets and risk, and income and to 
that PE would justified. People functions that amount to key 
entrepreneurial risk functions are described as those 'which 
active decision making with regard to most important profit generators 
of the (see 4.4.3.1 above). 

• When an been to the functions performed by a PE, the 
conditions of use thereof by the must be characterised. This is 
ece~ss;ary so that the correct type could be credited 

for purposes as between the eg a rent, royalty, interest, 
etc. Since conditions of use are normally reflected in legal agreements 
between entities, which are obviously not present between a 
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comparable by the approach to 
ntii'tinr."" of use a and PE is the concept of economic 

ownership assets. To identify which part of an is the 
economic owner of an asset. or a use, the authorised approach 
states it will turn on the performance of key entrepreneurial risk taking 
functions in respect of the or the right of use above}; 

• When determining the funding of a PE, the is under what 
a dealing should recognised in res,oelct 

OCBlllor1S of funds within one enterprise. It is only that are 
transactions would justify a mark-up, either on 

.::.nir.::.rr,ric:.::. funds or in an external The authorised 
approach states that a treasury dealing would only be recognised if a is 
viewed as the economic owner of funds, which should the case if 

n'::'l"fnr'mc: the key risk taking 
In other words, a will only as a 

justify a notional charge in the aforementioned 
Imc:tl:ll"'l"'''''C: If the not perform key entrepreneurial risk taking 

moved through it, only a service fee 
would be 4.4.3.5.3); 

.. When determining whether a is the economic owner of a carmal 
the approach to indicate that 

functions in this context implies the following: 

(i) Assumption of the responsibility of regular maintenance of the 
Whether or not maintenance cost is significant is also relevant; 

(ii) The capacity to 
unforeseen repairs 

personnel or 
the 

services to perform 

(iii) capacity aec:lae when to ref,:llac:e 

indicia are also important to characterise a change of use 
If the .. above responsil3i1itiesand·capacities:. 

to a it could viewed as acquiring the economic ownership of an 
or if not, only as acquiring a right of use from that part the 

enterprise that ownership 4.4.4.4.1 above); 

• When determining whether a PE is the owner of an 
self-developed trade intangible such as, for example, a tr~,rl.::.rn~lrLr 
authorised approach defines the key entrepreneurial risk taking functions 
in this context as those that require 'active decision-making with regard to 

taking on and management of individual risk portfolios 
of . This definition of key entrepreneurial risk taking functions directs 

investigation of of responsible for this kind of 
decision making, an of the dynamics of, for 
example, a 
specifically which 
those decisions are taken. A further 
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entrepreneurial taking function is whether any caused by a 
failed development process would entertained by the purported 
economic owner above); 

• When the functions by a dependent agent PE are 
evaluated to risk profile for profit attribution purposes, the 
authorised approach lists the following key entrepreneurial risk taking 
functions as being of major importance: 

1 

(i) Contributions by the dependent agent PE to the development of a 
marketing or trade intangible of the enterprise; 

(ij) The assumption by the dependent agent PE of inventory risk, 
stock or rI!:> ..... !:>, .. .:.c: 

(iii) . assumption of 

4.4.5) 

the above summary of 
to the concept of key entrepreneurial 
emerges: 

risk, doubtful or bad debts. 

points where the authorised approach resorts 
taking functions, following picture 

The activities performed by a that should enter the profit attribution 
those that as 'dealings') to 

CI"~)U,",ifC:I.lI!;;U with key risk taking functions, which 
as::ieSi5eu by looking at the people functions the PE that 

'active decisions regarding the most important profit generators of 
business'. 

Funding activities in respect of internal reallocations of funds will only 
enter the profit attribution calculation if they amount to dealings, a 
dealing is only recognised if key entrepreneurial risk taking functions are 
... .:.,-f".· ..... c:.rI in of internal reclllocatlOn 

risk taking functions in respelct 
conditions of use by other parts. 

Key entrepreneurial risk taking functions in capital assets 
to the assumption of obligations and an autonomous 

ca~)acl!Y in of that asset. 

Key entrepreneurial risk taking functions in reSipe'ct of intangible assets 
refer to active decisions as regards the associated with 
intangibles. 

Key entrepreneurial risk taking functions in respect of the activities of a 
dependent agency to any contributions to marketing intangibles 
or assumption of inventory or risk by the agent. 
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It app4ears 
",c::.::.",rlti:2lc:: as the above summary 

the authorised approach is reduced to 
to illustrate, not a lot of content is given 

key entrepreneurial 
of the authorised :::IInr'lrn:::Irn 

taking functions. What is is that the 
revolves of dealings 

of taking 

approach. 

What is even more apparent is that the concept of key entrepreneurial risk 
taking functions would cause any residual profits available for attribution in a single 

after providing for compensation to by the 
of an enterprise, to that part of that performs 

Indeed, this of the 
criticised by some commentators and branded 

as an unwarranted import of a source to the scheme 7 could 
jeopardise the tax base of host countries.286 Viewed in this 
entrepreneurial risk taking functions to distort the 
rtCIC!ln"'nl"'tCI and source-taxing underscoring the c::rl'1,tClm,Q 

MTC. 

There is force in the of the acceptance by approach of 
nl""'rn"'n deductions for notional expenses in circumstances the host (source) 
country does not impose a withholding type tax on such notional payments or achieves 
a full or partial recapture in another way, for instance, charging income tax at a higher 

for PEs as for 

From the a partial or full 
of the ",rr,,,,,f'," by recognition 

on the treaty level of notional deductions between a of 
enterprise of which it part, is achieved by the hln,h",!" 

applies to branches and and therefore 287 

The,:formulation:by:the_var:ious discussion ot-the"key-entr.epreneurial:risk-
taking functions to be appropriate to activities that are typically carried on by 
the financial services industry. The question must be of how relevant the content 
so given to the of key entrepreneurial risk taking functions is to business 

engaged in other industries, for example, mining or oil 
or oil and activities, the location of 

the source of revenue 

286 Edgar, T. and Holland, D. 2005. Source Taxation and the DECO Project on Attribution of Profits to 
Permanent Establishments Tax Notes International. 37: 525 at Part VI. 

287 It was shown at 2.4 that there are circumstances where mismatches may arise as rpn~un" the 
rate for branches and and the presence of a PE in South Africa. 

tax 
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different based on on people functions (ie the taking of active decisions 
concerning risk or main profit generators of the business). 

But perhaps introduction should considered at 
a more fundamental level in the context ",rr,g.,..""" of tax allocation adopted 
by the MTC. Vann nac~ ... rllr,,:::.~ profits OECD 
MTC accurately by r<::>tlaMin ..... ",_,,,,,n,'un principle in context of 

The introduction to [the 1995 OECD TP Guidelines] talks about the application 
of the arm's-length principle in terms of both separate companies and PEs and 
in both residence and source situations without articulating clearly what is 
meant. In policy terms, we usually consider that the residence country is the 
place with which the taxpayer has the closest while the source 
country is the with which the income has the closest connection, When 
the arm's-length nrlrlt'lnlA is looked at in this light, in the case of separate 
companies the function of the principle is to connect income with a taxpayer, 
while in the case of a PE it is to connect income with a jurisdiction, 

'" The PE rule requires us to connect income with a jurisdiction, and this does 
not require a transaction to be linked to a taxpayer, Hence there is a reason in 
the very way in which the PE rule operates to conclude that transactions are not 
of the essence for PEs .... there are some intuitions that lead us to 
conceive of the differently for PEs and 

conceptual in the application of the ",rn"l'",_'"",""rtTn 

principle to entities and to described by Vann, one may expect 
approach should give way. authorised approach appears to now have made 
that choice by opting for the transactional separate approach for taxation 
congruent with the approach applied to separate ",.."tlt"" • ., 

However, the should whether it is necessary to harmonise 
this,.differenceof how-one conceives oUhe-arm's-length-principle in these two 
fundamentally-different-circamstances. Why can we not live with-both- approaches? 

illustrated by Vann imputing a transaction-base by detection 
between a is contrary way we business profits to 

by article 7 OECD MTC on a fundamental level as such are 
not to are a 

no equal 
source rule I./CIJc:lI-I;::)C 

for these reasons that 

entrepreneurial 
More importantly, it 
that it would "''''''1"'''''''' 

introduced. 

functions 

288 Richard J, in Arnold et aI, 2003, The Taxation of Business Profits under Tax Treaties Toronto: 
Canadian Tax Foundation, at 142 et seq. 
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by way of linking profits to the enterprise 
type 

The answer appears difference how one conceives 
the arm's-length principle in the two fundamentally different of PE 
taxation and taxation of separate enterprises, has not been fully harmonised because of 
the introduction of key entrepreneurial risk taking functions Strictly 

th"" .. ""t,r'\"O will continue to live with two approaches to application of the 
in the case of dealings party 

are now much closer, at in appearance and 

Below, some of the problems with 
fundamental nature are discussed. 

authorised "'n'.,,.n'''' .... ,., of a less 

The authorised approach the very concept 
.. ~t,"'n~,.C!c:: within one entity. questions include \A/M,"'fM.", .. C!,,,,n,, ... ,,,t,,,,n,:.c::C! 

on the geographical location of a PE's or does 
to PE, wherever located? 

""v!:lrYI!nl"" under the adopted by the authorised approach it is not 
certain another part an is located in a 
third country, or the home country, could viewed as an that properly ..,.o.nn,."" 

to that performed by the PE if it to the business on by the 
this may mainly be a question of Guidelines to process of .... 10."'''111''\1''1 

sorting many activities of one that may simultaneously occur in a number 
of will nevertheless be 

When capital is calculated (it is required to support 
functions undertaken, asset assumed). an enterprise is free to any 
one of a number of justifiable valuation methods in of and risks 

PE (see Given the myriad 
more of defensible in business OfEICtl:Ce. 

lead. toJairly_divergentresults. Itis.suggested.thaUhis issue-should-be 
-otherwise-aiheoretically--correct--application-of-all1:he-theories·and mechanics 

approach could thwarted to abusive results. 

a practical the authorised approach poses an arduous 
analysis of the whole of an business purposes of attributing 
profits one part thereof, the PE in been said that is an 
ever-present tendency for tax to put the cart before 

289 Indeed, one wonders how revenue authorities, tax officials, and 
above all, national courts decades of entrenched thinking, habit and practice 
about profit allocation to will react, as the authorised approach has 
of a involved technical exercise at odds with the way article 7 of the .......... ..., ..... 
n,.",·c:t""I"lTI\/ perceived It must be observed that the DECO's reform project 
aPE)earS to be overly as regards implementation. 

289 S.S. 1958. Tax Administration in Underdeveloped Countries. Law Review 2158 at 188. 
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The UN MTC 

4.5.1 Rational for the UN MTC 

It is a known 
in DTCs, although 

that South Africa negotiates to include of the UN MTC 
DTCs are generally based on the MTC. 

The UN MTC as profit attribution will thus be briefly 
.::.v,:. ..... inQ,..; to ~cu·.::."~, \AII"I,,,,n,,:. .. it would any problem should South Africa adopt 
the DECO's new ,'1''''' .... ''''.0''' approach. 

In the main, the UN MTC gives more weight to the source principle than 
the DECO MTC. 

The creation of the UN MTC from the DECO MTC was foreshadowed in 1 
the of the DECO acknowledged that: 290 

the traditional tax conventions have not commended themselves to developing 
countries. 

... the essential fact remains that tax conventions which capital-exporting 
countries have found to be of value to trade and investment among 
themselves and which contribute in like ways to closer economic relations 
between developing and capital-exporting countries are not making sufficient 
contributions to that end ... treaties between industrialized countries 
sometimes require the country of residence to up revenue. More often. 
however. it is the country of source which gives up revenue. Such a pattern may 
not be equally appropriate in treaties between and industrialized 
countries because income flows are "'''''I",'r\nlr,,., to industrialized 
countries and the revenue sacrifice would be one-sided. 

The UN MTC is essentially a of the DECO MTC save for certain 
that expanded source taxing rights. In this way. UN MTC is ..... "''''n'l' 

a more model from a policy perspective whereupon developing 
countries may base their DTCs with developed countries. 

In UN":MTC.expands:sour:ce~state-

taxing rights as opposed to the MTC. The following features of UN MTC 
indicate such an expansion of source-based taxing 

• The threshold for source-based taxation under a treaty is lowered in 
certain cases by definition of aPE; 

• of royalties is allowed in much the same way as 

• Provision is 

IrCE:!-D;aSE~a taxation of interest; 

for the attraction rule to 
Tl:IVl:ITlr,n is permitted; 

in 

290 United Nations. 2006. Introduction to the Commentaries on the articles of the United Nations Model 
Double Taxation Convention between and countries. Amsterdam: IBFD 
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• categories of profits and deductions are 
disallowed in respect of intra-company 
attributing profit to a PE source tax claim. 

For purposes of study, the discussion below is restricted 

1 

express provisions differing from that of the OECD MTC in so far as attribution 
is concerned, 7(1) 

Article 7 of the UN MTC 

of both UN and OECD MTCs are identical. formulation of the 
arm's-length principle for profit attribution purposes is thus identical in both models. 

However, articles 7(1) and (3) the UN MTC differ from articles 7(1) and (3) of 
MTC in following way (differences are 291 

1. The of an p.nl'p.rrlrl of a Contracting State shall be taxable only 

in that State unless the enterprise carries on business in the other Contracting 

State through a permanent establishment situated therein. If the enterprise 

carries on business as aforesaid, the profits of the enterprise may be taxed in 

the other State but only so much of them as is attributable to (a) that permanent 

establishment; (b) sales in that other State of goods or merchandise of the same 
or similar kind as those sold through that permanent or (c) other 
business activities carried on in that other State of the same or similar kind as 
those effected through that permanent establishment. 

3. I n the determination of the profits of a permanent there 

shall be allowed as deductions expenses which are incurred for the purposes of 

the business of the permanent establishment including executive and np.nip.r::l 

administrative expenses so incurred, whether in the State in which the 

establishment is situated or elsewhere. However, no such deduction 
shall be allowed in of amounts, if any, (otherwise than towards 
reimbursement of actual by the establishment to the head 
office of the or any of its other VII""::;;;:'. 

-c-iYYl,i/<:> .. n"""'rT'F""'-'" in return for 
of commission, for SDE~Clt:ic services performed or for ma'nalaefne,r,t. 
the case of a banking by way of interest on moneys lent to the 

no account shall be in the 
determination of the profits of a permanent establishment, for amounts £'T/,..TfJ .. ", 

(otherwise than towards reimbursement of actual the permanent 
establishment to the head office of the or any of its other offices, by 
way of royalties, fees or other similar in retum for the use of patents 
or other rights, or by way of commission for services or for 
management, or, except in the case of a banking by way of interest 
on moneys lent to the head office of the enterprise or any of its other offices. 

291 Van Raad, K. 2005. Materials on International Tax and EC Law Edition. Leyden: International Tax 
Centre. 
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Article 7 of the UN MTC also article 7(5) of the OECD MTC, which 
with the question of whether profits should be attributed to a PE by reason of the 

mere purchase by that of goods or merchandise for the 

,11'''',"''' .... , ... '''., between 7(1) ofthe UN MTC that of the 
selecting either (b) and (c) the UN version the 

operation of the force of attraction rule in a host country of a PE. 
application of either subparagraphs (b) or (c) is limited to profits covered by 
article 7 and does not extend to income from (dividends, interest and royalties) 
covered by other treaty provisions.292 

The provided differences "g'U/<::''''" UN and 
MTCs is as follows: 293 

The application of the rule is particularly important in connexion 
with the difficult and complex problem of the deductions to be allowed to the 
permanent establishment ... Apart from what may be as ordinary 

( 

expenses, there are some classes of that rise to spe:cial 
These include interest and etc. paid by the permanent 

establishment to its head office in return for money lent or patent licensed 
by the latter to the permanent establishment. further include commissions 
(except for the reimbursement of expenses) for services or for 
the exercise of management services by the enterprise for the benefit of the 
establishment. I n these cases, it is considered that the payments should not be 
allowed as deductions in computing the profits of the permanent establishment. 
Conversely, such payments made to a by the head 
office should be excluded from the 

Some ... members also felt that provisions prohibiting the deduction of certain 
expenses should be included in the text of a bilateral tax treaty to make it clear 
that were fully informed about their fiscal obligations. 

From the text of 7(3) and the commentaries thereon it is clear that UN 
MTC's~posjtion_onJhe~appljcati.ot1~oUhe~arm's-length~rinciple.to the relationship 
between a andihe rest-ofihe enterprise-ofwhich -ifformspart undoubtediy differs· 
from that of the under its new authorised approach. 

The UN MTC specifically discards the possibility that certain type 
dealings can be recognised for profit attribution purposes. These disallowed dealings 
appear to be restricted to those concerning the use of intangibles, provision of 
services including management. and capital funds. In this way, no possibility arises for 
deemed profits or deductions of a on notional royalties, commission for 
C::<:>Ir'\/II"'<:>C:: including and notional interest. 

is not very 
specifically disallowed by 

is the reason why above types are 
UN MTC. The commentaries do not provide any 

292 Commentaries of article 7(1) of the UN MTC. 

293 General considerations of the commentaries on article 7 of the UN MTC, and commentaries on article 
7(1) of the UN MTC. 
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sut)st~:mtial reason apart from expressing a position which is at least on an 
otherwise grey area for purposes of certainty. 

4.5.3 Article 7(3) of the UN MTC incompatible with aspects of the OECD's new 
authorised approach to the attribution of profits to a PE 

Many of the provisions article UN MTC are quite clearly 
incompatible with of the Discussion Drafts on profit attribution to 

The authorised approach as embodied in the Revised Discussion Draft 
specifically differs from article 7(3) as regards application of the arm's-length 
principle purposes PE profit attribution. As indicated above in the UN MTC 
expressly discards recognition of mark-ups in respect of dealings 
concerning the use of intangibles, the provision of services including management, and 
capital funds. In contrast, the OECD's new authorised approach eVP',re<::: 

that the application of the arm's-length principle by 
mark-ups taken into account in !!:lI .... ..,'l"n .... 

the such as recognising 
dealings as provIsion capital or change in use capital 
within one enterprise, is not at all by the UN MTC or commentaries. 
Theoretically, such dealings could recognised a treaty is based on 
article 7(3) of the UN MTC. In the face the attitude and spirit of article such a 
recognition of intra-company dealings not expressly excluded under UN MTC 
appears improbable. 

banks to PE taxation, the UN MTC explicitly allows 
the recognition of dealings in so far as the provision of funds are concerned, 
since it that deductions and profits in respect of interest can be taken into 
account in calculating attributable profits to a bank's PE. commentaries on the UN 
MTC do not, unfortunately, state anything in respect of this allowed to bank 
PEs. It is quite to say whether approach mooted by 
for in a bank's would apply article 7(3) 

the-LIN",Ml"C. 

UN has not officially any position on the work 
"';;:> .. '''' ..... of profit attribution to Whether the 

,rnt ...... ",<» ..... !!:lIn ... l"n!:ll .... h to 7 

4.6 in South veritable 
network 

South African authorities no pronounced policy on attribution 
of profits to a PE under South Africa's South Africa does not any 
formally pronounced policy in of and generally 
DTCs on the OECD MTC. 
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In line with government's view that South Africa is a developmental 
are negotiated to incorporate a number of elements of UN MTC such as 
incorporating of article 5 (definition of PE), 7 (taxation of profits) and 
12 (taxation of of the UN MTC. 

In South in DTC practice include a 
specific article with technical in its OTGs, DTG practice a 
further deviation from article 7 of MTG. The provisions of tl"r,:nnl(,:~1 
articles contained in South Africa's are generally based on article 12 of the UN 
MTG, which with royalties and allows taxation by the source state. 

rtl:lll""l:lIr~1 approach or policy relating to 
an examination of actual provisions 

Africa's lists South operative and 
attempts to show a number of which tend to indicate an expanded appetite for 
source-based taxation as opposed the position of MTG. 

Thus, in respect of each treaty, an indication is given of whether business profits 
are dealt in accordance with one the model tax conventions. If article 7(3) of the 
UN MTC is whether the for bank PEs is allowed as 
regards the nl:ll::llirlrtc: in 
technical are dealt with C:l:lIl""~"~1'.:l,I\J from the taxatlcm of business 

! Table of South Africa's DTC network (October 2005): Overview of business 
provisions 
Country and year of Article 7 (or similar) based on Notional Technical 
conclusion interest fees 

expressly separately 
allowed for handled 
bank PEs 

Algeria 1992 - 2003 OECD MTC; a Yes No 
7 3 follows the UN Model 

2 Australia 1999 1992 - 2003 OECD MTC with No No 
some additions 
1992 - 2003 OECD MTC with No No 
some-additions 
1992 - 2003 OECD MTC No No 
1992 - 2003 OECD MTC No 
1992 - 2003 OECD MTC; articles Yes 
7 3 and 5 follow UN Model 

7 Bulgaria 2005 1992 - 2003 OECD MTC with No No 
some ad'ustments 

8 1992 2003 OECD MTC No No 
1992 2003 OECD MTC No No 
1992 - 2003 OECD MTC No No 
1992 - 2003 OECD MTC • No No 
1992 - 2003 OECD MTC No 

1998 
13 Denmark 1995 1992 - 2003 OECD MTC No No 

1992 - 2003 OECD MTC No No 
15 Finland 1995 1992 - 2003 OECD MTC without No No 

the article 7 4 e uivalent. 
16 France 1995 1992 - 2003 OECD MTC without No No 
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I Tabl.~ of South Africa's DTC network (October 2005): Overview of business profit 
.... 

'7 and year of Article 7 (or similar) based on Notional Technical 
conclusion interest fees 

expressly separately 
allowed for handled 
bank PEs 

the article 7(4) equivalent. 

~ermanY 1973 Resembles 1946 London Model I No No 
reece 2003 1992 - 2003 OECD MTC without No No 

the article 7(4) eQuivalent 
19 HunQarv 1996 1992 - 2003 OECD MTC No No 
20 India 1997 1992 - 2003 OECD MTC No No 
21 Indonesia 1999 1992 - 2003 OECD MTC; article No No 

7{1) follows the UN Model 
22 Iran 1998 1992 - 2003 OECD MTC No No 
23 Ireland 1997 1992 - 2003 OECD MTC No No 
24 Israel 1979 1977 OECD MTC with some No No 

~ 
modifications and additions 

Italy 1999 Dm -2003 OECD ~ig No No 
Japan 1997 No No 

27 Korea 1996 1992 - 2003 OECD MTC without No No 
the article 7(4) eQuivalent 

.28 Lesotho 1997 1992 - 2003 OECD MTC Yes 
29 Luxembourg 2000 L I No 

the article 7(4) equivalent 
30 Malawi 1971 Resembles 1946 London Model No No 

1

31 Malta 1997 1992 - 2003 OECD MTC with No No 

32 Mauritius 1997 I No 
7(3) follows the UN Model. 

33 Namibia 1999 I No 
7(3) follows the UN Model. 

34 Netherlands, the 1963 OECD MTC I No No 
1971 

35 New Zealand 1992 - 2003 OECD MTC with No No 
some-.additions 

D~MTC -No No 
37 Oman 2004 1992 - 2003 OECD Yes No 

7(3) follows the UN Model 
38 Pakistan 1999 1992 - 2003 OECD MTC; article Yes Yes 

7(3) follows the UN Model 
39 Poland 1996 1992 - 2003 OECD MTC No No 
40 Romania 1995 1992 - 2003 OECD MTC No 
41 Russia 2000 1992 - 2003 OECD MTC without No No 

the article 7(4) equivalent 
42 Sbyvllelles 2003 1992 - 2003 OECD MTC; article Yes No 

7(3) follow the UN Model 
43 Sii I~<:II-'VI "" 1998 1992 - 2003 OECD MTC I No 

the article 7(1LElquivalent 
44 Slovakia 1999 1992 - 2003 OECD MTC No I No 
45 Swaziland 2005 1992 - 2003 OECD MTC No Yes 
46 Sweden 1995 1992 - 2003 OECD MTC No No 
47 Switzerland 1967 1963 OECD MTC with some No No 
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Table of South Africa's DTC network (October 2005): Overview of business profit 
provisions 
Country and year of Article 1 (or similar) based on Notional Technical 
conclusion interest fees 

.1. 

"' .... ,.." .. "'':".! 
allowed for 

:"",,,,,,_._ "'''''.1 
handled 

• bank PEs 
~------

additions 
48 Tanzania 1960 Resembles 1946 London Model No No 
49 Thailand 1996 Article 7 UN Model i No No 

.50 

I 

Tunisia 1999 1992 - 20030ECD MTC without Yes Yes 
the article 7(4) eqt::' . ..:!:..;nL, article 
7(3) follows the UN Model 

51 U.S. 1997 1992 - 2003 OECD MTC: articles No No 
7(1), (2), (4), and (6); UN 
Model: article US Model: 
article 7(7) 

52 Uganda 2001 1992 - 2003 OECD MTC without Yes Yes 
the article 7(5) equivalent; article 
7(3} follows the UN Model with 

I some modifications 
• 53 UK 2002 1992 - 2003 OECD MTC without No No 

the article 7(4) equivalent 
. 54 Ukraine 2005 1992 - 2003 OECD MTC; article Yes No 

7(3) follows the UN Model 
55 Zambia 1960 Resembles 1946 London Modell No No 

of Nations 
56 Zimbabwe 1965 Resembles 1946 London Modell No No 

League of Nations 

It applears of Africa's 
.... "'I' .. ,.. ... 'c'" of 7(3) UN MTC is followed, most 

OTCs incorporating of the UN MTC 

discussed~n4:5.;3above,· 

of the UN MTC, the recognition of certain dealings in terms of 
new authorised approach to PE profit attribution would not be to find application 
under that OTC, except in case of notional interest income and charges for banking 
enterprises. A further observation is that there appears to a trend to article 7(4) 
of the OECO MTC from South Africa's OTCs as a of OTC policy. Article 7(4) 
provides an alternative for PE profit attribution based on apportionment of total 
profits to the various of an enterprise. position is congruent with OECO's 
authorised new approach, as the 2004 Revised Discussion Draft suggests the deletion 
of article 7(4) OECO MTC. 

In most of South Africa's OTCs the definition of a PE incorporates the extended 
source taxing provisions encountered in UN MTC's definition, most frequently 
that of article 5(3) of this model. It therefore seems that, since 1994, the South African 
fiscal authorities have had a certain bias to OTC provisions that provide 
extended source-taxing compared with those granted under the in so 
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profits and related type income royalties and technical fees) are 

Moreover, the adoption by South Africa since 1994 of article 7(3) of the UN MTC 
in approximately 20% operative DTCs, could suggest reluctance and/or difficulty 
to adopt the authorised new approach to PE profit attribution as articulated in 
the various drafts published on this . Consequently, 
should new profit attribution, our courts 
are likely to problems in establishing the basis applying this 
approach under existing DTCs. 

There is no local case law in respect application of the arm's-length 
principle for purposes of attributing profits to a under one of South Africa's DTCs. 
There however, a Rhodesian case that concerned the application of arm's-Iength 
principle for attributing profits a PE in a DTC to which South 

was is concluded a case. 

4.7 The decision in Anglo-American Corporation of SA Ltd v Commissioner of 
Taxes 

A decision in 1 by Rhodesian Appellate Division in the case of Anglo-
American Corporation of SA Ltd v Commissioner of concerned application 
of PE profit attribution rule contained in 1965 South Africa Rhodesia DTC. 

case is below . only case of which author is 
aware, that in some detail profit attribution in 

one of South DTCs. Although case provides no binding authority in 
respect of issue on the South African courts, it is nonetheless important based on 
our court's willingness to consider judgements delivered on taxation matters in 
neighbouring countries pursuant to similarity of these countries income tax systems 

common legal heritage. 

4.7.1 

The ClIJI.rc:oUC11 

·SotJth~Airica~lt 

Anglo-American Corporation of SA Ltd, was incorporated in 

• Money was to these I"'nr ........ ".n accounts and 
interest-bearing deposits ,.., ..... "' ... .... 

• Moneys were collected by the appellant in South Africa and in Rhodesia on 
behalf of both South and Rhodesian subsidiaries and i::nS:SOI.;li::Il~1 

companies. A commission was charged by the appellant for the of 

294 1975 (1) SA 973 (RA); 37 SATe 45 
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this service. Moneys so collected were, for example, in respect of dividends 
or interest owed to subsidiaries or associated rnlTln~nl 

In so as the collection agent services were concerned, the modalities of 
relevant transactions giving rise to the dispute before court were as follows. When 
moneys were collected in Rands in Africa by appellant's on behalf 
of, for example, one of a Rhodesian the account of that .,1.11.1.,11.1 

the branch of appellant was immediately with the 
dollar amount of Rand amount in South Africa. These ontlrioC! 

were A credit note was simultaneously issued by the branch to the 
Rhodesian subsidiary, which, together with credit entry in its account the branch, 
constituted payment to that subsidiary by its agent, the appellant. 

The South African office and Rhodesian branch kept inter-office 
accounts the sums collected in or for 
the benefit subsidiaries or country. Moneys 
collected by one were never physically transmitted to office. 

monies were not held in separate trust or special accounts, but part of 
the appellant's funds in South Africa and Rhodesia. 

Differences in the balances of the inter-office accounts between the head-office 
and branch were cleared by book entries. For example, when South African 

collected an amount on behalf of a Rhodesian the 
would a credit with head-office 
amount to that subsidiary. If Rhodesian subsequently collected 
an amount on behalf of a South African subsidiary, the credit arising for the head-office 
on the branch accounts as a of it having payment this amount to that 
South African subsidiary, would cleared against the branch's credit balance on 
head-office account. 

At the end of 1 , the Rhodesian branch office was in credit with South 
African by amount of R 1 The Rand was devalued time 
as against Rhodesian Dollar. After the devaluation, the Rhodesian Dollar 
:equi¥alent~ofthe:credit-:balance'was.$ 1 287441 01.$ 1 

before devaluation. appellant claimed a tax deduction for the difference 
$ 180 242 as a foreign exchange currency loss against taxable the 
Rhodesian branch. Rhodesian tax authorities the 
branch's Rhodesian income of the foreign exchange currency 
branch's balance with South African head-office. 

The relied on 111(2) of Double Tax Convention concluded 
South African and Rhodesia in 1 (the DTC) for suggestion that business 
carried on through the Rhodesian branch to be considered as though it were 'an 
independent enterprise'. 

The appellant's line of reasoning was as an existing independent 
the branch was entitled to be reimbursed for n~\J'mj:!l'ntc:: made to Rhodesian creditors 
subsidiaries or associated companies) by the appellant's independent enterprise in 
South Africa, namely the head-office. With the devaluation of the South African Rand, 
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so the appellant argued, its branch, as an independent enterprise, suffered 
a tax deductible in respect of reimbursements denominated in the devalued 
currency which it received from its other independent enterprise, the South African 
head-office. 

111(2) of the DTC determined as follows: 

Where an of one of the territories is engaged in trade or business in 
the other territory through a permanent establishment situated therein -

(a) there shall be attributed to that permanent establishment the industrial 
and commercial profits which it might be expected to derive in that other territory 
if it were an independent enterprise in the same or similar activities 
under the same or similar conditions and at arm's with the 
""nt""..,...."",,,,, of which it is a establishment. 

4.7.2 

court had to whether Rhodesian of the appellant was 
allowed to claim a tax deduction in terms of article 111(2) ofthe DTC on basis that: 

\It The branch of appellant a foreign exchange loss in 
credit balance with the appellant's South African head-office; or 

\It of the alJ~J","a' 
"'''''II.I.." .. L of 

creditors of 

Decision 

The held that Rhodesian branch of the appellant was not allowed to 
claim a tax deduction in terms of article 111(2) of on the that it suffered a 
foreign exchange in respect of balance with the appellant's South African 

or on that it a loss, as an independent """lr""rr"lrIC"'" 

reimbursements received from South aTr·' .... !:I'n nI6cIlJ-OmC;e 
incurred -in that ne,aa"OITICe 

4.7.4 

by President MaCO()nallC! 
ofr\yu..,.:::I1 following reasons for the 
decision. 

agent (eg credit or 
leaO-CllTIc:e and Rhodesian branch of the aOI)ellant 

were dictated by 'practical 
Ic .... c;::,;)uy arising on a 

made by it on behalf of 
grou nd to the 
head-office. 

The court held that the fact that the appellant could be in terms of 
Rhodesian foreign exchange regulations to physically remit funds Rhodesian 
branch in circumstances where it held a foreign exchange balance outside Rhodesia, 
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balance with the South African head-office, did not in way alter such as its 
the legal of the dealings between head-office and the branch. The amount of 
any such 
would 
transaction of 

remittance required by the Rhodesian exchange control authorities 
the general state of a exchange balance, not to a particular 

branch or ne;;lo-()nlc:e 

under 

the DTC, 
.... f'i ....... "' ..... f'i, .......... enterprise' must 

as though it were: 295 

Tn<:.ra"T requires 
ass;es~)InQ its profits 

engaged in the same or similar activities under the same or similar conditions 
and dealing at arm's with the enterprise of which it is a permanent 
establishment. 

branch could 
to reimbursement expense of 

paid out on behalf 
a payment $ 1 287 441. 

South African nei::IU-UJIIIGe could satisfied with 

It was inconceivable to majority that 'independent enterprises' would enter 
into an agreement for the mutual discharge of each other's in their respective 
countries and agree that the currency devaluation would fall on the party who 

payment to a creditor, not on the party at request the debt is 
~.el"h",""''''rI The evidence by the appellant showed that such an arrangement 

eXlste!d between the and the branch. 

court held that even if an arrangement 
.Tnr ..... T""'" in light of binding on,the Rhodesian 

words, the tax deduction by the,branch would not 

it would not be 
the DTC. In other 

not accord with behaviour OeltwE!en 
, .... f'i'.,. ... <:.nf'i'.,.nf enterprises. majority also held that the ..... c,fnl'.f'i chosen by 
appellant to record the collection transactions in of account in South 
African and Rhodesia did not affect its conclusion. 

-The~reasons-providetkby minority judgemer:Jt~~-deliver~(tby the Chief Justice .. 
differed from the majority's reasons although the court order was The 

..... ' .. ' '' .. '11'\1 of the court that in so far as inter-office book keeping as 
and the South head-office was t""r~t"c .. n<:.1'1 

not coincide with the collection of moneys by, for the South 
and the simultaneous payment by the Rhodesian branch office to a 

subsidiary or associated company of the appellant. amount collected in South 
Africa remained on the head-office books as a credit to the Rhodesian branch until such 
time as moneys were in Rhodesia by branch on behalf of South African 
subsidiaries, which amount was then 'set-off against the branch's credit in the head
office books. 

The minority 
head-office was 

295 37 SATe 45 at 54. 

between 
company 

the 
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to, for example, one of Rhodesian subsidiaries, a 'claim' immediately accrued the 
branch for the currency equivalent collected in South Africa by the head-office of the 
appellant. This 'claim' did not accrue at some arbitrary later when, for 
example, a balance was struck the branch head-office or when 
a owed to 
minority held 
any more Rhodesian 
African head-office. 

devaluation of the South African currency only intervened, ~"'i"l'\l'",rll""l"'I to the 
minority judgement, on an entirely basis: 296 

the factor to be borne in mind in this case ;s that we are with 

one individual and the internal accounts of that and not with 

transactions between different personae ... an individual ... obviously 

cannot make with himself which will effect his tax liability. It would 

certainly be most anomalous if a taxpayer was penmitted to so his 

business by making agreements with himself (assuming such a thing to be 

legally possible) so as to avoid the incidence of tax or to claim deductions from 
tax which he would not otherwise be entitled to do. 

As the minority judgement 
Rhodesian regarded as a C:':'I"\~I"~r", as taxing 

profits which their source in one or other of the is 
that it however, a nec::es;sal'V provision in order to avoid incidence of double 
taxation' 

The minority went on to that article 111(2) the DTC does not influence its 
conclusion that manner in which the appellant to keep its inter-branch office 
accounts was not decisive in determining whether it could claim a tax deduction in the 
way it did. 

4.1.5 in respec::t of the majority judgement 

Anal(Ji-Al'11eric~~m-ca!;;e:is-t:he~orllv,cm]rt~decisioni~that gives "' ......... "',_i ... ,ii,....<,ti ......... 

Ue!stloln of profit 
court's majority minority 

accounting of the ClIJ~JeIiCiI branch in so as dealings 
head-office were concerned in estaDlllsn whether its income was 
correctly ass.es:seCl 

Since 1 when the Nations produced a first Draft on 
Allocation of 4.2.2) up to least the reform initiated in 
area in 2001, branch accounting generally formed the for purposes of 

attribution to under 4.2.4 and 4.3.1.1). 

Until 1999, it was the practice South African authorities to 
basis of separate branch accounts, with necessary for 

295 37 SATe 45 at 52. 
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in circumstances a DTC was applicable. This astlect 
the judgement confirms that separate branch accounts are thus not the ultimate for 
establishing the taxable profits of a under a DTC based on the model conventions of 

League of Nations, or UN. 

As regards the majority decision, the court appeared to disallow the deduction 
for a on the reimbursement received by branch from the head-office on 
basis an arrangement to this was not with 111(2) of 

...,0::;;' .. <::11,,1<:>0::;; it did not with arm's-length independent parties. It is 
clear majority judgement that the application of 

length principle underscores PE profit attribution on the level. 

It [s significant that this identification the role the arm's-length principle took 
place in the context of a municipal income tax system which, at the time of this decision, 
contained no statutory embodiment of the arm's-length principle on the municipal level, 
not even connected parties. What is not entirely from the majority's 

li'ln,o::>rn""nT is whether the court was to allow deduction on the 
if were provided show that an 

may consistent with independent party It seems that court was 
prepared do so were it provided with convincing evidence. 

It is, for example, conceivable that independent parties could enter into an 
arrangement for mutual discharge each other's debts in their respective 
countries, similarly to the arrangement between the branch and head-office in 
present matter, and that risk of currency devaluation would fall on the party 
who a a creditor on behalf of other. pertinent "'''',.''''<:>,''''''''', .... , 
1'Ii!!>IW""i!!>n such parties could that party so foreign 
currency risk would receive an appropriate fee for assuming this This would mean 
that, whilst a deduction would allowed in of 111(2) of DTC for 
any occasioned by a devaluation of the currency of reimbursement, an 
appropriate deemed remuneration in respect of the currency risk assumed would 
have to be taken into account for purposes of attributing profits to the branch under 

Reading the majority judgement in this way means that a deduction for a 
deemed expense would be justified under 111(2) of the DTC. Whilst this 
proposition appears to be irreconcilable with minority judgement in this case, it must 

remembered that the theory on profit attribution to PEs internationally, especially the 
work in recent of the OECD on 7(2) of the OECD MTC, has increasingly 
moved towards the full recognition of 'dealings' between a head-office and branch, as 
this chapter sought to indicate. 

Consequently the majority judgement in the Anglo-American case, at the very 
not exclude possibility of tax deductions for deemed expenses of a 

DTC profit attribution rules, and, on a parity reasoning, the recognition of 
PEs. In regard, majority judgement concurs more with 

to DTCs than that of the minority 
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4.7.6 Comment in respect of the minority judgement 

The minority judgement is on the legal why, in terms of domestic law, 
accounting of the appellant's branch could not deducted for 
the reasons above 1"\" ... "1 .... 1.:>1"1 by 

judgement why 111(2) of the conclusion ".:>"" .... "'<:>1'1 

domestic law, on the other hand, rather vague. 

The court appeared to the situation of appellant as one which does 
not concern an instance of actual international double taxation, and for this reason, the 
application arm's-length principle could not invoked under article 111(2) of the 
DTC (In a by Tax Court,297 confirmed by the 
Appellate in the occurrence of taxation was 
rejected as a pre-requisite for a taxpayer rely on treaty from 
source state taxation of business profits). 

try and understand the argument of the minority, some background 
information the national systems of South Africa and Rhodesia, at the time 
when this arose, is Both charged tax on the 
of the source of income, and not on the basis of The 
practice systems was that tax 
income from a local thus taxable -

I"\n'~II"I&:,,,,,.,,n the source rules applicable to the type of income (eg dividends or 
interest) by the in South Africa on behalf of Rhodesian 
subsidiaries, probability was located in the 
Rhodesian to a YC'''Y''''~'VI 
source, income. meant that purposes, 
Rhodesian taxable 'profits' in of the collection agent "" .• ,V,II'",,"'. 

minority judgement probably that the DTC could not be applied to 
allow a the branch in circumstances where no loss would have been allowed in 

tax law. the reasons provided by the 

remain 

4.8 Concluding 

was the identification of 
the of profits to a for 
the purpose 
and calculating the amount of profit which 
into consideration when by way of credit/exemption is <>rrr\Hu>n UV!UlJlv taxation 
of worldwide profits. 

297 L.J. v Secretary for Inland Revenue Unreported decision of 27 October 1972 in case number 
6737 of the Natal Income Tax Court; the text is obtainable from the IBFD's on-line Tax Treaty Case 
Law Database (http://www.ibfd.org). 

298 SIR v Downing 1975 (4) SA 518 (A); 37 SATC 249 

299 Passos supra at 132. 
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From the overview the history 
international conventions of 
the method exemplifying the principle whereby profits are attributed to a 

for the above-mentioned purposes, has and continues to be essentially based on 
c:or'\!:Ir,::.to accounting from 1933 to at The objectives of separate accounting for 
this aim were originally formulated in 1 

(1) assign to a the profit (or loss) which it would if it were 
operating as an independent concern similar conditions; 

(2) To as possible which not 
yet been and which never be as a 
whole; 

(3) accomplish results by the use of data that could be verified in the 
country of location of with the minimum use of for the 
enterprise as a whole. 

It was shown that the present approach to the attribution of profits to a PE as 
articulated by the commentary on article 7 the OECD accepts the principle of 

as the for the profit attribution """!:I"'~'I"'''' 
...... "',.,," ..... tlu the commentary is aim of 

above by recognising in circumstances 1"I,:".:.m;::.1"I 

deductions for notional profits and could be recognised as between a and 
a for purposes of an application of 7(2). This would not be the case in typical 
branch accounting since it would not allow a charge at a when profits are only 
anticipated and not yet actually Nonetheless, although this variance am)ealrs 

at odds with express non-recognition by present 
on deductions notional royalties 
are congruent with the principles of separate accounting. 

OECD's new authorised approach to the arm's-length principle in of 
intra-company dealings as articulated in the various discussion drafts presents a 
f.ur:ldamentaLr.eformin r.espect of the accepted,wisdom-on-how..the.arm'sdength 
principle in article ofthe OECD MTC is to-be-tiooerstood-and--applied:E>efining-
indicators of this near revolution includes, as a starting point, the abandonment of 
separate accounting as for the practical application of the arm's-length principle 
contained in article 7(2) MTC. Novel features include the imputation of a 
transaction between a and a PE to allow application with due modification of 
1 OECD TP Guidelines and consequently the recognition for tax purposes of, for 
example, notional royalty and services .::.v,",,,,n.,,,,,,.,, 

concept of key entrepreneurial risk taking functions plays an essential role 
in identifying the imputed transaction base its attributes as between a and PE. 

Although not very comprehensively defined, the concept of key entrepreneurial 
functions focuses on functions basically to locate the 

decision-making function within an as profit-drivers of a business 
carried on by a PE. 
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It was that the concept risk taking 
appears to the financial industry, but an application thereof to 
such as mining, oil and gas, agriculture, etc could have a vastly divergent 
is presently the accepted norm. 

At a fundamental level, the DECO's new authorised approach "'''',,"''''''''' 
from the hitherto time-honoured perception of how the function of the ::::Im'l'C:~,I"'n,f"ITn 

7 is perceived, namely it to link 
and not to a residence country. This ,.."',""".,.. 

is imputation of a as between a GE and a 

a policy perspective, 
functions has the embedded feature of 
after other of the enterprise has 
authorised approach therefore aPt)ears 

by the residence 
taxation of business 

key entrepreneurial taking 
O:::::;::>I,YUClII business profits to a 

ITTlf'll'Or,nV rewarded. 
allow taxation of an ;::,n1';::,rr\riC:A'c: 

taxpayer and in this 

new approach to profit attribution under article 7(2) as by the 

140 

drafts appears to an involved technical and practically 
information concerning the total worldwide activities of a single enterprise for 

rnn'c:::",c: of the activities These aspects pose particular challenges 
of which has been the 

In of South Africa, no case law exists to InUIGalle 

would accept the DECO's new authorised approach to 
valid interpretation of article 7(2} DTC network . 
.... "',1"\1'1<::.<>,'-'0 Court of Appeal in the Anglo~American case could possibly be to provide 

for the new position mooted by DECO. 

It was shown that South will have difficulty in applying new 
approach to PE profit attribution - should it wish to implement it - under 

.tbo.se_existiDg~DICs_thatJ.[;lcor:p.o.r:ate-8r:ticle. 7(3) of the, UN, MTC. More-generally, it 
-appears'thafSol.lth'Africa 1994 beeninclinedto DTCs-thafallow 
I:>VIr\::::Irlrl-=.rl source taxing business profits. In it appears that the 
new position introduced by would contract tax claims in 
res,pelct of business profits to a PE. These could suggest some 

on the part South Africa to accept the new approach in an 
unchanged form. 
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Chapter l"OI:I,nil:lOJ,'l:ll1 concluding 

not attempt to n. "", .... -. wh.:>;th,,,,,. authorities 
would adopt DECO's new to PE profit 
or at all. a non-member of the it is entirely up to 
to choose to embrace or reject the new approach once it is 

partially 
African authorities 
nallse'c early in 

2007 according to expectations. 

study also does not on the many issues that will 
should the South African authorities wish to put into the DECO's new 

authorised approach, although are no doubt very important aspects. 

.-", .. ,,,,,,,,.-rn analysis of this study are confined to substantive 
issues. In main, the study position of the normal tax 
treatment of intra-company vis-ii-vis approach 
under 7 of the model ,...nrn/~ntlt'n 

2 set out municipal income tax and principles applicable 
to both a resident and non-resident with an offshore or PE. Intra-company 

dealings are generally not recognised and consequently there is a lack of 
as regards the income tax treatment of dealings. A few specific 

as regards the CGT treatment of dealings in cases of a non-resident 
with a local South African do, however, exist. 

which it might 
a local PE of a normal tax 

34% applicable to branch and trades of Depending on the 
circumstances, STC at the will also not apply to such PEs subject to 
,.."",..,,,,, .. :::.1 normal tax rate of These erratic results are caused by a lack of integration 
beltwE!en South Africa's municipal international normal and its international 

under its network DTCs as regards profit attribution to PEs. 

comparative from which the municipal 
GE-PE dealings was compared with the 

cnar:»ter 4. 

The income tax of GE-PE were analysed based on 
intra-company reallocations inventory, capital and provision of or 
funds in respect of which an internal mark-up would be justified. It was shown that the 
municipal income tax system does not recognise all any intra-company 
dealings in any of categories to establish the (i) tax liability of a non-resident 
operating through a local or (ii) for purposes of calculating the amount of foreign tax 
that should be credited for purposes of unilateral international double taxation relief of a 
resident GE operating through an offshore PE. 

The position DECO's new Ithl"lnc:""rt approach to 

l1"n""I<::':>11 approach, 
is vastly different to 

DECD'snew 
appropriate 
establish the extent 

for both purposes (i) 
source-country's 

Inl"'nlTl':> tax <:.\1<:1"""1." 

would be ,..~,...nnr'ic:.:,rt 
(ii) mentioned 

right, and the ~Vf,""nT 
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...... 1"0\"'·'11'" bilateral international double taxation 
l'io" ...... ".1'i expenses and notional profits would 

in terms of article 7(2) of the OECO MTC. 

municipal consequences of GE-PE dealings differ from the income 
position in so far as the CGT system recognises certain dealings for 
the exit charge for dealings between a a 

of GE-PE dealings that were am;!IV~iel.] 
are the reallocation of capital assets. as well as ..... """ .... ",, ... 

exit charge in respect of inventory will international 
symmetrical tax system to that of South Africa, and may cause ,.. .. "'l:Iti .... n 

losses in South Africa in certain circumstances. study submits that 
inconsistency operates unduly harsh and is not justified from a 
as the established body of source rules would provide 

1 

ordinary cause to the South African tax in a 
local to a non-resident GE. 

Apart from the case of CGT exit are generally not 
recognised for CGT purposes. Again the approach to 
attribution would recognise GE-PE dealings concerning capital under 
appropriate circumstances for purposes to of the source country's 
taxing right, and the extent of the provide bilateral 
international double taxation 

The analysis in chapter 4 showed that charge in respect of assets 
attributable to a local PE would be impacted by new authorised approach 
when it concerns a reallocation of such to the non-resident The reason is of 
a structural nature because article 7 of MTC governs the extent of a source 
country's taxing right in of a namely the exit charge in this case. 

of a is the PE asset is 
consideration upon its reallocation to the non-

resident of.municipal.law.and the consequenUax-=.r:esuILwo.uld.llot 

On 

l:!nr.,rr,,::al'"'h-and tax result under-aOTC in·accordance 
approach to PE profit attribution. 

1""'::"";:'''';::'' questions in terms of the OECO's new authorised 
of the asset could be viewed as a 

,Aln,,,,,,!",,,,,,. ,nl"l""'\",,n,I"I;:',"O,. parties would price that dealing according to 
value. 

aec:lae on basic issue is whether key 
entrepreneurial risk taking functions in respect of the asset was performed by the If 
so, the PE would be owner of the asset, thus justifying the 
recognition of a in respect of that asset for the benefit of 
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as akin to, for an sale or the grant a right of use purposes of 
appropriately pricing the dealing. In this regard, comparability methodologies of the 

1995 Guidelines applied mutatis mutandis. 

South Africa's municipal income and rules as well as the new 
authorised approach to have definitely abandoned branch accounting as the 
basic guideline the profit attribution calculation. Under the new 
authorised branch accounts are only one of the documentation requirements 
that of an imputed intra-company 

in establishing through a functional and analysis 
whether any dealings taken In a broader context, one could surmise that 

far-reaching development is an example the general uneasiness of the 
accountancy profession in the post-Enron 

There is no binding existing case law on the approach to profit attribution 
under Africa's Nevertheless, the general picture painted by the majority 
judgement in the Anglo-American case, delivered by Rhodesian Appellate Division 
in respect of one of South DTCs, to provide support 

consonant with DECD's new authorised as the 
.. .".I"' .............. ,t"" .. of dealings are concerned. court in case ",v .. , .. ",~,el" 

the taxpayer's branch accounts as a basis to claim a tax deduction under a 
provision similar to article 7(2) of DECD MTC in respect of intra-company dealings. 
The court recognise the possibility of dealings should evidence be provided 
that they are in accordance with the arm's-length principle. Regrettably the decision in 

case did indications of circumstances under which it would 
be intra-company dealings. 

Indeed, the approach PE 
profit attribution gives guidance regarding under which it 
would be appropriate to intra-company GE-PE dealings that 
length behaviour. This guidance is far from or exhaustive, especially the way in 
which the linchpin concept of key entrepreneurial risk taking functions is formulated. In 
SOlIe:::()T this~_one£annot=deny thaUhec0ECD has,:;9stablished-a.whole:::new fra mework 
for the application of the arm's-length principle under article 7(2) the DECO 
which differs both from the historical practice and from the transfer pricing practice in so 

as the armis-length principle is applied to related parties. 

The general conclusion of this study is that the application of the new 
authorised approach to PE profit attribution contains the possibility of altering the extent 
or precluding altogether municipal income tax and charges in respect of intra
company dealings of and non-residents operating through an offshore or 
onshore as the case may be. 

Commentators on the new authorised approach to PE profit attribution 
indicate that from a policy """"lrC!""""M'IU"" the novel concept of key entrepreneurial risk 
taking functions a of rights article 7(2) of the 
DECDMTC. 
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The analysis in chapter 4 of 
network shows Africa ",,..,,,,,f,,,, .... r,,,,rl 

source rights approximately 20% its existing 
out by the incorporation OTCs provisions of 
source-based taxation of business profits. 

144 

expanded 
This is mainly born 

UN MTC dealing with 

This study suggests that from a policy perspective might be 
some reluctance on part of the South African fiscal authorities to adopt the OECO's 
new authorised approach to PE profit attribution in its present form. On the other hand, 
the South fiscal authorities and their counterparts worldwide will come 

the OECO's new position and 
OECOMTC. 

Particular difficulty would be brought about by OTCs that incorporate 
article 7(3) of the UN MTC as a result of above-mentioned looming policy dilemma. 
It was shown in chapter 4 article 7(3) of the UN MTC is irreconcilable with 
OECO's new authorised approach to profit attribution in so as it expressly rOI",."t", 

types of dealings having any tax consequences. 

If South Africa were to adopt OECO's new authorised approach, it would not 
find under OTCs article 7(3) UN MTC. It 

in the main situation would not cause treaty shopping in 
circumstances where South OTC partner operates a or 
comprehensive tax system. From the perspective of a any contraction of a source-
tax under a based on the new approach would be by lesser 
relief in the residence country for international double taxation in respect of that PE's 
profits in the home country. There would thus be no benefit involved in choosing to fall 
under a on the as opposed to UN MTC. sharing under a 
OTC mainly concerns the two tax not the per se lAin, ... .:::.::> 

only concern is net 

Although this does not on implementation and issues 
that would arise should South Africa wish to adopt the new approach, pressing 
and~important:qtlestior:Js~do::arjse'.wbicb:cannot.be·igl'lor.ed. 

It seems should South Africa implement OECO's new authorised 
to profit attribution other than through individual protocols to OTCs, 

this new approach would not be valid existing OTCs. African case law on the 
appropriate interpretive approach to OTCs suggests that intention of the 
partners at time of the conclusion of the must be established. The 
commentaries on the OECO/UN MTC at that will no doubt form part of this 
common intention. This suggests a rather static and one cannot realistically 
expect our courts to that the negotiators of a OTC, intended subsequent vastly 
different approaches to 7(2) of the MTC to the pre-existing 
approach. Under the post-1 ambulatory MTC might exist to adopt a 
more robust approach. 

On a level the new authorised approach to profit attribution 
to be very technical in nature and arduous to carry out. For instance, the whole 
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of a be analysed functionally as a starting point to 
attributable profit to a PE, whereas presently the accounts the PE were uG\;;: ....... 'cu 

starting point, and in many cases only consideration to perform the profit 
computation. 

It is extremely difficult of the 
the PE profit attribution question a What now ap~)ears 
practice of South African authorities, ie branch accounting, is well-

known is in accordance with international However, the South African 
authorities are silent as to and the reform in this area. only 

for taxpayers is to confused statement in PN 7, which attempts to 
of the local transfer to ,nTr~_ .... '''''rn 

to PN 7 is 

study illustrates that the time has for the South African 
authorities to address over the course of the next years the topic of profit attribution 

The current SARS of addressing this topic on an ad hoc is 
reform in this area should at least be focused on paving 

nm;ltlrln on the of in South most 
unanticipated are to 

"""1"'1", .. 1"1 to prospective inbound investment and ""ft.,""", .. "" """,n<.n<>,,,,n 
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SUMMARY 

provides a I"'l"Irnnr·Qh.:::.nc:,i\lQ analysis of South 
..... !::Ir"\If!:l1 gains tax (CGT) that apply to dealings 
parts of a company. analysis established that there are few 

c::n~~l"ltll" .",,..,...., ......... tax of CGT rules to such intra-company dealings. The lack 
1C::1!:I'rI\/Q rules reflects n"'I"! ... r!::!1 tax principle in respect of intra-company 

dealings, which focus on the legal corporate transactions, and 
provides for a complete disregard intra-company are instances 
where CGT rules, for Qv:::amnl... recognise intra-company Where 

interact with tax rules in cases intra-company 
tax results are brought about. 

study compares the analysis of South Africa's municipal income tax and 
applicable to cross-border intra-company with the position of 

new authorised approach to the attribution of profits to a permanent 
,c>t'\,,,,,, ... ,,,,. (PE). This is achieved by analysing the historical and 

r'lr""C::QlnT position of the subject against new authorised approach. 

above-mentioned between 
rules and the new mooted by the '-JL.'-JL.I c>t'\,,,.,,,,.rI 

<::\/(:t ... I"I"I could be or precluded in appropriate 
circumstances under the new approach. possibility of such a result was in 
...... ", ..... '" more remote under the OECD's past approach to the question of profit 

to aPE. 

new authorised to the question profit 
approach contract 

taxing rights compared position of the analysis of South 
double tax convention (DTC) network revealed that the South J.uI"Il"'!:In 

authorities seem to negotiate on the basis of extended source 
rights in respect of profits as compared the extent allowed by the 

study therefore that from a tax policy some may 
fiscal authoritiesto-:adopt. the, OECD~s new 

,n_~~ ....... "'nrl""n form. Despite the study the 
D.tri,"'!::In fiscal authorities the topic of study to 

nI"lC~I'fI",.n on the of dealings and to 
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